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The series of the biennial European congresses on Telepathology reached
with this Venice edition its 11th appointment: more than 20 years of
research in a continuously growing field. It is also the fifth time the
congress brings the additional name of International Congress of Virtual
Microscopy: eight years ago the International Academy of Telepathology
decided to recognize this way the importance of virtual microscopy, also
called Whole Slide Imaging, in the renovation of the telepathology
scenario. In the last congress the International Academy of Digital
Pathology was also founded, to replace and continue the great work of
the International Academy of Telepathology that organized most of this
congress series. This step recollects under the single term “digital
pathology” all the technologies that are tranforming the traditional,
“analog” pathologist in a digital professional that work on digitized
slides, with software tools that enable to better exploit his/her
knowledge, leaving routine details to the computers and networks.
Once slides are digitized, a whole bunch of applications come natural
and available: telediagnosis, teleconsultation, e-learning, long term
storage, up to image analysis, with the forthcoming field of digital
immunohistochemistry. No need to carry out additional operations:
slides are ready for further digital treatment, present and future.
Digital Pathology is made possible not only thanks to the research grown
in the last many years and presented at every Congress of this series.
Every year the processors power increases, memory becomes larger and
larger, and thus computers become more and more adequate to such
large, information-filled objects that are the so-called digital slides.
This 2012 Congress hosted more than 80 presentations from 23 countries
of the world. It represents the current state of the art in the field of digital
pathology: what can be read in the present proceedings will represent the
future of Pathology in the short, mid and even long term, thus providing
insights on a new world which the traditional and crucial work of the
pathologist should remain under his/her own control, made easier and
more productive through digital tools.
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Background: The new telepathology and virtual slide (VS) technology
undergo remarkable changes in development and implementation. What
are the reasons? What do we have to expect in the near future?
Present stage: Telepathology started in Europe in the 1980s. It was
implemented in closed communication systems and focussed on frozen
section service [1,2]. Open systems embedded in open source software
replaced the early communication about 10 years ago. They became to
age, and nearly all of them closed [3]. A new era started with the medical
electronic communication expert system (MECES, http://www.diagnomx.
eu) and the Virtual International Pathology Institute (VIPI,http://www.
diagnomx.eu/vipi) that combine an internal communication network with
external information nodes. It uses acoustic and visual information
transfer as well as information sources at different levels such as access
to libraries, image content information analysis, and diagnosis assistants
[3]. It also incorporates VS, which are available from different companies.
Although delivered in non-congruent formats certain medical platforms
(MECES) and open access scientific journals (journal of diagnostic
pathology (http://www.diagnosticpathology.org)) can handle VS via their
specific viewers. VS implementation in routine tissue – based diagnosis is
on its way. Most companies try to specifically connect their VS scanners
to laboratory information systems (LIS) and/or to digital radiology
imaging systems (picture archiving and communication system (PACS))
[4,5]. VS are provided with their own specific image analyzing system that
focuses on evaluation of suitable immunohistochemistry scores such as
Her2_neu or hormone receptors in breast cancer. Obligatory VS standards
are still missing [6,7].
Expectations: The establishment of a mandatory VS standard related to
PACS is on its way [8]. Recent development of so – called social forums
(facebook, linkedin, youtube, etc.) has lead to new communication
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standards that permit the extension of open access and open software
forums to external nodes. They can be considered as a communication
system with internal structures {discussion groups, communication
pathways (images, sounds, movies, functions), language, data sets, etc.}
equipped with flexible communicative surface {interpretation,
measurements, quality assurance, standardization, language translation,
and others}. These information transfers can be switched on and off [9].
There are two different ways to incorporate VS in routine tissue – based
diagnosis, namely (a) direct implementation of VS scanners in the existing
LIS with specific connection to the hospital information system (HIS), and
(b) to create an open communication network that provides as flexible
communication surface to HIS, LIS, VS, etc. Industry seems to prefer
method (a) although method (b) offers great advantages [10].
Conclusion: Europe is involved in big changes that involve the world of
tissue – based diagnosis [11]. Surgical pathology starts to gain in clinical
significance and financial interest. It is promoted by predictive diagnosis
and communicative approaches which have their roots in telemedicine
and digitized images [12]. The digitalization of surgical pathology has
irreversibly started with big investment; the out come of the footrace is
promising; however, it remains still open.
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Background: Fifth generation telepathology systems are dual-modality
systems (i.e., digital pathology systems) that combine whole slide imaging
(WSI) and real-time dynamic robotic telepathology. Hybrid robotic
dynamic/static image telepathology systems were the precursors of fifth
generation telepathology systems and can be used as surrogates for fifth
generation systems in workflow studies [1-4].
Variability in human performance was identified as a pathology issue in
the first scientific paper on telepathology, published in 1987 [5]. In a
study performed under highly controlled conditions, it was shown that
individual pathologists had a range of thresholds for diagnosing breast
cancer on frozen sections. The use of the “equivocal for malignancy”
diagnostic category varied significantly among the six pathologists
enrolled in an Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) video microscopy
human performance study. Surprisingly, use of this category was
essentially the same for both conventional light microscopy and video
microscopy for each pathologist [5]. In another early study, Dunn et al.,
using a hybrid dynamic robotic/static image telepathology system,
documented patterns of telepathology primary diagnoses case deferrals
for seven telepathologists over a 12-year period of time. These seven
telepathologists rendered provisional primary surgical pathology
diagnoses on over 11,000 surgical pathology cases. Case deferral rates
among the telepathologists varied from 2.5% to 32.7% [6,7].
In this workflow study, we compared the QA case deferral rates of
general pathologists and subspecialty surgical pathologists staffing a
telepathology-based QA program. Fifth generation telepathology systems
are an extension of the hybrid dynamic robotic/static image system
concept, replacing the gallery of individual static images with a single
large whole slide imaging (WSI) file.
Materials and methods: Telepathology-based quality assurance
service: UMC initiated a QA telepathology consultation service between
Lake Havasu City, Arizona and Tucson, Arizona (approximately 300 miles
away) in July 2005. The Arizona Telemedicine Program (ATP) provided the
broadband telecommunications infrastructure for the service as well as a
telepathology case coordinator. These QA services continued uninterrupted
until October 2009 when HRMC changed direction and decided to
outsource all of its laboratory services to a commercial reference laboratory
for cost savings.
During this study, the HRMC pathology laboratory handled 3,000-4,000
surgical pathology cases per year and was locally staffed by a single
pathologist. Surgical cases at HRMC were accessioned, grossed, embedded
in paraffin and glass slides were produced in the HRMC laboratory. All new
cancer cases and any other challenging surgical pathology cases were
identified by the HRMC pathologist for telepathology QA review.
QA cases reviewed via telepathology had been diagnosed with a written
report generated by the HRMC pathologist prior to telepathology. A
remotely controllable hybrid robotic-dynamic telepathology system (Apollo
PACS ®, Falls Church, VA) was used to transmit a stream of digital images, via
the ATP network, from Lake Havasu City, Arizona to Tucson, Arizona. The
case video images were reviewed in real-time and remotely navigated by
the on-service triage telepathologist at UMC, in Tucson. The telepathologist,
linked to the HRMC pathologist in Lake Havasu City, was able to collaborate
face-to-face via real-time videoconferencing, a feature built into the Apollo
system. At the time of each telepathology review, the HRMC pathology
report and accompanying patient medical history/demographic data were
made available to the telepathologist in Tucson.
Ten UMC telepathologists participated in the study. They had dual roles,
functioning either as general telepathologists and/or as subspecialty
surgical pathologists depending on the nature of the case. Nine surgical
pathology subspecialties were represented, including dermatopathology,
gastrointestinal/hepatic, renal/genitourinary, breast, thoracic, gynecologic
and head/neck pathology. The CTP case workflow model, as described by
Bhattacharyya et al., is shown schematically in Figure 1 [8].
Study cases and data analysis: Between July 2005 and October 2009,
1862 cases were transmitted from HRMC to UMC.
After completion of case accruals, data analysis commenced. The provisional
surgical pathology reports (HRMC) and the final telepathology case reports
(UMC) were compiled. Data compiled included date of telepathology review,
name of telepathologist, specimen organ system, preliminary diagnosis, and
final telepathology diagnosis. These data were uploaded into a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet and tallied for case load per telepathologist, number of
cases per organ system, and deferral rates. The HRMC and UMC diagnoses
were compared and classified by a senior pathologist as being either
concordant or discordant. Discordant diagnoses were further sub-classified
by the staff pathologist as a major discrepancy (one that would alter clinical
management) or a minor discrepancy (one that would not change clinical
management).
Cases were further evaluated with regards to the telepathologist’s area of
subspecialty surgical pathology expertise. A t-test for paired observations was
used to determine if there was a statistically significant difference in deferral
rates and a Chi-square test was done to determine if the distributions of
deferral rates differed across readers (null hypotheses=deferral rate expected
to be the same).
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Results and discussion: Of the 1815 analytical cases, 1650 cases
(90.91%) were signed out directly by the triage telepathologist. The
remaining 165 cases (9.09%) were deferred for further analysis by a
subspecialty surgical pathologist or for special studies such as
immunohistochemistry.
Levels of concordance: Overall concordance was 94.27%. Concordance
by specimen site/organ system ranged from 90.09% to 100%. The
greatest discordance rate was seen with genitourinary cases with an
overall discordance rate of 9.91% (7.66% major discrepancies, 2.25%
minor discrepancies). Concordance on breast cases, cardiovascular cases,
and head and neck cases was 100%. Table 1 includes 42 cases which
were initially viewed by two telepathologists.
Deferral rates: The case volumes per telepathologist ranged from 51 to
501 cases (average 182 cases). Deferral rates for individual telepathologists
ranged from 4.79% to 21.26% (average 10.05%). Deferral rates were
minimally changed by exclusion of cases within each telepathologist’s
subspecialty area and ranged from 4.94% to 21.81% (average 10.26%).
These data are summarized in Table 2. A t-test showed no statistically
significant difference in deferral rates for case triage telepathologists for
cases outside their areas of subspecialty pathology expertise versus triage
cases falling within their area of subspecialty surgical pathology expertise
(t = 0.032, p = 0.9754). However, 8 out of 10 telepathologists deferred a
lower percentage of telepathology cases that fell within their area
of surgical pathology expertise which may represent a trend (Table 2).
A Chi-square test for distribution of deferral rates across readers was
statistically significant for general rates (X2 = 20.52, p < 0.05) and
subspecialty rates (X2 = 20.23, p < 0.05).
This study evaluated a real-time telepathology QA program using the CTP
case workflow model [8]. The overall concordance rate between primary
(HRMC) and final (UMC) diagnosis was 94.27%. Of the discordant
diagnoses, 2.90% represented major discrepancies and 2.83% represented
minor discrepancies. In clinical practice, this discordance rate could be of
concern [9,10].
Overall discordance rates were minimally changed with exclusion of cases
within each telepathologist’s subspecialty area. Conversely, UMC
subspecialty surgical pathologists performed well in the role of general
triage pathologist (Figure 1). This supports the use of subspecialty surgical
pathologists as the general triage pathologist in a telepathology-based QA
program.
Conclusion: This CTP workflow telepathology model, blending the services
of university-based subspecialty surgical pathologists and a community-
based general pathologist, provided a means for improving the quality of
community-based laboratory services, presented opportunities for UMC-
based community outreach, and increased the efficiency of a second
opinion QA program. Service provider and user satisfaction were high.
Based on these data and observations, we suggest that the likelihood of a
reviewing telepathologist agreeing or disagreeing with a diagnosis
Figure 1(abstract S3) CTP workflow model Workflow for the Case Triage Practice (CTP) Model used in the Lake Havasu-Tucson, Arizona, telepathology
quality assurance service. When triage pathologists consult with subspecialty pathologists, they retain responsibility for generating the final QA
telepathology report. The service used an Apollo hybrid dynamic robotic/static image telepathology system. (Adapted from Bhattacharyya et al., 1995 [8]).
Table 1(abstract S3) Concordance of HRMC and UMC
diagnoses
Organ/site Cases Agree Major disc. Minor disc.
Gastrointestinal 494 474 (95.95%) 8 (1.62%) 12 (2.43%)
Genitourinary 444 400 (90.09%) 34 (7.66%) 10 (2.25%)
Skin 246 230 (93.50%) 5 (2.03%) 11 (4.47%)
Lungs 240 235 (97.92%) 1 (0.42%) 4 (1.67%)
Bone/soft tissue 87 81 (93.10%) 1 (1.15%) 5 (5.75%)
Head/neck 63 63 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Gynecological 49 45 (91.84%) 0 (0%) 4 (8.16%)
Breast/axilla 38 38 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Endocrine 21 19 (90.48%) 0 (0%) 2 (9.52%)
Cardiovascular 10 10 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Total 1692 1595 (94.27%) 49 (2.90%) 48 (2.83%)
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rendered at an outside hospital is not a function of the reviewers’
expertise alone, but rather may be related to other human factors, even
possibly the personality type of the telepathologist. For individual
pathologists, there was a strong relationship between rates of case
deferrals for cases within their own area of subspecialty expertise as
compared with cases they handled that were outside of their area of
subspecialty expertise. Low, intermediate, and high level users of the “case
deferral” option could be identified. It would be of interest to conduct
Myers-Briggs personality assessments on pathologists and to correlate
personality assessment results with other quantifiable pathologist
performance measures such as surgical pathology case deferral rates, rates
of equivocation on malignant diagnoses, and others.
List of abbreviations: ATP: Arizona Telemedicine Program; CTP: Case
Triage Practice; HRMC: Havasu Regional Medical Center; QA: quality
assurance; SPP: subspecialty pathology practice; UMC: University Medical
Center; WSI: whole slide imaging.
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Background: In recent years, Japan has been short of pathologists. There
are about 2,000 board-certified pathologists against 130 million people. Most
pathologists are working in the urban area and only few are available in rural
regions. Telepathology in Japan developed under these circumstances,
mainly for intraoperative frozen section diagnosis where no pathologist is
available. We have been performing frozen section telepathology for more
than 10 years, and achieved fairly good results [1].
In this work, we constructed a web-based remote diagnosis system using
virtual slide targeting routine pathology slides.
Material and methods: The hospital has about 2,000 histology specimens
every year, and there are three pathology technicians in the pathology
laboratory. Part-time pathologists used to visit the hospital twice a week.
We started this project because one of the two pathologists moved, and
could no longer go to the hospital. We used LINCE from CLARO (Aomori,
Japan), a tiling type VS scanner. To scan slides, we fixed the objective lens
to 40x. We limited the target to the biopsy specimens. Pathology
technicians scaned paraffin slides and stored VS to the shared folder of
their server. They also scanned the clinical application form, and saved the
PDF files to the same folder. Personal information is excluded for security
reasons. The pathologists opened a shared folder of the server through the
Table 2(abstract S3) Deferral rates
Pathologist Total
cases
Deferred
cases
Total cases
excluding
pathologists
subspecialty
Total deferred cases
excluding pathologists
subspecialty
Deferral
rate
overall
Deferral rate of cases
within pathologists
subspecialty
Deferral rate
excluding
pathologists
subspecialty
Pathologist A 501 24 344 17 4.79% 4.46% 4.94%
Pathologist B 369 30 321 25 8.13% 10.42% 7.78%
Pathologist C 188 24 150 22 14.79% 5.26% 14.67%
Pathologist D 174 37 165 36 21.26% 11.11% 21.81%
Pathologist E 166 12 161 12 7.23% 0% 7.45%
Pathologist F 139 12 109 10 8.63% 6.67% 9.17%
Pathologist G 85 9 83 9 10.59% 0% 10.84%
Pathologist H 84 6 76 6 7.14% 0% 7.89%
Pathologist I 58 7 50 5 12.07% 25% 10%
Pathologist J 51 4 50 4 7.84% 0% 8%
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internet from Tokyo, 500 km from the hospital (see Figure 1). First, we
checked the serial pathology numbers of VS and application form. Then
we read the application form, observed VS, making a primary diagnosis
report using word processor containing the serial pathology number in the
report. The diagnosis reports were then stored to the same shared folder.
This was done using remote VPN software. Technicians copied the report
and pasted it to the reporting system to complete diagnosis.
In some difficult cases, we discussed with pathologist who visits the
hospital once a week, and compared the diagnosis between VS and
microscope.
Results and discussion: We started this system in July 2011, and
continue to diagnose about 80 cases each month resulting in more than
800 primary diagnosis. The VS images were clear enough and we could
diagnose most of the routine HE slides with no incident. No image
degradation happened due to data transfer. Because VS are stored in the
server and connected to the web, we can manage our time and location
for diagnosis easily. I have also been able to view VS images from Europe
using the internet at my hotel.
As a setting of VS scanner, we first tried to use 20x objective lens. But in
some delicate cases, the images were frustrating for us. Since we are
unable to predict the delicate cases, we fixed objective lens to 40x.
When performing a diagnosis on the PC, we usually open 5 windows,
1) clinical application form, 2) VS viewer, 3) word processor window to
write diagnosis report, 4) shared VS data folder, and 5) folder to temporary
store the diagnosis report. This is too much to display on 10 inch screen
notebook PC, or a 22 inch desktop screen. As a result, we are using a dual
display system (see Figure 2).
To check the discrepancies between direct microscope and remote VS
diagnosis, we looked at some difficult cases and discussed together. The
degrees of coincidence were fairly good.
The biggest issue was the data transfer speed. The response of the VS
differed each time, sometimes it was really slow whilst at other times it
was very fast. When comparing VS observation using broadband of 50-
60 Mbps to a mobile telephone network of 1-5 Mbps, the difference was
small. We also changed the internet connection of the hospital’s VS
server which resolved the issue dramatically. There should be bottleneck
somewhere between the VS server and the web this time.
One big trouble was misunderstanding of the slide direction of VS. We
put multiple small specimens on one glass slide, and numbered them
from the label side. Because our VS viewer does not show thumbnail
images with labels, a pathologist cannot find which side in #1 on viewer.
Technicians usually set glass slides to the VS scanner with the slide label
on the right hand side, which makes the right side specimen #1. One
day, a glass slide was accidently placed onto the scanner the opposite
way round. There were 4 colon specimens on the VS, and the 2nd
specimen from the right showed cancer. The specimen #2 was taken
from the ascending colon, but actually it was the specimen #3 taken
from the descending colon. Luckily we noticed this before the operation.
According to the Japanese Medical Practitioners Act, primary pathology
diagnosis is designated as a medical act, and medical act must take place
in medical institution. Using this web-based system, we can make primary
diagnosis from anywhere in the world. But in accordance to the law, we
kept the report as draft when made outside of the medical institution and
it was later finished at the hospital.
Because we cannot access the hospital’s pathology reporting system
directly from Tokyo, we cannot write the diagnosis directly. At least, this
could help us because the pathology technicians can find simple mistakes
in the report when they copy it.
Conclusions: There are many ideas reported for the usage of VS and
Telepathology [2-5]. This time, we focused on the web-based primary
Figure 1(abstract S4) VS telepathology of routine HE slides. We made primary diagnosis of VS of routine HE slides of a hospital 500 km away from
Tokyo through internet.
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diagnosis. We constructed this system as a kind of emergency response
for the absence of a pathologist, and it proved to be useful. There still
many issues that remain, like the way to write diagnosis report to the
system, clarification of where responsibility lies, and how to handle the
large operation specimens or cytology slides, etc. In Japan, we have a
guideline for intraoperative frozen section telepathology diagnosis written
by the Japanese Research Society of Telepathology and Pathology
Informatics [6]. We may require a guideline for web-based remote
primary diagnosis using VS.
Competing interests: The authors declare that they have no competing
interest.
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Background: Standard cancer diagnosis and prognosis procedures such as
the Nottingham Grading System for breast cancer incorporate a criterion
based on cell morphology known as cytonuclear atypia. Therefore,
algorithms able to precisely extract the cell nuclei are a requirement in
computer-aided diagnosis applications.
Figure 2(abstract S4) Actual working desk of remote diagnosis Notebook PC was connected to the web through mobile telephone network. Another
display is also connected to the notebook PC, and diagnosis was done under dual display condition.
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However, unlike other modalities such as needle aspiration biopsy
images, H&E stained surgical breast cancer slides are a particularly
challenging image modality due to the heterogeneity of both the objects
and background, low object-background contrast and frequent overlaps
as illustrated in Figure 1. As a consequence, existing extraction methods
which are largely reliant on color intensities do not perform well on such
images.
Materials and methods: We propose a method based on the creation of
a new image modality consisting in a grayscale map where the value of
each pixel indicates its probability of belonging to a cell nuclei. This
probability map is calculated from texture and scale information in
addition to simple pixel color intensities. The resulting modality has a
strong object-background contrast and evens out the irregularities within
the nuclei or the background. The actual extraction is performed using an
AC model with a nuclei shape prior included to deal with overlapping
nuclei.
Feature model: First, a color deconvolution [1] is applied in order to
separate the immunohistochemical stains from which 3 grayscale images
are produced: a haematoxilin image, an eosin image and a third residual
component orthogonal in RGB space. Next, local features based on Laws’
texture measures [2] are computed for each pixel of the 3 obtained
images. 5 different 1-dimensional convolution kernels (L5 = (1, 4, 6, 4, 1),
E5 = (–1, –2, 0, 2, 1), W5 = (–1, 2, 0, –2, 1), S5 = (–1, 0, 2, 0, –1) and R5 =
(1, –4, 6, –4, 1)) are used to compute 25 different 5 × 5 kernels by
convolving avertical 1-dimensional kernel with a horizontal one. The 5 × 5
kernels are applied at every pixel to extract 25 features which are then
combined into 15 rotationally invariant features after normalizing by the
output of the L5
T × L5 kernel and smoothing with a Gaussian kernel of
standard deviation s = 1.5 pixels.
The same process is repeated at 4 different scales after locally re-sampling
the image using Lanczos-3 sinc kernels. Re-sampled images are locally
computed around each pixel to allow the computation of the 15 texture
features for the same pixel at different scales. Local texture features are
computed at 1:1, 1:2, 1:4 and 1:8 scales for every pixel.
Probability map: The resulting 180-dimensional feature vector x is used
to compute the probability pn(x) of each pixel to belong to a cell nuclei.
Let μn (resp. μb) be the mean of the feature vectors for the pixels
belonging to the nuclei (resp. to the background). A class dependent LDA
is performed in order to find two directions in the feature space, wn and
wb, such that the projection of the classes on these directions has a
maximum inter-class scatter over within-class scatter ratio. The estimated
class probability associated with the feature vector x is then calculated
from the linear scores ln = (x – μn) · wn and lb = (x – μb) · wb using the
softmax function:
p x
l x
l x + l x
n
n
n b
          
exp
exp exp
The resulting probability map exhibits strong contrast between the
objects and the background. Moreover, nuclei and background appear
more homogeneous than in the original image. A post processing step is
also applied to fill small holes still remaining in nuclei (larger holes are
not removed to prevent the unintended deletion of interstices between
different nuclei).
AC model including shape prior: The actual extraction of cell nuclei is
performed from the probability map with an AC model with shape prior
information. The total energy E(g) associated to a contour g is a
weighted sum of an image term Ei(g) and a shape term Es(g). The latter
is itself the weighted sum of a smoothing term Esm(g) and a shape prior
term Esp(g).
The shape prior term E = f ikt r t dtsp kJ S G     §©¨ ·¹¸¦ ³12 exp 2
allows to control the perturbations δr(t) of a contour around a circle at
different frequencies k of the Fourier components by adjusting the
coefficients fk. Detailed formulas and explanations for this and the other
energy terms can be found in the work of Kulikova et al. [3]. The shape prior
information allows to properly extract overlapping nuclei according to their
expected shape without arbitrarily discarding the overlapping parts.
The detection of nuclei is performed by a marked point process model the
details about which the interested reader can find in [4]. An empirical study
in [5] shows that this particular combination of MPP and AC over-performs
other state-of-the-art methods for nuclei detection and extraction.
Results and discussion: The training set used for the LDA consists of 6
1024×1024 images where the nuclei have been manually delineated by a
pathologist. Object and background parameters used in the AC model
Figure 1(abstract S5) Ground truth (Left) magnified 250 × 250 region of a frame and (right) the same region with the nuclei delineated by a
pathologist. Nuclei delineated with a thinner outline are hard to distinguish from the background. Dark and bright areas can indiscriminately occur inside
and outside nuclei.
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are also calculated from the training set. Weight parameters for the
energy terms in the AC model are adjusted with a grid search. Images
used for training are distinct from the images used for validation.
Figure 2 shows results obtained with the AC model applied to the
probability map side-by-side with results obtained with the same AC
model applied to the original image (in fact, the slightly better performing
haematoxilin image from the color deconvolution was used instead of the
red channel from the RGB image commonly used in other methods [6]).
On the original image, the contours have a tendency to match
irregularities within the cell nuclei rather than their actual boundaries. This
problem is largely improved by using the probability map where the nuclei
boundaries are much more salient and other irrelevant features are
smoothed out.
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Background: China has the largest numbers of cancer patients worldwide
but has limited pathology resources. According to a survey done by
Chinese Pathologists Association, a large number of pathologists in clinical
practice in China has only one year of formal or informal training. Only in
recent year, formal pathology residency programs similar to those of
Western countries are available in a couple of large medical schools, where
limited numbers of well-trained and experienced pathologists are located.
When having rare or complex cancer pathology cases, pathologists often
have difficulty in making an accurate diagnosis. Mistakes in cancer
diagnosis are not uncommon, which often leads to inadequate treatment
of patients and medical legal problems. Thus, there is a great need for
pathology consultation and quality control of cancer diagnosis in China.
In recent years, telepathology or digital pathology has been applied in many
areas of pathology, including remote consultation and quality control [1].
Difficult pathology cases can be sent through internet or intranet to remote
site for consultation [2]. Quality control can be performed on digitalized
image or WSI by expert pathologists at remote sites [3]. The practice of
telepathology can solve the problem of healthcare system with poor
pathology resource, especially in developing countries [4]. In order to use
pathology resource efficiently and to improve the quality of pathology
diagnosis of cancer, the Ministry of Health of China developed and launched
a nationwide telepathology consultation and quality control program for
cancer diagnosis in China in 2011.
Designs: Internet platform: An internet based telepathology consultation
platform (http://www.mpathology.cn) was designed to serve as the hub for
the project, connecting hospitals and expert consultants. Selection an
internet based platform or a website portal was due to the consideration
that multiple hospitals/institutions and multiple expert pathologists from
different institutions need to access the platform. A server was used for
storage of images and data. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the platform.
For telepathology consultation, referring pathologists from participating
hospitals sent request for consults with attached WSI and related clinical
information to the internet platform, the system would alert system
information technologists by e-mails. The technologists would then check
out the submitted materials to make sure the requesting form is filled
out appropriately with the WSI attached. The system manager would
then contact the expert pathologist for consultation.
For quality control, a designated expert pathologist would log into the
platform, review the WSI of cancer case from specific hospitals, assesses
the accuracy of the pathology diagnosis and quality of histology sections.
The results would then be sent to provincial and national pathology
quality control center.
All of the participating hospitals were supplied with a virtual microscope,
Motic Virtual Microscopic Scanner (Motic Medical Diagnostic Systems
Corporation, China). The virtual microscope and related software were
tested and validated previously in a study involving a variety of 600 surgical
pathology specimens in China. The study showed a high concordance rate
(94.2%) between WSI and H/E glass slide [5].
Expert consultants: 356 pathologists with provincial and national
reputation volunteered to participate in the program. 80 of them were
selected to serve as expert consultants after passing an online assessment
consists of 30 pathology consultation cases in WSI format. The names,
affiliation of the pathologists and the areas of their subspecialty expertise
were listed on the website (http://www.mpathology.cn). Experts were
provided with a unique identifier and access code to the website. For
telepathology consultation, the expert was instantly informed by the cell
phone message and e-mail once he/she was requested for consult. The
expert pathologist would use a computer or an Ipad to log into the
website, check out the pending cases for consultation under his/her name,
review WSI of the case, capture a representative image from WSI to
included in the final report, type in pathologic features of the case, write
up his/her opinion and provide a final diagnosis. After that, he/she would
preview the final report, then sign the report with an electronic signature
and then release the final report.
Once the final consultation report was released, the system sent an email
to alert the system manager. The final consultation report was then sent
by the system manger by e-mail or fax to the referring pathologist.
Participating hospitals: 87 hospitals in 17 provinces where national
healthcare reform was carried out volunteered to participate the phase I of
the program, all of the hospitals had more than 6000 pathology cases
annually. Pathologists in those hospitals took an online diagnostic test of
50 cases of cancer. Those hospitals having pathologists with excellent test
results were eliminated from the program. 60 hospitals were finally
selected to participate in the phase I of the program. Participating
hospitals were given a unique identification code and user name to login
to the website platform. Pathologists of the participating hospitals are
required to receive a short period of training, which includes operation of
the virtual microscope and internet connection to the platform. Storage
and security of the WSI, relevant clinical data, and consultation files are
also to be addressed.
For telepathology consultation, each participating hospital is required to
send WSI of at least 300 cases annually for second opinion. The number of
cases is set at about 15% to 20% of cancer diagnosed each year in those
hospitals. Hospitals can choose pathologists for second opinion or
consultation from 80 expert consultants with different subspecialty
expertise. For quality control of pathology diagnosis, the participating
hospitals are required to submit WSI of every cancer diagnosed to the
platform. Quality control is to be carried out by expert consultants every
3 month on 10% randomly selected cases. The accuracy of cancer diagnosis
and quality of tissue section are to be reviewed, assessed, and submitted to
provincial and national pathology quality control centers. The results of the
phase I of the program are to be used to guide future deployment of the
program across the country.
Discussion and conclusion: Since 2009, due to the wide spread use of
high speed internet and availability of low cost virtual microscopes in
China, telepathology has gained attention from academic institutions
and government. In 2010, the Ministry of Health of China released an
announcement encouraging hospitals to use telepathology for cancer
diagnosis and planned to develop a nationwide telepathology consultation
service and quality control program. The plan is to set up in each province
a provincial telepathology consultation and pathology quality control
network, which also connects to a central national network. The goal of
the plan is to facilitate remote consultation for cancer diagnosis and to
monitor the accuracy of pathological diagnosis of cancer. In 2011, the
phase I of the plan consisting of 60 hospitals in 17 provinces was
completed.
In China, we do not know the exact number of error in pathological
diagnosis of cancer, however, we believe the rate is much higher than
those reported in Western countries, as many pathologists in China are not
as well trained as those in Western countries and many pathologists in
China do not have subspecialty expertise. The project we design asks
participating hospitals to submit all of their newly diagnosed cancer cases.
10% of those cases will be randomly selected for review. The 10% is set
arbitrarily and is not a high percentage for newly diagnosed cancer cases,
in comparison to prospectively secondly review of all newly diagnosed
cancer cases or retrospective mandatory review of all cancer cases by
some institutions in North America.
Second opinion or consultation is extremely important in pathology
diagnosis, especially in cancer diagnosis. In a retrospectively review of
consultation cases of urological malignancy, Wayment et al. [6] reported
that a 10% disagreement, of which 8% is major. Matasar et al. [7] review
the difference between second opinion and submitting diagnosis in
lymphoma cases and found that major diagnostic revision was 17.8% in
2001 and 16.4% in 2006. In Asia or developing countries, the discrepancy
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rate is similar or much higher. In a review of 673 consultation cases sent to
a cancer center in Twain, Tsung [8] found a 16% of major disagreement
between original diagnosis and second opinion. Hsu et al. [9] reported that
among 2686 consultation cases, the tentative diagnosis and consultation
diagnosis were discordant in 1,074 (64.3%) cases. Major discrepancy was
seen in 205 (12.3%) cases, of which 66.8% were changed from malignant
to benign, 21.0% were changed from benign to malignant. Based on these
studies, the program we designed asks participating hospitals to submit
10-20% of their cases for consultation.
Through this program, we believe that in near future telepathology will be
widely used in China for pathology consultation and quality control. The
program will not only assists pathologists in dealing with diagnostically
difficult pathology cases, but also benefits patients, who do not need to
travel a long distance to large hospitals for a second opinion of cancer
diagnosis, thus saving time and money for patients. The program will also
guaranty the quality of pathology diagnosis of cancer in China.
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Background: Emerging digital microscopy technology and newly
developed scanning light microscopy systems enable histologists to
transfer analog image data of entire slides into digital ones, and to
Figure 1(abstract S6) Nation-wide Telepathology consultation and quality control network. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the internet platform
and nation wide network. Participating hospitals send digital images or WSI of the histology slides of cancer through the internet to the platform, WSI is
then stored in the server; expert pathologists from different institutions could access the website through the internet, review the WSI stored in the server
and deliver a second opinion or make an assessment of quality of pathology diagnosis.
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provide them to students in the class with identical contents and quality
[1,2]. We have recently started a major innovation of our system of
practical teaching using e-learning methods of delivery of high quality
histology virtual slides and supporting documents [3]. We have created
our own teaching environment in a computer-equipped and networked
classroom dedicated to histology practical sessions. This method of
teaching has been complemented with electronic in-course and final
assessments of student’s theoretical and practical knowledge and skills.
Material and methods: Glass histology slides have been scanned with
Olympus dotSlide scanning system creating thousands of overlapping
images saved in a proprietary file format. The scanning was done with
standard 40x objective lens. Using dedicated viewer software (Olyvia,
Olympus) the images were viewed on student’s PC as a single image
map at variable magnifications. Our classroom, dedicated to histology
practical sessions, consists of 1 server PC (teacher) and 30 client’s PC
(students) [3]. The server PC has four accounts set up. Administrator
account - with full administrator’s rights, Lector account - with partially
limited power user’s rights. Student account and Exam account – with
limited user’s rights, enable remote access of student’s workstations to
the server. Under lector’s login, the supporting documents and virtual
slides can be exchanged, edited, added or deleted for incremental
updates.
The student’s PCs are standard ultraslim units running on Windows XP,
SP3 operating system, under strict administrator’s control with Microsoft
Steady State software. Client computers have also Administrator, Lector,
Student, and Exam accounts set up. Students can access only the last two
accounts without any login password. When opening the Student
account, they are presented with a welcome screen where they can
select their preferable language of instruction for practical class (Czech or
English).
The core of this virtual slide learning system is our own Database of
Histology Practical saved on the X:\drive of the server PC. It is build up in
MS Excel format having the first contents page, followed by practical
pages devoted to all 24 topics of histology practical [3]. For electronic
testing of student’s practical knowledge we used special software
Quizmaker ’09 (Articulate) which is simple and easy to use by teachers
having no programming skills. Since this software has a selective option
to shuffle sequences of questions and also to shuffle all distracters in the
quiz randomly on monitors of examined students, only one version of
histology test was enough to prepare for one practical class. A time limit
for display of each question and a total time allowed for a complete test
were also settable.
Results and discussion: Evaluation of practical sessions with virtual
slides: Students of histology practical classes readily accepted the use of
computers for observation of virtual slides. Using our own specific set of
evaluation questions, we have asked students to evaluate this new
method of practical sessions. Majority of students in General Medicine
and Dentistry specializations (93%) evaluated positively the use of virtual
slides, as they allowed them to study and also to discuss various details
of cells and tissues clearly at various magnifications. About half of
students (58%) claimed that they benefited from using the attached
supporting documents during practical sessions and almost all students
(96%) downloaded these supporting documents to their external media
for later self-revisions. The classical light microscopes and glass slides,
that were available next to computers, were used by histology students
occasionally, according to their reply.
Teachers benefited from a uniform quality of presented slides and also
from a straightforward and easy personal communication with students
in the class when personal guidance and explanation was needed at
student’s monitors. This was a highly beneficial feature when this system
was used in large practical labs of 50 and more students participating
simultaneously. PC-based classes of practical histology also provided an
easy environment for computerized testing of student’s practical
knowledge of structures displayed on their monitors.
Virtual slides versus classical light microscopy: With the advent of
virtual microscopy, the format of histology practical labs is changing
towards the use of virtual slides viewed by individual students on their
PCs. In the earlier-equipped histology practical labs the availability of
both classical light microscopes and virtual slides is maintained up to
date in order to give students a possibility to observe histology slides in
both ways. According to survey of Drake et al. 2009 [4] regarding the
laboratory experience of the 45 respondents, 13 reported that their
laboratory used classical microscopes, 20 reported that their laboratory
used virtual microscopy only, and 12 reported that their laboratory used
a combination of microscopes and virtual microscopy. The authors
conclude that histology lends itself to approaches that are more
independent study friendly. This is especially true with the continuously
increasing usage of virtual microscopy systems that students can access
anywhere by computer.
Conclusions: The e-learning format of histology practical based on virtual
slides is a didactically efficient method of teaching histology. It
standardizes the set of histology slides and gives all students in a large
teaching group equal opportunity to see the same high quality slides in
practical sessions. It also gives students a new experience with the
observation of histology structures on PC monitors, and enables them to
take selected screen prints of virtual slides for their own study/research
observations as if they would be using a complete research microscope
with a digital camera. Students evaluate positively their use of virtual
slides and accompanying supporting documents in histology practical
sessions. Teachers benefit from a uniform quality of presented slides and
also from a straightforward and easy didactic communication with
students in the class.
List of abbreviations: PC: personal computer; MCQ: multiple choice
question
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Summary: The Eastern Quebec Telepathology Network is aimed at
providing uniform diagnostic telepathology services in a huge territory with
a low population density. It has been designed to provide intraoperative
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consultations (frozen sections) in smaller community hospitals and to allow
pathologists working alone to rapidly obtain a second opinion. This study
provides an interim evaluation of the benefits of the network. The network
involves 24 sites, of which seven are devoid of a pathology laboratory, three
have no pathologist and six have one pathologist on site. Since the
beginning of the implementation, the coverage in pathology in this territory
was improved: 1) telepathology allowed pathologists to work outside of
their office and to provide surgeons with faster diagnoses of urgent
biopsies; 2) expected interruptions of the intraoperative consultation
coverage were avoided; 3) intraoperative consultations were provided to
surgeons in hospitals devoid of pathology laboratory; 4) expert opinions
were obtained with reduced isolation for pathologists working alone and
improved turn-around time; 5) merging of smaller laboratories resulted in a
more stable pathology coverage and an attractive effect on the recruitment
of young pathologists; 6) videoconferencing and macroscopy station
allowed real-time communication between a pathologist and the remote
technician for macroscopic description; and 7) several technical procedures
were standardized (staining, sectioning, reporting). In conclusion, the Eastern
Quebec Telepathology Network was designed to improve medical care to
patients. In a short period of time, an improvement of the organization of
health cares and of the delivery of services is already apparent.
Background: Canada is a huge country with a low population density.
The province of Quebec is the largest but the second most populated
province with its 7,957,600 inhabitants. The territory covered by the
Eastern Quebec Telepathology Network spans over 452,600 km2 in which
1,7 million inhabitants live (figure 1). In certain areas, the density is as
low as 0.4 inhabitants/km2.
In 2004, a telepathology project team was asked to perform a survey
exploring and evaluating specific needs for telepathology in Eastern
Quebec. This survey revealed that, due to the lack of consistent
pathology coverage in several smaller community hospitals, certain
surgeries were required to be postponed, several patients were
transferred to regional hospitals and two-step surgeries had to be
performed when an intraoperative consultation was needed and no
pathologist was available on site. This situation also proved to be a
major limitation for the recruitment of young surgeons trained in
centers where access to an expert pathologist is never an issue.
Furthermore, it was clear that younger pathologists in early practice felt
insecure and were often reluctant to work alone because of the
difficulty in rapidly obtaining a second opinion from a colleague.
Practicing pathologists complained that they could hardly be absent
without disturbing the surgical unit. Recent literature indicates that
telepathology may be instrumental in reforming the health care system
and improving the quality of care [1]. In this context, the Eastern
Quebec Telepathology Network has been created and was aimed at
improving pathology coverage in remote communities by sharing
regional expertise to ensure consistent intraoperative consultation and
access to expert opinions.
Figure 1(abstract S8) Territory covered by the Eastern Quebec Telepathology Network. (Adapted from figure 1 published in Médecine/Science, 2012;
28:993-9 and used with permission from the editor).
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The Quebec Ministry of Health and Canada Health Infoway agreed to
financially support this innovative initiative with the objective of
providing the population with uniform pathology services. Deployment
began in January 2010 and two years later, the implementation
and training of technical and medical staff are nearly complete and
the network is functional. Recently, we identified a number of challenges
which, while not threatening the deployment, nevertheless required
a strategy to insure that the pace of the implementation was main-
tained [2]. The objective of this paper is to share our experience and
provide an interim evaluation of the benefits of the network as its
implementation is underway.
Methods: Each hospital of the network is equipped with a whole slide
scanner (Nanozoomers, Hamamatsu Photonics, Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan), a
macroscopy station (PathStand 40, Diagnostic Instruments, Sterling Height,
USA) and two videoconferencing devices (PCS-XG80DS Codec, Sony, Minato,
Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a drawing tablet (Bamboo CTE-450K, WACOM,
Otone, Saitama, Japan). Those equipments were obtained from Olympus
Canada.Inc (Markham, Canada). The viewer and case management and
collaboration system selected is mScope (Aurora Interactive Ltd., Montreal,
Canada). All hospitals in the province of Quebec are linked together by a
private, dedicated information network which ensures confidentiality and
avoids use of the Internet (RITM: réseau intégré de télécommunications
multimédias). The project has been implemented in a total of 24 sites, of
which seven are devoid of a pathology laboratory. Of the remaining 17 sites,
three have no pathologist, six have one pathologist and eight have two or
more pathologists (figure 1).
Each of the 24 sites was visited by the project team prior to the
deployment. The project team met the local medical (surgeons and
pathologists), technical (informatics and biomedical) and administrative
teams in order to better understand their needs, provide project
information and identify potential locations for the equipment. A second
visit was performed one year later in each center to gather invaluable
information regarding the benefits and challenges met in the course of
implementation.
Results and discussion: The Eastern Quebec Telepathology Network is
currently the most ambitious telepathology project in Canada [3] and
ranks among the most important in the world in terms of both the
number of sites and geographic coverage. Essentially, the activities
include remote intraoperative consultations (frozen sections), expert
opinions between pathologists, remote assistance to macroscopic
description, rapid return of immunohistochemistry and primary diagnosis
on paraffin sections, including the request by surgeons of rapid
diagnoses for urgent medical decision. Updated data on the use of
telepathology in the Network for the period of September 2010 to
January 2012 is provided in table 1.
Basically, thus far, we have found that this network encouraged more
collaboration between surgeons, technologists and pathologists in a
region and resulted in a better overall regional organization of medical
care. More specifically, the main benefits identified to date have been:
1) Most slides were scanned for primary diagnosis (7108 slides scanned).
Indeed, telepathology allowed pathologists to work outside of their office
and to provide surgeons with faster diagnoses of urgent biopsies for
faster planning of patients care, despite the lack of an on-site pathologist;
2) Expected interruptions of the intraoperative consultation coverage
were avoided (473 slides scanned) with maintenance of local surgical and
pathology technical activities. The process was intended to allow
pathologists and surgeons to follow the same steps as if they were
working in a single hospital. Our experience to date [2] shows that the
time required is competitive with the current situation in a single hospital
and compares favorably with data from the literature [4];
3) Intraoperative consultations were provided to oncologic surgeons in
hospitals devoid of pathology laboratory. This is an innovative application
of this technology and required proper training to technologists with
limited training in histology;
4) Many expert opinions were obtained (505 slides scanned) and
immunohistochemical analyses were returned more rapidly (149 slides
scanned), supporting pathologists working alone and resulting in a
significant reduction of the turn-around time. The system allows a
referring pathologist to request an opinion from any other pathologist in
the network. Indeed, it is estimated that 10 to 20% of oncologic cases
must be validated by more than one pathologist [5] and certain quality
assurance programs require that 10% of cases be reviewed by more than
one pathologist [6]. Current literature shows that expert opinion is an
area with enormous growth potential for telepathology [7];
5) The merging of smaller laboratories in a sub-region was encouraged
with the result of a more stable intraoperative consultation coverage and
an attractive effect on the recruitment of young pathologists in this sub-
region. Prior studies by two of us (MPG, JPF) showed that telemedicine
technologies may help to attract physicians to and retain them in remote
regions by contributing to better working conditions [8,9];
6) The videoconferencing and macroscopy station allowed for real-time
communication between a pathologist and the remote technician or
pathologist assistant for macroscopic description of specimens (166
sessions) resulting in a decreased need for specimen transportation;
7) Several technical procedures such as staining, sectioning and reporting
had to be standardized in different institutions working together. There is
increasing literature suggesting that technical improvements and
standardization enhance the quality of images by telepathology [10].
Conclusion: The Eastern Quebec Telepathology Network is successful and
improves medical care and of the delivery of services to patients in this
region. In the course of implementation, the objectives that we had settled
were not only met but were also exceeded. The learning experience of such
a project may be helpful to any organization intending to implement a
public health/patient-oriented telepathology network.
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Introduction: While the pathologist population tends to dramatically
drop, the number of pathological cases to be examined increases sharply,
mainly due to early screening campaigns; developing automated systems
would thus be useful to help pathologists in their daily work. As Virtual
Microscopy (VM) is more and more introduced in pathology departments
[1] where it holds immense potential despite the large amounts of data to
be managed, its combination with image processing techniques can allow
to find objective criteria for differential diagnosis or to quantify prognostic
markers. Thus, many works try to develop computer-aided diagnosis
systems (CADS) based on image retrieval and classification [2,3]. The first
step consists in building a knowledge database involving many features
extracted from a set of well-known images; it is an ‘off-line’ procedure
conducted once. These features are represented by vectors of non-linear
data acting as a signature for the original images. In a second step,
signatures are obtained from new unknown images to analyze and
compared with the database; it is an ‘on-line’ procedure. Because of tumor
heterogeneity, it is essential to build knowledge databases containing
representative features of the multiple morphological types of lesions
before considering to implement a CADS. But, as it is almost impossible for
a pathologist to manually segment large virtual slide images (VSI), the
usual practice consists in manually selecting some ‘representative areas’.
A bias is then introduced in the process as this choice is obviously
subjective. It is then mandatory to find wiser solutions leading to an
unbiased collection of these ‘representative areas’ (and later called
‘patches’). In a previous work [4], we have proposed an original strategy:
starting from a collection of breast cancer VSI, then taking advantage of
stereological sampling methods and diffusion maps, a knowledge
database is obtained from a reduced number of patches that are
representative of given histological types. The sampling tools offered by
stereology are well-suited in this context [5]. Systematic sampling starting
from a random point with a fixed periodic interval is able to reduce the
area to be analyzed, while preserving the collection of distinctive regions
encountered in a tumor. However, even if the working area becomes
smaller, the number of selected patches can be very large and may include
many redundant elements. A data reduction has then to be conducted.
Among the available methods, the diffusion maps technique [6,7] has
been retained since it provides a very attractive framework for processing
and visualizing huge non-linear bulk data. Diffusion maps belongs to
unsupervised learning algorithms dealing with a spectral analysis of non-
linear data, providing a clustering only for given training points with no
straightforward extension for out-of-sample cases. The work presented
here focuses on a way to get around this problem and explains how
unknown VSI can be classified by considering the diffusion maps as a
learning eigenfunction of a data-dependent kernel. It makes use of the
Nyström formula to estimate diffusion coordinates of new data [8]. An
application on histological types of breast cancer is presented with VSI of
Invasive Ductal Carcinoma and Mastosis.
Materials: VSI come from histological sections of breast tumors stained in
the same laboratory according to the Hematoxylin-Eosin-Safron protocol
and acquired with the same digital scanner (a ScanScope CS from Aperio
Technologies). The aim being to develop a generalized CADS, it is
mandatory to manage color calibration of each device used along the
process, from histological staining up to image acquisition [9]. For this
study, we have collected image patches from two histological types:
Invasive Ductal Carcinoma (IDC) and Mastosis (Ma) with patches from the
‘normal’ morphology for further be able to remove non-informative
patches. VSI have been acquired at X20 (0.5 µm per pixel) and stored in
TIFF 6.0 file format (compression 30%). The tools are developed in Python
language with the help of specialized modules (PIL: Python Imaging
Library, SciPy and mathplotlib).
Methods: Stereology: In order to reduce the expertise workload and to
obtain a reliable ground truth, a stereological test grid for point counting is
over-imposed onto VSI in the ImageScope viewer [10]. The grid step has
been set to 1000 x 1000 pixels (3500 points in average per image). The
pathologist has then to determine which histological class is associated with
the local areas centered on grid points; 30 possibilities are proposed for
breast tumors. A simple mark has to be drawn on a grid point in the overlay
layer whose name corresponds to his choice. Each area is then extracted at
the plain resolution and stored as an uncompressed TIFF image. These areas
(also called ‘patches’) are squares of size 400 x 400 pixels. This size has been
chosen according to the representative structures encountered in breast
tumors and allows to expertise only 16% of a VSI.
Features extraction: For each patch, some statistical features are
computed and embedded in a vector with its histological type and its
coordinates in the stereological grid. At this stage of the study, all features
are obtained from global measurements on patches computed on RGB
color components (reduced to 64 values) and from the two first
components (H, E) of the color deconvolution specific to Hematoxylin and
Eosin staining [11]. For any given component X, the computed features
are: X, X reverse sorting, cumulative_X, 20%-40%-60%-80% quantiles of
cumulative_X, mean_X, median_X, mode_X, Skewness_X, Kurtosis_X,
PearsonModeSkewness_X, that is a total of 13 data. Three of them are
themselves histograms with 64 values but will provide a single measure
after computing the distance between two signatures.With the 5
components (R, G, B, H, E) 65 measures will be taken into account for a
patch but 1010 values will be stored in its signature. Considering the
sparse numerical range of features, the symmetric Kullback-Leibler
distance has been retained for its ability to easily manage such values,
while remaining fast to implement. The distance between two vectors p1,
p2 of length n is then defined by:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<kml xmlns="http://earth.google.com/kml/2.1">
<Document>
<name>059-2.jpg</name>
<description>Telepathology Congress</description>
<LookAt>
<longitude>-0.40500000000000</longitude>
<latitude>39.47503845807844</latitude>
<altitude>500</altitude>
<range>2000</range>
<tilt>0</tilt>
<heading>0</heading>
<altitudeMode>absolute</altitudeMode>
</LookAt>
<NetworkLink>
<name>0/0/0.png</name>
<Link>
<href>http://digipat.org/vs/GE/059-2/0/0/0.kmz</href>
</Link>
</NetworkLink>
</Document>
</kml>
Data reduction: This study aims to develop a CADS whose one component
is a visualization tool showing relations between breast cancer images,
stored in a knowledge database, and new images presented to the system.
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Typically, these relations may be expressed as a connected graph in a 3D
space where we hope to find 30 distinctive clusters corresponding to
histological types or sub-types. It is therefore mandatory to reduce
dimensionality from n (65 dimensions in our example) to 3. The signatures
being non linear data, it is not appropriate to perform a principal
component analysis (PCA). Belkin [5] and Coifman [6] have shown that
methods based on Spectral Connectivity Analysis (SCA) such as diffusion
maps, involving eigenvalues and eigenvectors from a normalized graph
Laplacian, are well suited to non linear data. Let X={x1,x2,...,xn} be a set of n
patches that we estimate as a fully connected graph G, that means a
distance function is computed for each pair {xi,xj}. A nxn kernel P is obtained
from a Gaussian function whose coefficients are given by:
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In fact, p(xi,xj) may be viewed as the transition kernel of the Markov chain on
G. In other words, p(xi,xj) defines the transition probability for going from xi
to xj in one time step. The eigenvectors Πk of P, ordered by decreasing
positive eigenvalues, give the practical observation space axes. It must be
noticed that Π0 is never used since linked to eigenvalue b=1 (i.e. the data
set mean or trivial solution). Projection is then done along (Π1,Π2,Π3) for a
3D visualization. Choosing ∑ in w(xi,xj) is an empirical task which should
permit a moderate decrease of the exponential; some works use the median
value of all distances DKL(xi,xj) where other use the mean distance obtained
from the k nearest neighbors of a subset of X [6].
Out-of-sample Nyström extension: SCA techniques share one major
characteristic that is to compute the spectrum of a positive definite kernel. It
is known that the eigenvalue decomposition of a matrix P ∊ R n×n can be
computed no faster than O(n3); this limits SCA techniques to moderately
sized problems [12]. Fortunately, the Nyström extension, originally applied
for finding numerical solutions of integral equations, can be used to
compute eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a sub-matrix formed by m
columns of P randomly subsampled and then extended to the remaining
n-m columns [8]. Given an nxn matrix P and an integer m<n. Let call P(m) the
matrix formed by m columns of P that is the graph Laplacian of a set Y⊂X
with |Y|=m. Y is then a training set. The orthonormal matrix of eigenvectors
U(m) and their associated eigenvalues in a diagonal matrix Ë(m) are classically
obtained from P(m) by solving: P(m)U(m)=Ë(m)U(m). This step has to be run once
and then may be considered as an ‘off-line’ procedure. The Nyström formula
allows to obtain the approximate eigenvectors of all the set X by:
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where li(m) and ui(m) are the ith diagonal entry and ith column of Ë(m) and U(m)
respectively. PN,M is a nxm sub-matrix of the complete graph obtained from
distances w(xi,xj). Its computation is an ‘on-line’ procedure having to be
Table 1(abstract S9) Computation time on a PC (dual
core)
Patch
number
Features extraction (in
seconds)
Spectral analysis (in
seconds)
250 46 17
500 98 69
1000 180 308
2000 407 1429
Figure 1(abstract S9) True eigenvectors coordinates (black) versus estimated coordinates (red) for 1000 test points.
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conducted for each new test set (X\Y). For a 3D visualization, the second to
fourth columns are used (the first one being the trivial solution).
Results and discussion: To illustrate the out-of-sample extension to
diffusion maps, 7 VSI of breast cancer cases have been used. Their mean
size is 80 000 × 42 000 pixels2. A total number of 1857 patches, classified as
Mastosis (919 Ma), Invasive Ductal Carcinoma (812 IDC) and Normal (126
Nor) have been extracted from their inner stereological test grid. At first,
table 1 shows that features extraction is O(n) while the spectral analysis is
close to O(n3); it has to be noticed that the latter involves both eigenvectors
decomposition and code for managing the CADS. Figure 1 illustrates the
projection of patches with their true eigenvectors (in black) and their
estimated coordinates obtained from 1000 patches (in red). The visual
comparison shows that computing a classical Euclidean distance between
two points should be equivalent in both cases. Figure 2 shows the same
approach from only 500 patches. Besides a shift between clouds of points, a
rescaling is visible but the main shape is still preserved. To confirm this
assertion we have analyzed for each patch the histological type of their
nearest neighbor. This has been done both with the true eigenvectors and
the estimated coordinates. In our application four cases are considered: a
‘Ma’ patch may be associated with another ‘Ma’ or ‘IDC’ whereas a ‘IDC’
patch may be associated with ‘IDC’ or ‘Ma’. When a patch is close to the
‘normal’ type, we consider it as non-informative. Table 2 shows that the
Nyström extension allows to obtain very similar results than the true
eigenvectors (row ‘reference’).
Conclusion: This work is the second part of a CADS we aim to develop
based on an original strategy starting from VS and leading to an unbiased
knowledge database containing reference patches of breast tumors. The first
part has been presented in [4]. We have shown that combining stereological
sampling and data reduction based on diffusion maps offers an interesting
general framework. The results illustrated here are a proof of concept of the
second part that is to classify new unknown patches. About 400 high
resolution VS are now available in our lab; the benign and malignant breast
tumors are classified into 30 histological types and subtypes. We plan to
project some reference patches extracted from these 30 classes in the same
3D space, in order to build clusters, and then to classify a new unknown VS
previously split in patches. But the spectral decomposition is very CPU
intensive and managing for example 30 000 patches at a time (1 000 per
histological type) would rapidly become impossible to compute. The
Nyström extension seems to provide a good approximation of eigenvectors
which then allow to reduce this computational burden.
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Background: Telepathology is a particularly useful pathological tool
suitable for developing countries such as China, which generates a large
number of pathology specimens each year due to the size of its population
but has a shortage of well trained and experienced pathologists in primary
cares hospitals and hospitals within under-developed regions. Pathologists
in these hospitals often have difficulty diagnosing challenging pathology
cases. Telepathology, especially second opinion or teleconsultation is one of
the solutions to this problem [1-3]. We reported an internet based open
telepathology consultation platform using whole slide images (WSI) in
China. The results from the telepathology consultation service since
inception have been analyzed and summarized for this publication. We
believe that our experiences will help to promote telepathology in China
and in other developing countries.
Methods: The telepathology consultation cases used in this report represent
pathology consultation sent to the telepathology consultation platform
(http://www.mpathology.cn/mpcc/) from the beginning of the service in July
2008 to May 30, 2011. The cases submitted for teleconsultation were from 29
institutions, which were equipped with a virtual microscope, Motic Virtual
Microscopic Scanner (Motic, China). The equipment and related software
used in this report were validated in a previous telepathology study using a
variety of 600 surgical pathology specimens [4]. When the participating
hospital had a pathology case requiring consultation, a referring pathologist
logged into the website, http://www.mpathology.cn/mpcc/ with a secure
user name and password and filled out an online request form which
included the patient’s name, age, and relevant clinical information, gross
findings, immunohistochemistry results, a preliminary diagnosis and the
name of expert pathologist chosen for consultation. Referring pathologist
then scanned, uploaded and attached WSI of one or several representative
H/E slides as well as relevant immunohistochemistry stained slides to the
request form, and then sent these to the platform.
An internet based telepathology platform was used and a server was used
for storage of images and data. The system was maintained by two
information technology (IT) technicians and one system manager. When
referring pathologists from submitting hospital sent request for consults to
the platform, IT technicians would be alerted by e-mails. The technician
would then exam the completeness of submitted materials and system
manager would contact the expert pathologist for consultation.
A panel of 84 Chinese pathology experts was invited and agreed to
participate in the teleconsultation service. The names, affiliation of the
pathologists and the areas of their subspecialty expertise were listed on
the website (http://www.mpathology.cn/mpcc/). The platform covered the
medical malpractice insurance for the expert consultants. When an expert
pathologist was requested for consultation, the expert was instantly
noticed by the cell phone message and e-mail. The expert pathologist
would use a computer or an Ipad to log into the website, review WSI,
capture a representative image, write the pathologic diagnosis, sign the
report with an electronic signature and then release the final report.
Once the final report was released, the system sent an email to alert the
system manager who then sent the final consultation report by e-mail or
fax to the referring pathologist.
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 7.0 edition.
Results: Consultation cases submitted by hospitals: The number of
cases submitted increased from 17 cases in 2008 to 587 cases in 2010.
935/1022 cases (91%) were sent in 2010 and the first 5 months of 2011.
A total of 29 hospitals were participated in the telepathology consultation
service. The number of participating hospitals was 3 in 2008, 9 in 2009, and
21 in 2010; a 7-folds increase from 2008 to 2010. The mean number of cases
submitted by each hospital was 35 cases in the past 3 years. Ten hospitals
accounted for 90% of the cases submitted, with the other 19 hospitals
accounting for only 10% of the submitted cases.
The average number of WSI per case was 1.8 with a range from 1 to 11.
62.0% of the cases only had one WSI, 27.6% had two WSI, and 10.4% had 3
or more WSI. 203 (19.8%) of the cases had included immunohistochemistry
slides.
Turnaround time: The average time needed from transmitting
teleconsultation request form with attached WSI image to the server to
the release of teleconsultation pathology report by expert consultants
was 38 hours with a range of less than 1 hour to 323 hours. The
teleconsultation report was released within 12 hours for 43.2% of cases;
24 hours for 65.9% of cases and 48 hours for 79% of cases (Table 1).
Expert consultants: Although a list of 84 expert consultants was
available for teleconsultation, only 43 expert consultants were requested
by submitting hospitals for teleconsultation. Among these 43 experts, 23
consultants were requested most frequently, accounting for 95% of the
consultation cases.
Pathology site of the submitting cases: The common sites of the
pathology were gynecologic (24.2%), gastrointestinal/liver/pancreatic
(14.7%), and lung (13.1%), each accounting for more than 10% of cases.
810 (79.3%) out of 1022 were neoplastic pathology. Among them, 193
(21.3%) were benign tumors but 637 (78.7%) were malignant.
Agreement of second opinion with preliminary diagnosis provided by
referring pathologists: 302 (29.5%) out of 1022 cases were not given a
preliminary pathology diagnosis by submitting hospitals. Among 720 cases
with a preliminary pathology diagnosis, 122 (16.9%) of the cases received a
consultation report which was not in agreement with the preliminary
pathology diagnosis (Table 2). Local hospital pathologists could not render
a preliminary diagnosis or made a wrong preliminary diagnosis in 424
cases, representing 41.5% of the total teleconsultation cases.
Discussion: Our results indicated that telepathology consultation in China
has gained traction since 2010. More than 90% of consultation cases
submitted during the 3 years of this study were in 2010 and the first 5
months of 2011. The main reason is the governmental support for
telepathology consultations. In 2010, the Ministry of Health in China
released a document encouraging the use of telepathology across the
country; other reasons are the availabilities of high speed internet and 3G
networks and low cost commercial virtual microscopes in China after 2009.
Ideally, it is would be best to submit WSI of all tissue slides to the expert
pathologist for teleconsultation as in traditional pathology consults.
Table 1(abstract S10) Turnaround time for
teleconsultation
Time (hours) No. Cases Percent(%)
<12 441 43.2
12-24 232 22.7
24-48 134 13.1
48-168 151 14.8
>168 64 6.2
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However, submitting and viewing all digitalized WSI from a single case is
time consuming and more expensive. In this report, about 90% cases had
≤2 WSI. Our report indicates that using WSI in teleconsultation is effective
and that most cases need only 1 or 2 WSI.
An internet based open platform used in this study has several advantages.
First, expert pathologists are from multiple institutions and enjoy national
reputations in their subspecialties. Second, the platform can be accessed
by expert pathologists at anytime or places where internet or a Wi-Fi
connection is available. Third, a centralized open platform can accept a
large number of consultation cases, creating an economic model for the
long-term survival. In several previous reports, the telepathology
consultation services were either closed systems or offered only local
service [5,6]. Such systems often had limited cases and were economically
not viable.
One of the advantages of teleconsultation is a much shorter turnaround
time(TAT), as compared with a mean of 6 days TAT in traditional pathology
consultation [7]. Our results show that the average TAT was 38 hours and
that about 2/3 of cases had a TAT within 24 hours. Approximately 10% of
cases had a TAT longer than 7 days, this is due to expert pathologists
requested additional slides or immunohistochemistry staining for some
cases before rendering a final diagnosis.
Our analysis showed that although 84 expert consultants have been listed
on the website, only 43 of them had participated in the consultation service
and 23 of them completed 90% of the consultation work. The result
indicated that a large telepathology consultation service may operate using
only about 25 pathologists with different subspecialty expertise, reducing
the cost of malpractice insurance and the difficulty for referring pathologists
to select an expert pathologist.
In this report, we found that gynecologic specimens, gastrointestinal and
live/pancreatic specimens and lung specimens were the most common
specimens sent for consultation. A high proportion of head and neck, soft
tissue, and hematopoietic pathology cases were also among the more
frequent consultation specimens. Unlike consultation cases in Western
countries, a low proportion of cases consisted of skin pathology [8]. This is
similar to the findings of a previous telepathology study in China [4].
In our study, about 30% of cases did not come with a preliminary pathology
diagnosis. This may be related to the degree of difficulty of those submitted
cases, and/or due to the lack of pathology training and experience of
submitting pathologists in China. Among those having preliminary
pathology diagnosis, 16.9% were not in agreement with the expert
diagnosis. This is in agreement with previous reports [9,10].
Our analysis showed that consultation cases without preliminary diagnosis
and with the wrong preliminary diagnosis accounted for 41.5% of
teleconsultation cases. This indicated pathologic diagnosis was valuable and
clinically significant in 40% of the teleconsultation cases. This finding
demonstrated that telepathology has an important and practical role in
pathology consultation in China.
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Background: Advances in the field of virtual microscopy are continuously
growing. Many companies have introduced equipments with very good
image quality levels, and increased speed in the scanning processes.
However also a wide variety of image formats, software viewers and
servers have appeared, with lack of compatibility in the managements of
virtual slides.
Commercial solutions for virtual microscopy tend to be rigid and difficult of
customize, probably to protect the developments, but this leads to a
detachment in the management of the images and a difficulty in becoming
familiar with this technology. Handling virtual slides in a similar way as we
do with conventional pictures taken from digital cameras surely would bring
to virtual microscopy a much wider number of pathologist.
In this approach we tried to adapt to virtual microscopy simplistic solutions
employed in digital photography as software oriented for panoramic images
[1]. Panoramic images share with virtual slides their huge size and a similar
way to be generated stitching smaller images [2]. Software for panoramic
images can be adapted for virtual microscopy.
Google Earth is a well-known software oriented as a geographic information
system working in a way similar to virtual microscopy, zooming and
panning images, and moving along huge files. It is widely distributed,
installed in may computers and can be useful to share virtual slides and
employed as a viewer of virtual slides [3].
There are developments for virtual microscopy based in the use of the API
(application programming interface) of Google Maps, such as the NYU
School of Medicine Virtual Microscope [4]. These options of high complexity
require a team of programmers and computer support, not available in all
Table 2(abstract S10) Agreement of expert opinions with preliminary diagnosis
Preliminary diagnosis No. Cases Agreement of expert opinions with preliminary diagnosis
Concordance General concordance No concordance No explanation
Yes 720 282 218 122 98
No 302 - - - -
Total 1022 282 219 122 98
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situations. However, it is possible for pathologists to use Google Earth as a
viewer of our virtual slides more easily, and without programming
knowledge.
Material and methods: With the aim of testing the value of Google
Earth as a software for the handling of virtual slides we selected 20
pathology cases. Glass slides of 10 were scanned with a·3D-Histech
Panoramic Midi, and the other 10 slides with an Aperio XT. Original
virtual slides were exported into .jpg flat files with Aperio ScanScope
software. We generated kml files, the file format to display information in
Google Earth, and the compatible pyramidal tiles structure.
The software employed was GDAL, an open source library for geospatial
data images, with the utility gdal2tiles, and its graphical interface variant
(MapTiler). All the cases were uploaded into two servers, our own server
at the hospital, and a external sever hosting web pages. HTML web
pages were built linking the cases with the kml files. MIME types were
defined in both servers in order to lead kml files be opened with Google
Earth.
Results and discussion: Cases were accessible anywhere from the
Internet through its web address and opened directly with Google Earth.
All functions to allow diagnostic, consultation, educational... purposes
were available. Image quality obtained was equivalent to any other
specific viewer for virtual slides. Speed in serving files was related with
lines capacity and hosting server performance, and not with software.
Google Earth uses a specific file type (KML/KMZ) to define specific
locations. kmz files are compressed versions of the kml with zip
compression. When clicking on these files Google Earth opens and shows
the location defined in the file with specific spatial coordinates.
KML files have many features, which can be reviewed at the program
tutorials [5]. They allow among them, to insert pictures that are
embedded on the landscapes of Google Earth. This feature, called
“PhotoOverlay” is often used associated with Google Earth position marks,
but also supports the use of very large photographs, with many
megapixels as used in our virtual slides. The procedure for visualization of
these giant photographs is the usual breaking them into small portions,
and arrange them in a pyramidal structure. Each image of the pyramid is
divided into tiles, so that only the parts wished to see need to be
charged at every moment, and with the known functions of zoom and
panning.
Kml files have a syntax similar to html files. They can be created manually
and adding a link to the virtual slide with the PhotoOverlay tag is not
difficult. Anyway there are available kml file generators [6,7].
The organization of the virtual slide in a set of pyramidal tiles although
can also be generated manually, needs in practice an automated system
to avoid a long and repetitive process. Several tools are designed for this
purpose. We selected MapTiler [8] because of its easiness of use and the
simultaneous generation of the associated kml file. The main handicap of
this software is that it becomes very slow even in the most modern
computers when facing very big virtual slides.
A similar alternative for the generation of the pyramidal image is
gdal2tiles.py a software that generates a directory with the small tiles
from the fragmentation of the virtual slide an also the kml file to be
opened with Google Earth [9]. It’s a command line software based on
python programming language not as easy to be used.
An example of a virtual slide prepared to be seen with Google Earth is
provided in Figure 1.
Table 1 shows the syntax of the simplified KML file prepared for the
example.
A certain limitation in the use of this alternatives is that original virtual
slides need to be exported into flat jpg files which will be the template
to generate the pyramidal structure suitable for Google Earth. The well
Figure 1(abstract S11) Google Earth showing a virtual slide.
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know restriction of jpg files to a maximum size of 65.000 pixels (216) can
be insufficient for big virtual slides. JPG2000 format is not available for
the analyzed software, and conventional Tiff files have also a size
limitation of 4 GB.
Conclusions: Google Earth is widely distributed and can be a good choice
to avoid compatibility limitations in virtual microcopy. Even most viewers
for virtual slides are free, sometimes especially for remote consultation, it is
not possible to expect a remote pathologist having installed all different
browsers. Besides many pathologist in hospitals have not administrations
rights to install software at their computers. Viewing slides with Google
Earth requires not technical skills and any pathologist can use it easily.
Exporting virtual slides and generating the tiles and files to serve them
for Google Earth requires a bit more of knowledge in information
technologies, however it is possible for a pathologist with some
experience in virtual microscopy to do without technical assistance. No
programming abilities are needed further the generation of html files to
link the slides in the servers, and the full process can be semi-automated.
Google Earth is also a very dynamic software with frequent actualization,
and many working groups introducing new improvements and can be
suitable to be used in virtual microscopy.
List of abbreviations: GB: Gigabyte; GDAL: Geospatial Data Abstraction
Library; HTML: HyperText Markup Language; JPG (JPEG): Joint Photographic
Experts Group; KML: Keyhole Markup Language; MIME: Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extensions; TIFF: Tagged Image File Format
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Background: Diagnostic reproducibility and accuracy in cytology and
histology are major issues in Oncologic Screenings of cervix, breast and
colorectal cancer: it can be achieved by procedures and programs for
quality assurance (QA). The slides set standard represents the most used
method to compare diagnostic proficiency, the chance of interpreting
microscopic digital photographs provided an interesting alternative to
reading conventional microscope slides.
The whole digital slide observed in a computer screen is a third,
interesting, option to reach the purpose. In fact all the information on
conventional sample are transferred into a file, easily archived, cataloged,
duplicated or advice for quality control, but is especially available at a
distance and from multiple locations simultaneously with drastic
reduction of time needed to achieve proficiency test reproducibility [1].
The production of digital slides with modern scanners is relatively simple
and quick. All suppliers offer publishing services into private or public
networks server [2] and software able to track scanned cases comprehensive
database to build large casistic archives on the net [3]. While tools are
already available for a teleconference discussion of cases with vision of
cytological preparations on line [4,5], educational programs with integrated
digital slides are poorly developed nor self-evaluation or proficiency tests for
continuing education and professional updating are easily accessible.
A project on Virtual Microscopy and Digital Pathology has been conducted
in Emilia-Romagna (Italy) with the objective to promote quality in diagnostic
cytology and histology of Screenings by testing a different system involving
pathologists and cytologists using digital slides, with a faster mechanism
and reproducible than standard diagnostic sets and by distance training
operators with a final consensus diagnosis meeting.
The aim has been reached with the realization of a management system
for cytological and histological whole-slides digital images and related
clinical data and the building of a picture archive and communication
system (PACS) among pathologists of our Region. This must be backed by
software for the realization of network slide seminars to perform periodic
tests of diagnostic reproducibility and proficiency test. The cases, collected
and properly cataloged in an online, extensive and systematic digital
archive of slides, easily accessible, with diagnoses discussed in clinical-
pathology audit and validated by experts, can be used as diagnostic
reference tool (casistic Atlas online). The cataloging and indexing is
performed with NAP codes, a Nomenclature derived from SNOMED [6],
which contains terms in Italian and English and encompasses extensive
synonyms and complex searches.
Material and methods: The cancer screening survey group of the Emilia
Romagna Region (Italy) set up a picture, archive and communication
system (PACS) devoted to pathologists for cooperative diagnosis, didactics
and training, teleconsulting, documentation of rare cases and pilot
experiences; furthermore selected cases are catalogued in the PACS with
Table 1(abstract S11) KML file prepared to open a virtual
slide with Google Earth
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<kml xmlns="http://earth.google.com/kml/2.1">
<Document>
<name>059-2.jpg</name>
<description>Telepathology Congress</description>
<LookAt>
<longitude>-0.40500000000000</longitude>
<latitude>39.47503845807844</latitude>
<altitude>500</altitude>
<range>2000</range>
<tilt>0</tilt>
<heading>0</heading>
<altitudeMode>absolute</altitudeMode>
</LookAt>
<NetworkLink>
<name>0/0/0.png</name>
<Link>
<href>http://digipat.org/vs/GE/059-2/0/0/0.kmz</href>
</Link>
</NetworkLink>
</Document>
</kml>
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the aim of the check of the diagnostic concordance in the regional
oncologic screenings (cervix, breast and colon). The PACS system is
composed by two Aperio scanner and an adequate internet server where
the described programs operate (see Figure 1) [7].
The slides have been digitalized using an Aperio scanner, 20x for
histology and 40x for cytology and an internet server was used to store
the files, arranged into a Spectrum database (Aperio). An e-learning
platform (Docebo)[8] has been used to built an interface for the
applicants: cases and slides were considered “teaching objects” for the
educational software (Seminars) and appropriate questioning forms
have been designed with the diagnostic occurrences of the Bethesda
System 2011 for cytology and the CIN options for histology for the
cervical cancer and of International Guidelines for breast and colorectal
cancer.
At the present the diagnostic reproducibility has been performed in
colorectal and cervical cancer screening (Bologna October 2010, Bologna
June 2011), and for breast cancer is ongoing (Bologna June 2012). In all
three Seminars a number of cases have been selected by a committee of
Pathologists from Regional Units.
Colorectal cancer screening was certainly the first courses for pathologists
performed with these features in our region and maybe in Italy.
Three Regional Units (Bologna, Cesena and Ferrara) were involved by
sending representative histological cases of all main diagnostic occurrences
to test the diagnostic reproducibility, 28 histological cases were represented.
A day interval was let to study slides, then a consensus conference has been
programmed in the same day.
In cervical cancer screening, the second Seminar of QA, to test the
diagnostic reproducibility, 30 cytological and 30 histological cases have
been selected by a committee of Pathologists among the cases proposed
by all the Regional Units. All main diagnostic occurrences were
represented, basic clinical information and relevant follow up information
were available; the cases have been completely anonymized for the
participant.
A 30 days interval was let to study the slides, then a consensus conference
has been programmed. Before the meeting each participant received a
report with the interpretation of the committee and her/his diagnosis
inserted in the form.
Results and discussion: 15 Pathologists of Regional Units attended the
colon-rectal QA and the diagnostic reproducibility have been evaluated
matching them with the final diagnosis reached during the consensus
conference. The observed agreement was 69% and the overall performance
of the participating readers was assessed with a statistical analysis using
Cohen’s kappa: the average value was 0.64 (substantial).
95 cytologists and 32 histopathologists have been involved in the
cervical cancer screening QA.
The diagnostic reproducibility has been evaluated using the final
diagnosis reached in the Consensus Conference: in 2 out of 30 cytological
cases the diagnosis was different from the opinion of the committee,
while all histology diagnoses were in agreement. The overall performance
of the participating readers is reported in table 1.
Conclusion: Whole digital slide is suitable for proficiency tests and the
internet e-learning platform allow to share cases and to get the answers
Figure 1(abstract S12) Network scheme: two scanner are in an intranet environment with an local disk server, connected to an internet server where
the public products are stored.
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from participants, in a easier way than in the circulation of a set of
conventional slides.
The quality of whole slides is diagnostic, approaching optical microscopic
resolution.
In a cytological environment the difficulty to get a perfect focus on all
fields, the wider area of slide to examine and the higher number of
diagnostic classes may justify a worse agreement of the users and a
poorer performance (lower Cohen’s kappa) than histology.
We have produced an integrated environment that includes many of the
modern aspect of digital pathology that can be shared with the PACS
system in many laboratories of the Region, including quality promotion
and control of image interpretation in cytology and histology applied to
cancer prevention screenings.
Competing interests: Authors declare that they have no competing
interests.
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Background: In anatomical and surgical pathology, the customary method
of manual observation and measurement of immunohistochemically
stained markers from microscopic images is tedious, expensive and time
consuming. There is great demand for automated procedures for analyzing
digital images (DIs) of these markers [1] given that they reduce human
variability in the evaluation of stained markers [2,3] and increase the speed
and efficiency of the analysis [4]. Computerized DI analysis software
generally involves a stained objects/nuclei segmentation method to detect
and quantify the number of positively stained markers in combination with
the standard evaluation of their morphometric and/or densitometric
features [5,6]. However, automatic segmentation often fails due to the
presence of spurious stain deposits in tissue sections (background). The
“removal” of the background from noisy DIs, so that only the objects of
interest are identified, is difficult due to the color values of pixels in the
nuclei and background overlapping during the color segmentation
processes.
We previously developed an automated macro that allows quantification of
several nuclear markers in various neoplasic tissues [7]. In an attempt to
standardize the immunohistochemical analysis and to improve cell
detection, we propose a new procedure that quantifies only positively
stained nuclei even though they have a similar color to that of the
surrounding tissue. The aim of this work was to develop a single automated
procedure that allows images to be analyzed irrespective of whether the
spurious stain deposit in background is present or absent. The multistep
process includes algorithms that permit this discrimination so that the
appropriate procedure for optimal quantification can then be applied.
Materials and methods: Images: Histological sections of lymphomas
and breast cancer tissues, previously immunohistochemically stained with
standardized protocols [8,9], were selected from the archives of the
Department of Pathology of the Hospital de Tortosa Verge de la Cinta,
Catalonia, Spain. Staining was performed with monoclonal antibodies
directed against the nuclear protein estrogen receptors (ERs; clone NCL-
ER-6F11, Novocastra, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK), progesterone receptors
(PRs; NCL-PGR-312, Novocastra), Ki-67 (clone MIB-1, Dako, Carpinteria, CA,
USA) and FOXP3 (clone FOXP3-236A/E7, CNIO, Spain). The entire process
was standardized to ensure high reproducibility and brown staining
homogeneity, which are very important requirements for image analysis
[10]. This study received institutional review board approval.
Image capture: Stained tissue sections were viewed using brightfield
illumination under a Leica DM LB2 upright light microscope (Leica
Microsystems Wetzlar GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) with a 40x plane-
apochromatic objective. One hundred digital images were captured with
a Leica DFC320 digital camera connected to a computer and controlled
with the Leica IM50 v4.0 program. TIFF format DIs, with a resolution of
1392 x 1040 pixels (1.4 Mpixels) in RGB 24 true-color format, were
Table 1(abstract S12) Screening PAP test - Distribution of readers’ diagnosis
Agreement in Omogeneous groups of diagnoses
neg ASCUS L SIL ASC-H H SIL / Ca sq AGC AIS / ADK
readers’ diagnosis neg 85,1 15 6,6 2,1
ASCUS/ L SIL 5,1 72,4 20,2 3,6
ASC-H/ H SIL/ Ca sq 2,9 11,9 67,7 14
AGC / AIS/ ADK 2,9 0,3 5,2 79,2
advanced tumor 3,5 0,2 0,2 0,7
no answer 0,5 0,2 0,1 0,4
100% 100% 100% 100%
Observed agreement 73%
Cohen’s Kappa 0.63 (substantial)
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selected on the basis of the presence or absence of the spurious stain
deposits of the background, otherwise ensuring a variety of concentrations
and distributions of stained nuclei (Figure 1).
Procedure developed in the new procedure: The new automated
multistep DI analysis procedure was developed with Image-Pro® Plus 5.0
software (Media Cybernetic, Silver Spring, USA). We had previously
developed an automated macro to quantify stained nuclei in images
without background using an RGB color model and iterative morphological
segmentation [7]. This macro makes use of a wide color range to detect
positive nuclei from the darkest to the lightest positive brown color pixel
and applies a mask to displace the pixel color values of negative objects
outside the segmentation color range of the positive nuclei. However, in DIs
with a background this macro does not segment DIs correctly due to the
similar color values of the positive nuclei and the background (Figure 2).
We therefore developed a multistep procedure that discriminates DIs as a
function of the presence or absence of background and that enables the
more appropriate of the three macros to be applied directly. First, a mask
overlaps objects with negative and light positive-intensity pixels (Figure 3a)
so that only positive objects with the darkest range of color (objects map 1)
can be selected (Figure 3b). Then, using a mask only for negative objects,
the next two steps select the clearer positive objects (objects map 2 and 3)
using different color ranges and morphological ranges of area and
roundness (Figure 3c). The objects map 4 is the sum of all the positive
objects in the three previous steps. At the end of the positive selection,
another step with a discriminative algorithm is applied in which the non-
selected brown color is segmented with two different ranges of brown
(Figure 3d). If no brown color is detected with the second range (area 2 = 0),
the algorithm determines that there is no background in DIs that are
automatically analyzed with the old macro (Figure 3e). On the other hand,
when DIs with background were detected (area 2 > 0), they are submitted
to another algorithm that calculate the ratio of the area of the two color
ranges (Figure 3f). DIs with a low-level background (low ratio) are
automatically analyzed with a restrictive macro with the first three steps of
the new procedure (Figure 3g). DIs with a high background level (high ratio)
are automatically analyzed with the new procedure, supplemented with a
final step that selects the clearest objects using color and morphological
segmentation (Figure 3h). The three macros detect only positive objects
(individual nuclei and clusters). Information about the area of the positive
objects detected with these macros is automatically exported to an Excel
datasheet (Figure 3i) containing several algorithms so that the number of
definitive positive nuclei in those selected objects can be estimated, as
previously described [7].
Quantification and statistical analysis: The mean of two manual counts
made by two trained observers was taken as the reference value (gold
standard) to validate the results obtained with the old macro and the
newly proposed procedure. The comparisons made were: manual 1
versus manual 2 readings; mean of manual readings versus old macro
reading; mean of manual readings versus new procedure reading; and
the old macro versus the new procedure readings. The extents of
agreement between the manual and automatic results were evaluated
with Bland-Altman and Kaplan-Meier analyses with their corresponding
graphs. Bland-Altman graphs illustrate the differences between the
compared methods with respect to the mean of each paired count.
Kaplan-Meier curves portray the conditional probability of observing
differences between results obtained from the methods compared. All
statistical analyses were carried out with SPSS 19.0.
Figure 1(abstract S13) Illustration of original digital images of immunohistochemically stained nuclear markers with different background level (A, B) and
without background (C, D).
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Results and discussion: Overall, the Bland-Altman graph (Figure 4)
indicates that count differences obtained comparing the new procedure
vs. the mean of the manual counts (green circle) were lower than the old
macro vs. the mean of the manual counts (red circle). Nevertheless, greater
accuracy was obtained from images with background (Figure 5A1) where
the probability of observing a difference of 50 nuclei between the new
procedure and the manual quantification (22.7%, green curve) is less than
half that between the old macro and manual quantification (47.4%; red
curve).
As previously demonstrated, image complexity relative to the number of
positively stained nuclei may affect the automated nuclear quantification
[8]. In the present study, DIs were divided as before into a low-
complexity group (≤100 positively stained nuclei/images) and a high-
complexity group (>100 positively stained nuclei/image). As observed in
Figure 5B2, the small differences in the counts between the manual
method vs. the old macro and between manual counts vs. the new
procedure were similar in low-complexity images. However, in high-
complexity images (Figure 5B1), larger count differences were observed,
although those between the manual counts vs. the new procedure were
much lower than those between the manual counts vs. the old macro.
However, when images were grouped by background and complexity
(Figure 6), the differences increased more with the complexity of the DIs
than with the presence of the background. High-complexity DIs with a
background (Figure 6A3) gave the greatest differences between manual
counts vs. old macro (red curve), with those between manual counts and
the new procedure being the next biggest (green curve). High-complexity
images without background (Figure 6A4) gave the same difference for
the comparison between the old macro and the new procedure with the
manual readings (red and green curves).
A general point regarding the proposed method is that, for high-
complexity DIs with background (Figure 6A3), the quantification of
nuclear markers obtained with the new procedure (green curve) was
closer to the gold standard (manual method, black curve) than with the
old macro (red curve). For high-complexity DIs without background
(Figure 6A4), the two automated methods gave the same results (red and
green curves). The presence or absence of background did not appear
have a great influence on the quantification of nuclear markers in low-
complexity DIs (Figure 6A1-A2), probably because these images have a
lower background level than the other images.
Conclusions: Despite specific and careful preparation of tissues and the
use of blocking buffers, strong background staining can sometimes mask
the detection of the target antigen during automated analysis. The results
of the method presented in this paper are promising since the selective
identification of brown color ranges and morphological parameters of
selected objects in DIs enables the background to be discriminated
during the automated localization and quantification of specific stained
nuclei. The principle of this approach is applicable to all quantitative
nuclear signals and should prove useful in a variety of tumor specimens,
irrespective of the immunohistochemical techniques employed.
List of abbreviations used: DIs: digital images; ERs: estrogen receptors;
FOXP3: forkhead box protein 3; PRs: progesterone receptors; TIFF: Tagged
Image File Format
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Background: In the last decade anti-HER2 treatment became one of the
best examples for targeted treatment. Since the aggressive behavior of
HER2-positive breast cancers could have been successfully reduced by
trastuzumab therapy, HER2 positive breast cancers recently show improving
prognosis. According to a four-tiered classification of international clinical
guidelines, cases with strong and complete staining (IHC 3+) with anti-HER2
antibodies are eligible for trastuzumab therapy. The cases with complete,
but moderate anti-HER2 stainings (2+ or equivocal) should be further
investigated with (F)ISH-technique to determine HER2-amplification [1].
Negative and IHC 3+ cases are easy to interpret semi-quantitatively on
routine immunohistology, it is hard to conclude on the equivocal cases, sill,
anti-HER2 therapy is indicated upon the predictive pathology report of
HER2-expression and interobserver variability of IHC-interpretation still
remains rather high [2]. Furthermore, the response rate of patients to the
rather expensive tratuzumab therapy that might be accompanied by side
effects is still only about 50% [3]. The rapidly developing digital pathology
solutions have promised better ways of archiving, documenting and
standardizing immunohistochemistry including image analysis of HER2
detection to improve the efficacy of targeted anti-HER2 therapy [4].
MembraneQuant application of Pannoramic Viewer platform (3DHISTECH,
Budapest, Hungary) offers standardized way for semi-automated scoring of
membrane-staining. Our aim was to validate MembraneQuant application
against semi-quantitative routine scoring of HER2 IHC slides in order to
improve prediction of HER2 gene amplification status.
Materials and methods: Patients: We selected invasive breast cancers from
year 2002-to 2005 from the archive of the 1st Department of Pathology and
Experimental Cancer Research of the Semmelweis University, Budapest,
Hungary. 100 invasive ductal carcinomas were used in TMAs (created with
TMA Master, 3DHISTECH Ltd, Budapest, Hungary) of 2mm cores of formalin-
fixed paraffin embedded breast cancer specimens from females aged
26-86 years. The survey was performed with the permission of the Ethical
Committee. TMA slides were used for HER2 IHC according to manufacturer’s
protocol on a Bond-maxTM fully automated staining system (Leica
Microsystems GmbH, Germany), using PATHWAY® HER-2/neu (clone 4B5,
Ventana, USA), whereas their duplicates were used for HER2-FISH testing by
the Rembrandt Her2/Neu - Cen 17 FISH kit (PP-C801K.5206, Biomedica kft.
Budapest).
Digitalization platform: Digitalization was performed using a Pannoramic
SCAN digital slide scanner (3DHISTECH) using Zeiss plan-apochromat
objective (magnification: 20X, Numerical aperture: 0.8) and Hitachi (HV-
F22CL) 3CCD progressive scan color camera (resolution: 0.2325 µm/pixel).
For fluorescent slides Zeiss (AxioCam MRm Rev. 3) monochrome
microscopy camera (resolution: 0.322500 µm/pixel) was used which has
high spectral sensitivity.
Digital evaluation of slides: In our application a color deconvolution
algorithm was applied to separate the signal of immunoreactive cell
membranes in the brown channel (DAB signal) from the counterstain
blue channel (hematoxilin signal). The color deconvolution algorithm
generates two different grayscale images which are separately processed.
The membrane detection algorithm runs on the brown, whereas the cell
nuclei detection on the blue channel. The immune-negative epithelial
cells have no membrane stain so these cells are to be detected on their
cell nuclei on hematoxilin signal. The processing of the cell nuclei
segmentation is similar to the NuclearQuant application which has been
previously described [5].
Cell membrane immunostained slides can be described as connected pixel
curve of local minima of intensity in DAB image. The intensity based
linking algorithm was developed to segment the image into adjacent
spots whose border potentially marks the middle of the membranes lines
(skeleton). Some false curves can appear at local minima where is no
actual immunreaction presented, therefore adjacent spots which have
suboptimal features should be merged. Merging criteria are based on area
Figure 4(abstract S13) Bland-Altman graph showing differences between the two manual quantification methods (in black), the mean of the manual
counts and the old macro results (in red) and the mean of the manual counts vs. the new procedure results (in green). The Y axis represents the
difference between the results from pairs of methods, and the X axis represents the mean of both counts for each comparison.
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of the spots and the length of neighboring border segments. Further false
curves can be eliminated based on nuclei segmentation: adjacent spots
are merged which has common border segment over a nuclei. After
successful subtraction of membrane and nuclei segmented mask images
spots are disclosed which could not represent membranes based on their
size. Average intensity of DAB image is measured along the border of spot
locations to be used for classification (scoring) [6].
MembraneQuant detects all cells and counts individually its specific
staining in a region of interest (Figure 1). These proportional and intensity
data later combined to a Field Score according to the guidelines, but all
other data can be extracted from the digital analysis (e.g. H-Score, Label
area, mask area, number of detected objects).
Semiquantitative-scoring of the slides: Visual scoring of the digitized
HER2 slides was performed blinded with regards of the original HER2
scores. A pathologist reviewed the digital TMA-cores using Pannoramic
Viewer application (3DHISTECH) and provided a HER2 score and selected
1 to 4 annotations of tumorous tissue as regions of interest (ROI) on each
core and scored them individually. Altogether 226 annotations were
selected and analyzed using MembraneQuant and the scores of the ROI
on one core were summarized into an overall core score, which was used
for the data analysis.
FISH scoring and settings of MembraneQuant were equivalent to the
international HER2- ASCO/CAP scoring guidelines [1]. Data analysis of the
immunreaction was performed using the Statistica 9.1 (StatSoft Inc, Tulsa
USA).
Agreement between the different scorings was calculated using Cohen’s
kappa. The strength of agreement was interpreted as proposed by
Landis & Koch [7]. In order to test the clinical relevancy of the agreement,
quadratic weighted kappa was calculated as well, by assigning the
following weights: 1 for total agreement; 0.89 for 0 vs. 1+ or 2+ vs. 3+ or
1+ vs. 2+; 0.56 for 0 vs. 2+; 0 for 0 vs. 3+. the weight 0 for the most
relevant disagreement (i.e. 0 for 2+ vs. 3+). The strength of the
agreement was additionally assessed using the Spearman rank-correlation
coefficient.
Results and discussion: Cohen’s kappa revealed an almost perfect
agreement ( = 0.857, 95%CI = 0.750-0.929) between the scores provided
by the pathologists and those by MembraneQuant. While testing the
agreement for clinical relevancy, this proved to be an almost perfect
correlation, as showed by the high quadratic weighted kappa value ( =
0.962, 95%CI = 0.939-0.986). Spearman rank-correlation also provided a
highly significant correlation between the results (Spearman’s rho =
0.933, df = 99, p < 0.0001, 95% CI for rho 0.903-0.955).
In the 15 equivocal cases 9 were found FISH-, while 6 were FISH+. During
digital processing of IHC-slides MembraenQuant calculates different
values for each cell, which data were later analyzed in all the FISH tested
cases in order to predict HER2 amplification status. There was a trend
Figure 5(abstract S13) Superimposed Kaplan-Meier curves comparing the probability of difference between the manual reading 1 vs. manual reading 2
(in black), the mean of manual readings vs. old macro (in red) and mean of manual readings vs. new procedure (in green). The X axis represents count
differences between the two methods or readings compared and the Y axis represents the probability of observing these differences. The upper row (A)
represents the results obtained with DIs grouped in function of the background level: DIs with background (A1) versus DIs without background (A2). The
lower row represents the results obtained with DIs grouped in function of their complexity: high-complexity DIs (B1) and low-complexity DIs (B2).
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Figure 6(abstract S13) Kaplan-Meier curves comparing the probability of difference between the manual reading 1 vs. manual reading 2 (in black), the
mean of manual readings vs. old macro (in red) and mean of manual readings vs. new procedure (in green). The X axis represents count differences
between the two methods or readings compared and the Y axis represents the probability of observing these differences. DIs have been grouped
according to their complexity and their background level: (A1) low-complexity DIs with background, (A2) low-complexity DIs without background, (A3)
high-complexity DIs with background and (A4) high-complexity DIs without background.
Figure 1(abstract S14) Digital analysis of scanned slides The DAB-imunostaining levels are detected on the brown-channel. MembraneQuant detects
the nuclei on the blue channel to identify the cells of the ROI, than calculates an intensity topographic map to classify each cell to a distinct class, which
is later on calculated to a field score (here the strong, complete membrane staining was of a 3+ score). On the result-slide the positivity-class of the cells
are color-coded (blue: nucleus, yellow: 1+, orange: 2+, red: 3+).
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Table 1(abstract S14) Differences in membrane-stainings according to FISH-positivity
FISH - FISH + FISH - FISH + FISH - FISH + FISH - FISH + FISH - FISH + FISH - FISH +
p= 0.07097 0.01782 0.05574 0.00031 0.00166 0.00486
HER2 2+ % RATIO HER2 2+ % RATIO HER2 3+ % RATIO HER2 3+ % RATIO H-Score H-Score L0_CMA:1+ L0_CMA:1+ L0_CMA:2+ L0_CMA:2+ L0_CMA:3+ L0_CMA:3+
Average 0.08386 0.152766 0.012607 0.04071 61.25344 88.80895 7315.882 25794.81 1317.471 12464.48 184.7127 2866.724
SD 0.107272 0.135455 0.024028 0.047413 42.95535 48.74765 4898.122 21455.78 1796.785 15429.72 365.2118 4210.592
Min. 0 0 0 0 3.007519 9.550562 207.6841 1472.817 0 0 0 0
Max. 0.28777 0.408517 0.098592 0.162461 136.6906 170.5047 19422.9 67658.91 5221.888 46501.73 1549.739 11813.45
MembraneQuant calculates intensity scores for each cell within an annotation and additional proportional score. Significant difference is highlighted underlining; italics indicates strong tendency. FISH+ cases had
significantly higher HER2-IHC3+ proportional score, while IHER2-IHC2+ proportional score and H-score had a tendency of higher occurrence in the FISH+ cases. In our set, the most significant differences (underlined)
were found between FISH-positive and negative cases in the label-area of different IHC-intensity classes.
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towards lower HER2-negative cell number and higher 2+ cell number in
FISH-ve cases, while FISH+ve cases had significantly higher 3+ cell
number. By multiplying the frequency of positive cells with the class of
IHC-positivity given by the software we calculated the H-Score for all ROIs
and found a borderline significant difference between the FISH+ve and
FISH-ve cases with elevated H-score in the FISH+ cases. Among the data
counted by the MembraneQuant we also found other significant
differences and one of the most promising was within the ‘mask area of
objects in different classes’ (LO-CMA) to differentiate between FISH+ve
and FISH-ve cases (Table 1 and Figure 2).
The anti-HER2 targeted therapy is indicated upon strong (3+) HER2-IHC
staining which correlates well with the HER gene amplification measured by
FISH [6]. FISH, however, requires special infrastucture accessed by only limited
number of laboratories and several studies have concluded, that protein
expression level might correlate better with the efficacy of trastuzumab
therapy [3]. The four-tiered classification of HER2 immunohistochemsitry may
not be a sufficient thumbrule and there is an increasing amount of
information suggesting that a continous HER2-score might correlate better to
the response to trastuzumab therapy [8]. In our approach, the different
datasets generated during the processing of digital slides might help to
better differentiate markers of HER2-amplification, which may not be
evaluated consistently by the pathologist’s eyes during the semi-quantitative
analysis. MembraneQuant application calculates the proportional score for
each intensity class (0 to 3+) and also many other further derivatives on the
annotated ROI areas related to our digital immunohistochemistry data, which
may be used to validate HER2-IHC and its predictive value on HER2-
amplification.
We found lower 0 proportional score, and higher 2+, 3+ proportional score
and H-score in FISH-positive cases on a set of 15 equivocal cases further
assesed with FISH. 3+ proportional score was significantly higher in FISH+
cases, and we also found more datasets (without known clinical meaning)
derived by the algorythm, which showed highly significant differences in
correlation with the FISH-findings. Althought, the negative and positive
predictive values for reliable detection of FISH-amplification should be
calculated on a higher sample number, our findings are promising since
there are several other HER2 digital analysis platforms [8-10]. However, these
platforms are based on more difficult and complex investigations and use
more antibodies and fluorescent dyes. Our analysis relies on a standard
quality IHC-reaction gained with a highly specific antibody (clone 4B5) and
uses multiple factors to predict HER2-amplification.
Conclusion: We validated MembraneQuant application of Pannoramic
Viewer platform by finding an almost perfect correlation between digital
and semi-quantitative evaluation of HER2-IHC slides (quadratic  = 0.962,
Spearman’s rho = 0.933). Furthermore, we found several significant
differences in the staining-patterns of the equivocal cases, which could
help to discriminate between FISH-positive and negative cases by
combining the 4-tiered classification with other digitally-derived sample
data. We strongly believe, that digital image analysis methods - digital
immunohistochemistry - can improve the efficacy of anti-HER2 therapy by
standardizing the evaluation protocols and finding discriminative patterns
within digital data sets to detect HER2-amplification.
List of abbreviations: CCD: Charge Coupled Device; DAB: Diaminobenzidin;
FISH: Fluorescens In Situ Hybridization; IHC: Immunohistochemistry; HER2:
Human Epidermal growth factor Receptor 2; LO-CMA: Layer0 - Mask Area of
objects in Class; TMA: Tissue Micro Array
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Background: Digital image analysis (DA) brings new opportunities to
enhance breast cancer pathology testing by providing tools to read tissue-
based visual data in a more precise, accurate, and high-throughput
manner compared to traditional evaluation performed by a pathologist.
The applications may vary from very practical computer-assisted diagnosis
approaches to obtain more reproducible estimates of biomarker
expression to more sophisticated efforts to retrieve and aggregate multi-
modal and multi-dimensional data providing integrated metamarkers of
the disease [1,2].
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) biomarkers are widely used for breast cancer
categorization and provide basis for therapeutic decisions [3], therefore,
standardization of IHC testing is of great importance. Applying DA tools for
post-analytical IHC phase generates continuous data of broad dynamic
range and can be used to analyse variance of the biomarker expression in
more powerful statistical models and achieve better reproducibility. Also,
analytical phase of IHC testing may also benefit from DA-based quality
control systems. Another particular aspect of breast cancer diagnosis is
related to HER2 gene and protein assays where better quantification
systems are needed to resolve issues of tumours with equivocal and
discordant HER2 status, potentially related to heterogeneity of tumour cell
populations [4].
We hereby summarize our recent experiments to explore the advantages
of DA for breast cancer pathology diagnosis and retrieval of new quality
information based on IHC and FISH tests: DA-based quality monitor of
tissue controls used for routine HER2 IHC testing, feasibility of DA to
obtain automated cell-based HER2 FISH data, and the potential of factor
analysis of the DA-generated IHC multi-marker expression data set to
understand breast cancer immunoprofile variation.
Materials and methods: For DA-based quality monitor, IHC tissue controls
represented by consecutive serial sections (n=91) of formalin-fixed paraffin-
embedded multi-blocks containing 2 mm diameter cores from 4 different
tumour samples (HER2 IHC score 0, 1+, 2+, 3+) were used for routine HER2
IHC staining (Ventana Benchmark XT, Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson,
Arizona, USA) one control section per batch. The stained sections were
scanned (Aperio ScanScope XT at 20x objective magnification) and
submitted for routine quality review of the staff in charge. DA (Aperio Genie
and Membrane algorithms) on each spot was performed on “per-batch”
basis; the control sections were then reviewed by a pathologist to estimate
potential HER2 staining intensity variation. Batch-to-batch variation of IHC
average membrane staining intensity, number of tumour cells, and
percentage of tumour cells with complete membranous staining was
examined and compared to the visual evaluation results.
For automated HER2 FISH data, tissue microarray (TMA) 4 μm-thick sections
were stained with Vysis HER2 FISH kit (as described previously [5]); 38 digital
images from 19 patients with ductal breast carcinoma were obtained from
TissueFAXS (TissueGnostics GmbH, Vienna, Austria) using 63x oil objective
and extended focus option in 9 Z planes set at 0.45 μm interval between
the planes; the Z stack images were then projected into 2D images.
TissueQuest version 4 (TissueGnostics GmbH) DA with the DotFinder v.4
algorithm was used to detect the FISH signals. By using the gating feature of
the TissueQuest software, analysis was restricted to cell populations with
non-overlapping nuclei to obtain cell-based FISH results. Two observers
performed conventional microscope FISH analysis (40 cells per patient)
according to Food and Drug Administration scoring system. The same
microscope and objective was used for the visual evaluation and digital
image acquisition.
Factor analysis of the DA-generated IHC multi-marker expression data was
performed on tissue microarrays (TMA) of ductal carcinoma samples from
109 patients stained for 10 IHC markers as recently reported [6].
Statistical analyses were performed with SAS 9.2 software.
Results and discussion: Digital analysis-based HER2 IHC quality
monitor: DA performed on the IHC tissue multi-control sections provided
continuous output data that could be efficiently summarized (Table 1) and
visualized (Figure 1) to reveal variation in the serial sections of tissue multi-
controls used in consecutive IHC batches. While linear plot of the mean
values (for all 4 tissue samples in the multi-control) of the average
membrane intensity and percentage of cells with complete membranous
staining, indicated individual IHC batches with unexpected variation
(Figure 1), the analyses performed on each multi-control sample
uncovered even greater variation (not shown), potentially reflecting an
impact of the variable content of the control tissue in the serial sections.
The variation was not significantly related to neither the IHC staining time
(morning/afternoon/overnight run), nor the weekday (by ANOVA, not
shown). The pathologist’s visual review of the controls mostly detected
samples with lower than expected IHC HER2 mean intensity score (Table 1).
Taking into account only 2+ and 3+ tissue controls given a lower than
expected intensity score, only 3 IHC batches would have been considered as
“under-stained”. Interestingly, additional review of digital images of the 2+
serial sections arranged consecutively on computer monitor (Figure 2)
revealed staining intensity variation, in particular, increased intensity that
was missed by conventional microscope review but detected by the DA. To
explore possible “long-term” drifts of the IHC sensitivity, we plotted
intercepts of the parameters (Figure 3) along the consecutive tests: a mild
decrease of the average membrane staining intensity was noted, further
supported by corresponding weak correlation between the staining intensity
and section number (r=0.32, p<0.0001). Nevertheless, the mean percentage
of cells with complete membranous staining remained stable.
The DA-based HER2 IHC quality monitor provided a measurement of IHC
staining quality useful in two aspects: as a quality control tool to alert on
unexpected variation prospectively and as a quality improvement
measure disclosing potential assay drifts based on retrospective analysis
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of the data. Although the use of DA to improve analytical phase of the
IHC test has been suggested [7], we were not able to find published data
on practical solutions. In our study, the DA parameters analysed on “per
batch” basis revealed a rather broad IHC staining intensity variation
underestimated by microscope-based IHC quality control review, while
only a few cases with potential quality issues were detected by additional
retrospective pathologist’s review.
The application of DA for IHC quality monitor is not as straightforward as
it may appear. Several methodological issues have to be considered with
caution. Although the same DA algorithm was used for the series, the
impact of the tissue variation does not allow for a “pure” IHC tissue
control system where, ideally, always an identical tissue section would be
used as a reference. Although serial sections are expected to provide
rather continuous changes of the tissue properties, cutting and other
Figure 1(abstract S15) Variation of the intensity of HER2 membranous staining and the percentage of cells with complete membranous
staining in the consecutive tissue multi-control sections. Mean intensity of the average HER2 membranous stain and Mean percentage of cells with
complete membranous staining are represented by the orange and blue lines, respectively. The means are calculated from all 4 samples of the tissue
multi-control. Dashed orange and blue reference lines delineate the corresponding upper and lower quartiles.
Table 1(abstract S15) Digital image analysis outputs and pathologist’s IHC HER2 score on the IHC multi-block tissue
controls
Core #1
HER2 0
Core #2 HER2
1+
Core #3 HER2
2+
Core #4 HER2
3+
Cores #1-4
Mean
Mean membrane intensity* 176 ± 16 190 ± 7 155 ± 11 86 ± 11 152 ± 8
% of cells with complete membranous staining* 1 ± 4 2 ± 5 17 ± 6 59 ± 6 19 ± 4
Total number of cells* 4277 ± 3205 6759 ± 3342 17536 ± 3382 19803 ± 4269 12094 ± 2778
Pathologist’s HER2 staining intensity score corresponding the
expected category**
87/88 73/89 88/91 84/87 N/A
* Mean ± standard deviation
** Data represented as a ratio of number of corresponding HER2 score/all cores evaluated. In all discordant cases, except in the category of Core#1 HER2 0,
pathologist gave a lower intensity score than that expected for the category. Total number of IHC control slides evaluated was 91, except some tissue cores were
considered inadequate by the pathologist (number of cores represented in the denominator).
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artefacts may impact the DA results. Furthermore, in our experiment we
used a sophisticated DA algorithm, based on automated tumour tissue
recognition, which may be dependent on section thickness, hematoxylin
staining variation, etc. For this matter, the use of IHC multi-controls
containing 4 different tumour samples could be regarded as an “internal
control” for tissue-related DA variation, however, further optimization of
the approach is needed.
Automated HER2 FISH quantification: Strong correlation was observed
between the numbers of microscope- and DA-estimated HER2 and CEP17
signals/cell (r=0.83, p<0.0001 and r=0.68, p<0.002, retrospectively), and
HER2/CEP17 ratio (r=0.71, p=0/0006); the corresponding correlations
between two microscope evaluations was close to perfect. However,
ANOVA analysis revealed significant bias to lower values of the DA-
counted HER2 signals when compared to the microscope evaluation
(average difference 1.35, CI 0.4-2.3, p<0.05). Meanwhile, no significant
difference was observed between the methods when comparing CEP17
signal counts and HER2/CEP17 ratio.
We present our initial data on the DotFinder algorithm to detect HER2 and
CEP17 signals, which is followed by other TissueQuest functionalities to
select populations of non-overlapping tumour cells in paraffin sections.
Although the final aim of the analysis is to achieve an automated cell-based
quantification of the FISH signals providing a robust and high-throughput
tool to investigate tumour tissue heterogeneity, in this first stage of
validation, we have explored the accuracy of the signal detection. One
major obstacle to achieve full automation of the analysis is related to spatial
clustering of HER2 signals in some amplified cases; other algorithms (e.g.,
AutoVysion, Metafer) switch to area-based estimate of the “clusters” [8,9].
This latter approach is clinically valid to detect amplified cases, however, to
investigate intratumoral heterogeneity, a cell-based measurement providing
actual number of FISH signals would be preferable. In our experiment, we
did not include the “cluster” cases detected by conventional microscope
evaluation, nevertheless, underestimation of the HER2 (but not CEP17) signal
is likely to be related to spatial confluence of the signals in some HER2-
amplified cells. Since the images for the analyses are produced by projecting
9 Z-stack images into one, some information allowing better signal
discrimination is inevitably lost. We therefore suggest that with the increase
in computing and storage capacity, 3-dimensional FISH-detection algorithms
may be the basic way to progress further.
Factor analysis of the DA-generated IHC multi-marker expression
data: We have recently published [6] a study on breast cancer TMA stained
for 10 IHC markers proving a concept that important biological
interdependencies can be detected at the level of tumour tissue
immunophenotype based on the factor analysis of DA data. This “automated
readout” of the IHC data in the TMA revealed independent biological
processes standing behind the IHC profile variability in the disease entities.
Integral characteristics (factor scores) of individual patients were associated
with main conventional categories of the breast ductal carcinoma. In
particular, we found that major factor of the IHC profile variation was
characterized by a strong inverse relation between the expression of
hormone (estrogen, progesteron, androgen) receptors along with anti-
apoptotic marker BCL2, on one side, and Ki67 (proliferation) and HIF-1a
(hypoxic stress, angiogenesis) on the other side. We named this factor the
“i-Grade” since its pattern reflected the interdependent variance of the IHC
markers known to represent the axis from aggressive (Ki67, HIF-1a) to more
indolent (hormone receptor-positive, BCL2) behaviour of the disease and
was associated with the Nottingham histological grade. Also, we were able
to test independent informative value of conventional and less explored IHC
biomarkers and their combinations.
Conclusions: In summary, we report on three DA approaches expanding
horizons of tissue-based breast cancer research and clinical practice.
Figure 2(abstract S15) Batch-to-batch variation of the mean staining intensity of HER2 can be noted visually on the consecutive tissue control
sections arranged on computer monitor. Nine consecutive HER2 IHC 2+ spot images are ordered from left to the right and down. Variable brown
colour intensity can be noted.
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We used standard IHC and FISH techniques and commercially available
DA tools to retrieve new aspects of information that can be used to
enhance quality assurance and understanding of breast cancer pathology.
List of abbreviations: IHC: immunohistochemistry; DA: digital image
analysis; HER2: the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; FISH:
fluorescence in situ hybridization; TMA: Tissue microarrays.
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Background: PBC is a chronic inflammatory autoimmune disease [1] that
evolves into cirrhosis via four stages. These are determined by the
successive implementation in hepatic tissue of the following events:
inflammation, destruction and regeneration of biliary tissue CK7+ and
fibrosis. This paper describes a method to study of the dynamics of the
disease histologic behaviour [2].
Materials and methods: We studied 58 liver biopsy samples, from
the archives of Departments of Pathological Anatomy of Istituto
Clinico Humanitas IRCCS, Rozzano, Milan, Italy and the Department of
Gastroenterology of Milan’s Ospedale Policlinico IRCCS, of Caucasian
subjects with PBC in various stages. Each procedure was performed in
accordance with the guidelines of the Ethics Committees of the hospitals
involved and diagnoses were defined by the expert pathologists of these
same hospitals.
Three consecutive 2-3 µm thick sections were obtained from each
sample: the first was used to identify inflammatory cells; the second was
stained with Sirius red to visualize collagen deposits and the third was
used to visualize the biliary tree with CK7 antibody.
The histological metrization method [3] was developed in the Laboratory
for the Study of Metric Methods in Medicine of the Istituto Clinico
Humanitas (Rozzano, Milan, Italy). The prototype of this computerized
device called HM and its controlling software were entirely designed and
developed in our laboratory. The Metrizer is a totally computer-driven
machine that automates the focusing of the microscope and the
exclusion of Glisson’s capsule from the computation of fibrotic islets. It
performs reproducible metric measurements from digitalized images of
the entire histological section, giving results within a few minutes. This
method measures all notable liver structures bared of any property not
involved in the measurement.
Statistical analysis: The data are given as numbers and percentages or
mean or median values and ranges where appropriate. All variables were
log-transformed in order to approximate a Gaussian distribution and
normalized to a (0,1) range to allow for comparison between variables.
Thus the final data are expressed in percentage of the interval between 0
and 1. All of the analyses were performed with Stata10 [http://www.stata.
com].
Results and discussion: Inflammation (Figure1A) was identified by
defining the borders around clusters of mononuclear cells (lymphocytes)
with Delaunay’s triangulation method [4].
This method identifies a line that connects the centers of outermost cells
that are distanced ≤20 μm. This line is arbitrarily considered the separator
of the inflammatory cells within a cluster from the mononuclear cells
dispersed in the surrounding hepatic tissue.
The inflammatory basin, which increases constantly due to the autoimmune
process, is the set of areas in a section that are covered by inflammatory cell
clusters. The area of the basin covered by cluster-resident cells is called the
pure inflammatory space, which varies with the number (density) of cells
present in the clusters.
The intra-hepatic biliary duct area (Figure 1B) was metrically measured.
During the course of PBC, the biliary tree duct status is determined by two
components: autoimmune destruction and regeneration of intrahepatic
CK7+ ductular segment.
Figure 1(abstract S16) Catalogue of the multifarious fragments of liver structures measured by HM.; A. Inflammation cell clusters B. CK7; and C. fibrosis
elements, The black image is a Glisson membrane fragment excluded by the Metrizer.
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The collagen islets forming fibrosis (Figure 1-C) were measured in linear
meters; the result was corrected by the fractal dimension [5] to include
details of the irregularity of their shapes The fractal dimension was
obtained by means of the box counting method because the objects to
be measured were “truncated fractals” [6], the fractal dimension was used
as a dilation factor rather than an exponent [7] Three classes of islet
magnitude were arbitrarily identified: area from 10 and 103 μm2, from 103
to 104 μm2 and over 104 μm2.
The tissue disorder quantitative assessment was performed with a
Tectonic Index (TI), which describes the loss of tissue organization or any
deviation from the natural order (a high TI indicates a high degree of
tissue disorder). The TI defines the organization of liver tissues and is
expressed with a range of values from 0 to 1. The TI was calculated as
1 – H, where H is Hurst’s coefficient (range zero to 1) [8], defined as Dg +
1 – D, where D is the fractal dimension and Dg the Euclidean dimension
of the observed object. So TI = 1 – H = D – Dg. Numerical results of all of
these parameters are summarized in Table 1.
In order to approach the PBC behavioural dynamics [9], the first key was
to set into the interval (0,1) the logarithmic transformation and
normalization of the measures of CK7+; tissue and fibrosis, taken as the
most representative structural elements with which to metrically
construct the liver state portrait that defines the grading and staging of
the semiquantitative subjective methodologies.
A second key is the transformation of portrait scalars into a single vector
to reduce the multiplicity of elements of the liver section into a dot-like
geometrical figure. This translation into vectorial arithmetic in classic
dynamics is crucial for the construction of the dot-like geometrical
operator, called dynamic particola that represents the whole system.
In order to gain a method to study the system’s behaviour dynamics [9],
the immune CK7+ biliary ductules resulting from the destruction-
regeneration and intrahepatic fibrosis, considered a set of phenomena
that generates the irreversible tectonic disorder leading to cirrhosis. The
values of vectors representing irreversible parameters, resulting from the
HM measurement, were taken to create the particola. The vectorial
transformation is obtained by plotting the value of CK7 area on the y and
the value of fibrosis areas on the x orthogonal axes. The value of the
modulus of this resultant sum in the orthogonal space is taken as the
Newtonian dot-like dynamic particola that shows an instant of the PBC
behaviour (Figure 2A). The set of points (each a particola) on the x-y
orthogonal space, resembles a Gibbs cloud of points, each expressing in
log scale the magnitude of the vectorial value of a particola with a scalar.
These scalars ordered on a real number line, the simplest state space, will
graphically show the trajectory that is the reference of the dynamic
behavior of PBC process. (Figure 2B).
Furthermore, we plotted the value of each particula on the y axis
(ranging from 0 to 1) versus the disease timing, identified with all
particulae, on the x axis (Figure 2C). Next, we identified the tertiles on
this curve that discriminate three phases. This term used in our new
method is different from the ‘stages’ characterising semiquantitative static
descriptions. As a result, the three phases are extrapolated by increasing
amounts of particolae formed by fibrosis and CK7+ tissue. In particular,
phases 1, 2, and 3 represent early, intermediate, and final disease to
feature mean particula values of 0.2075, 0.4722, and 0.7386, respectively.
The inflammation was excluded from the constitutive components of the
trajectory describing the course of PBC process, for its reversibility. This
different behaviour is due to the entropy produced in the interior of the
inflammation process that is not transferred across its boundaries into the
surrounding environment [10].
Conclusions: The method we constructed, with its technology, strongly
reduced the computational time and improved the liver tissue structure
recognition and description. As these tools allowed this first study of PBC
behaviour in terms of physics of dynamics, this paper supports the
hypothesis that the long periods of cessation in the history of dynamic
knowledge were due to the very higher rapid theoretic development
toward facilitating computation devices [11,12]. The technology
introduced into our methodology facilitated the study of PBC behaviour
by the following points:
1) Exclusion of the inflammatory infiltrates from dynamic study, as they
do not produce topic stable entropy deposits. Collagen interstitial
deposition generating fibrosis is hepato-cellular necrosis dependent.
2) Standardization of a strictly objective evaluation producing scalars by
metrizing the images of the histological structures of the liver section.
3) Metrical measurement also of the smallest dispersed islets of fibrosis,
and tiny CK7+ biliary ducts normally undetected with optical microscope.
4) Transformation of scalars into vectors leading to vectorial PBC
histological section portraits. A homogeneity was created with this
operation that maintains the concepts of mixture and identity of the
mixed elements in the sum of CK7+ biliary ducts and fibrosis vectors that
define the particola, geometric figure which graphically will trace the
process trajectory.
5) Description of PBC evolution by the cumulative curve of the particolae,
each representing an actual state of the processes and taking this planar
curve as the ideal finite trajectory a–ω) of entire PBC process.
6) Definition of past and future percentage of the disease course with its
particola on the trajectory.
7) The score of PBC evolution into three phases on its trajectory and
describe the ideal course of the process based on mathematical
measurements.
Table 1(abstract S16) Summary of all of the metric data obtained from the structural measurements and the data
used for staging purposes. Minimum, median, and maximum values of tissue parameters are given in % of total
histologic section area of biopsy specimen
Tissue parameters Minimum Median Maximum
Area of the inflammatory basin 0.026 1.005 6.444
Area covered by resident cells 0.002 0.636 5.295
Area of intra-hepatic biliary ducts 0.003 0.114 0.882
Small areas (10-103 μm) 0 0.009 0.105
Medium-sized areas (103-104 μm) 0.001 0.006 0.033
Large areas (>104 μm) 0 0 0
Area of fibrosis 0.30 1.456 24.4
Small areas (10-103 μm) 0.008 0.092 0.521
Medium-sized areas (103-104 μm) 0.001 0.026 0.203
Large areas (>104 μm) 0.01 0.075 1.005
Neo-angiogenesis 0.030 0.586 3.474
Hemopoietic stem cells 0 0.006 0?
Tissue disorder (TI) 0.072 0.274 0.643
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To conclude let us say that any correlation is recognizable between the
metrical data of our case-list, divided into three phases by the rules of
dynamics and the semi-quantitative data, divided into four stages
according to the rules of the method of Scheuer. (Table 2) For example
the 20 specimen classified in our higher phase III included 9 patients
(45%) classified by the semi-quantitative Scheuer classification at minor
levels of staging. Where is the truth?
List of abbreviations: PBC: Primary biliary cirrhosis; IRCCS: Institute for
Scientific Research Hospitalisation and Care; HM: Histologic Metrizer; TI:
Tectonic Index
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Background: The last few years have brought rapid growth in the number
of Virtual Microscopes (VM) and the promotion of digital histology. In this
digital era, it is natural to assist in the transportation of histology imaging
into computer technology support. We have also assisted in a quick and
precise race towards improved technology capable of acquiring detailed
digital images which realistically report the original slide for easy
consultation [1,2].
The advanced technology herein proposed aims at being a sophisticated
imaging archive. Digitally scanning slides however, does not give
additional information to the vision of tissue structures, even with high
resolution or improved colour and image precision. We can now say that
high enlargement microscopic observation can only give same details to
structures visible to the eye directly through the microscope. This means
that when VMs are used in a correct manner they are capable of giving
significant progress to highlighting, not quantifying, a critical field in
applying technology specific to computerised measuring. The potential to
improve precision and objectivity of measurements can be achieved with
additional technical equipment. The aim of this study is to present a
machine invented with a calculation potential to facilitate the work of the
observer in a medical practice, not only in terms of easy retrieval of images
but also as an instrument for the automatic analysis of digital histology.
Figure 2(abstract S16) A): The set of dynamic particulae resembling a Gibbs cloud-point obtained expressing as vector magnitudes the normalised log
value of CK7+ areas and the normalised log value of fibrosis in our patients. B) The points are transferred to the oriented line of real numbers
representing the standardised trajectory of the process. C) An ogival cumulative curve orders the dynamic particula within the three clouds in panel A.
This curve is sub-divided into three tertiles marked by blue points and represents the trajectory of the overall dynamic process of PBC from a to ω.
Table 2(abstract S16) Distribution in the three stadia of
the dynamic trajectory of the patients’list classified
according to Scheuer’s classification
Scheuer classification
Phase 1 2 3 4
I 19 (33%) 11 (58%) 7 (37%) 1 (5%) 0
II 19 (33%) 11 (58%) 1 (5%) 6 (32%) 1 (5%)
III 20 (34%) 9 (45%) 2 (10%) 5 (25%) 4 (20%)
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The “Metrizer” aims at supplying precise and objective descriptions and
measurements of the specimen under observation. These descriptions do
not substitute the pathologist but they should assist him/her to assert with
objectivity and safety the entity of the observed pathology [3-8].
Material and methods: The “Metrizer” (Figure 1) is an automatic,
compact machine composed of a lens for microscopic observation,
digital cameras, a movement device and a computer complete with
software to control machine movement and image analysis. With these
components the machine facilitates consultation of histological
preparations (virtual microscope - slide scanner function) and supplies
objective numeric data regarding the state of the tissue harbouring
diverse diseases without causing fatigue or human error.
Using the Slide Scanner function it enables to automatically digitalise the
entire histological slide in high definition and makes it easily accessible in
the digital archive.
Furthermore the Metrizer gives: 1) custom image analysis algorithms,
2) objective data obtained from elements present in the tissue, and
3) what can be called an Automatic Diagnosis. This diagnosis, preset for
each pathology, is generated by an expert system shaped on a series of
data that has been preloaded once diagnosis is known. The expert
system referral cut-off is then calculated from these data. The automatic
diagnosis permits to completely abolish operator subjectivity, from image
capture to the print-out of final report (Figure 2).
Testing: The validation process of the Metrizer was made by comparing
measurements obtained with this machine on histological slides taken
from a series of 120 patients previously achieved by the automatic
reading software of the preliminary model of automatic analysis,
consisting of a motorised microscope Leica DMLA [6].
Model validation: Complete histological specimen of hepatic biopsies of
235 patients affected by chronic inflammation were acquired, analyzed
and compared with clinical data and semiquantitative evaluations. By
arranging data and comparing them with the main methods of evaluation
in use, cut-offs were located which enabled to opportunely delineate the
expert system. From these retrospective cut-offs descriptions of a further
200 patients, making a total of 435 cases analysed with the so-called
‘Model’, were prospectively generated and verified [7].
Validation of the Metrizer: 120 cases coming from the validation series
of the Model, which necessitated several months of work on the old
system, were then examined in just a few days by the Metrizer and a
high level of correlation was reached. Proof of the validity of this new,
ultra rapid machine was had by comparing the groups of new data with
those obtained by the already validated but much slower semiautomatic
Model. In fact the Metrizer carries out all the steps in a few minutes
without involving the operator, so that the method which was previously
only used for research can be really applied to routine clinical practice in
support of the evaluations of the pathologist.
Results: Comparison of data obtained with the Model with those of new
data rapidly achieved by the Metrizer was made on the basis of
percentage area values and tectonic index of the fibrosis, and of the
inflammatory basin located in the biopsies of the 120 cases available. A
double evaluation is thus obtained, from both the old and the new
system. The catalogues of located objects in the two different systems
were also compared.
The values are very sensitive to intense light and magnifying lens, however
by correctly calibrating the machine it is possible to achieve reproducible
data with very low margin of instrumental error. The comparison between
Figure 1(abstract S17) The Metrizer Prototypical version of the Metrizer, used in this work and for presentation purposes.
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the two machines can be seen in Table 1. Correlation coefficient between
the two sets of data are R=0,94 in fibrosis quantification and R=0,96 in the
case of inflammatory basin.
Histological Metrizer (shortened to Metrizer) described herein, is a
machine capable of automatically measuring the state of opportunely
stained histological specimens in a decidedly more accurate manner than
all current methods of evaluation.
The application of quantitative methods in a medical setting faces
numerous difficulties because these disciplines involve natural, complex
and irregular objects and phenomena, many with characteristics that lead
them to be classified as fractal objects [9,10]. Their evaluation describable
with traditional linear mathematics and Euclidean geometry, can at times
give results that are so distant from reality as to seem caricatures rather
than metric descriptions of the object under examination.
However, these objects can be described and, with suitable non-Euclidean
geometry, can also be measured with automated calculus technology for
operational complexity that requires measurement of their complex
structure and interpreted with basics of physics different from those of
statics on which the greater part of medical disciplines is founded.
In order to obtain measurements as close as possible to reality, our
Laboratory of Quantitative Medicine uses fractal geometry to correct the
metric measurements of irregular objects.
Conclusions: The Metrizer changes the method of examining liver
biopsies since it resolves fundamental problems to measure microscopic
structures. For the first time it enables evaluation with a scalar number, in
an absolutely objective and repeatable manner, the size of the structures
that determine the state of the diseased liver. It must be stressed that
histological diagnosis of hepatic disease is currently entrusted to the
interpretive ability of the pathologist, but it also depends on his level of
fatigue.
The automation of the Metrizer standardizes measurement and eliminates
operator fatigue, it reads elements which are completely invisible to the
human eye and has an unlimited calculation potential.
Furthermore, the Metrizer transforms clinical thought (reasoning) into
technological terms and gives both a description and a computer
diagnosis, which it obtains using new geometries such as fractals for
measuring irregular shapes of scars (collagen islets), fragments of the
biliary and the neoangiogenic microvascular network. Being able to
measure the real determinants of chronic inflammatory disease dynamics
of the liver, means understanding the amount of damage the liver has
suffered and refines therapeutic choices, making a more rigorous
assessment of its effects.
The totally computerized evaluation entrusted to the Metrizer, i.e. of the
liver, completely excludes the subjective intervention of the operator when
supplying a “metric hepatogram” where a description is given of the
extent of inflammation and fibrosis (scarring), biliary or neoangiogenic
regeneration and tissue disorder is quantitatively assessed with a tectonic
index. All this is achieved in just a few minutes.
Everyone involved in biologic and medical research will, at some point,
come across complex situations which escape thorough description.
All the methods elaborated in the medical world aim at offering adequate
procedures with which to locate, define and correlate the largest number
of aspects regarding changes in characteristics of the specimen under
observation; rather like saying of lesions on organs and organisms
determined by natural causes. One way to define tissutal lesions is to study
the quality and quantity of the processes causing them and the
descriptions of the differences between type, size and intensity of the
lesions they cause.
The Metrizer was created to meet the needs of maturity gained in
hepatology.
Figure 2(abstract S17) Example of Metrizer output.
Table 1(abstract S17) Model-Metrizer Comparison
A% Fibrosis A% Inflammation
Series Model Metrizer Model Metrizer
Min 0,22% 0,35% 0,02% 0,04%
Max 8,32% 14,44% 11,77% 11,48%
Mean 2,23% 2,99% 1,87% 1,88%
St. Dev. 1,69% 2,33% 2,13% 2,14%
Relative Median Error (Log): 9,14% 7,23%
The table shows that the relative median difference of the calculated values
was less than 10%. The highest error can be found comparing cases of
fibrosis, which reaches 9,14%. This is due to the diverse composition of the
CCD of the Model’s cameras compared with those of the Metrizer, which loses
some details in fibrosis. The video camera of the Metrizer have an higher
colour definition so as to take even smaller details.
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To have measurements which can be repeated anywhere using the same
method, means the beginning of a world with less hypotheses and real
information.
List of abbreviations: VM: Virtual Microscope
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Background: Diagnostic reproducibility and accuracy in cytology and
histology are the main issues in Oncologic Screening of cervix, breast and
colorectal cancer: it can be achieved by programs for quality assurance (QA).
The slides set standard represents the most used method to compare
diagnostic proficiency, the chance of interpreting microscopic digital
photographs provided an interesting alternative to read conventional
microscope slides.
The whole digital slide observed in a computer screen is a third, interesting,
option to reach the goal. In fact all the information on conventional samples
are transferred into a file, easily archived, catalogued, duplicated or advice
for quality control, but is especially available at distance and from multiple
locations simultaneously with drastic reduction of time needed to achieve
proficiency test reproducibility [1].
The production of digital slides with modern scanners is relatively
simple and quick. All suppliers offer services into private or public
networks server in the literature [2] and software able to track scanned
cases stored in comprehensive database to build large casistic archives
online [3] Tools are already available for a teleconference discussion of
cases with vision of cytological preparations on line [4,5], educational
programs with integrated digital slides are poorly developed or
proficiency tests for continuing education and professional updating are
easily accessible.
A project on Virtual Microscopy and Digital Pathology has been conducted
in Emilia-Romagna Region (Italy) with the goal to promote quality in
diagnostic cytology and histology in Screening programs by testing a
different system involving pathologists and cytologists using digital slides,
with a faster and reproducible program easier to manage than standard
diagnostic sets and by distance for retraining of patrhologists with a final
consensus meeting.
The aim has been reached with the realization of a management system
for cytological and histological whole-slides digital images and related
clinical data and the building of a picture archive and communication
system (PACS) among pathologists of our (and probably other) region. This
must be backed by software for the realization of network slide seminars
to perform periodic diagnostic reproducibility and proficiency test. The
cases, collected and properly catalogued in an online, easily accessible and
systemic digital archive of slides, with diagnoses discussed in clinical and
pathologic audit meetings and validated by experts, can be used as
diagnostic reference tools (case registry online). The cataloguing and
indexing is performed with NAP codes derived from SNOMED [6], which
contains terms and definitions in Italian and English and encompasses
extensive synonyms and complex researches.
Material and methods: The cancer screening group of the Emilia-
Romagna Region (Italy) set up a picture, archive and communication
system (PACS) devoted to pathologists for cooperative diagnosis, teaching
and training, teleconsulting, documentation of rare cases and pilot
experiences; furthermore selected cases are catalogued in the PACS with
the aim to check the diagnostic concordance in regional oncologic
screening (cervix, breast and colon). The PACS system is made by two
Aperio scanner and an adequate internet server where the described
programs perform, (see Figure 1) [7].
The slides have been digitalized using an Aperio scanner, 20x for histology
and 40x for cytology and an internet server was used to store the files,
arranged into a Spectrum database (Aperio). An e-learning platform
(Docebo) [8] has been used to built interface for the applicants: cases and
slides were considered “teaching instruments” for the educational software
(slide seminars) and appropriate questioning forms have been designed
with the diagnostic occurrences of Bethesda System 2011 for cytology and
CIN options for histology for the cervical cancer and of International
guidelines for breast and colorectal cancer.
Nowadays the diagnostic reproducibility has been performed in colorectal
and cervical cancer screening (Bologna October 2010, Bologna June 2011),
and for breast cancer is ongoing (Bologna June 2012). In all three slide
seminars a number of cases have been selected by a committee of
pathologists working in regional anatomo-pathologic units.
Colorectal cancer screening was the first retraining slide seminar for
pathologists performed with these features in our region and probably in
Italy. Three regional units (Bologna, Cesena and Ferrara) were involved by
sending representative histological cases of all main diagnostic occurrences
to test the diagnostic reproducibility; 28 histological cases were collected.
A definite and limited time interval was indicated to study slides, then a
consensus conference was organized in the same day.
The second Seminar of QA to test the diagnostic reproducibility was
performed in cervical cancer screening program; 30 cytological and 30
histological cases have been selected by a committee of pathologists
among the cases proposed by the regional units. All main diagnostic
occurrences were represented, basic clinical information and relevant
follow-up information were available; the cases have been completely
anonymized.
A 30 days interval was indicated to study the slides, then a consensus
conference has been programmed at the end of the evaluation to present
the results and discuss cases. Before the meeting each participant received
a report with the gold standard diagnosis performed buy the committee
and her/his diagnosis and concordance result.
Results and discussion: 15 pathologists of regional units attended the
colon-rectal QA and the diagnostic reproducibility have been evaluated
matching their results with the final gold standard diagnosis reached
during the consensus conference. The observed agreement was 69% and
the overall performance of the participating pathologists was assessed
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with a statistical analysis using Cohen’s kappa: the average value was 0.64
(substantial).
95 cytologists and 32 histopathologists have been involved in the
cervical cancer screening QA.
The diagnostic reproducibility has been evaluated using the final
diagnosis reached in the consensus conference: in 2 out of 30 cytological
cases the diagnosis was different from the diagnosis of the committee,
while all histologic diagnoses were in agreement. The overall
performance of the participating readers is reported in table 1.
Conclusion: Whole digital slide is suitable for proficiency tests and the
internet e-learning platform allows to share cases and to get the answers
from participants, in a easier way than by of a set of conventional slides.
The quality of whole slides is very good, approaching optical microscopic
resolution.
Table 1(abstract S18) Screening PAP test - distribution of agreement in diagnosis
Agreement in homogeneous groups: final diagnoses
negative ASCUS L SIL ASC-H H SIL / SqCC AGC AIS / ADC
Reader’s diagnosis negative 85.1 15 6.6 2.1
ASCUS/ L SIL 5.1 72.4 20.2 3.6
ASC-H/ H SIL/ SqCC 2.9 11.9 67.7 14
AGC / AIS/ ADC 2.9 0.3 5.2 79.2
other tumours 3.5 0.2 0.2 0.7
no answer 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.4
100% 100% 100% 100%
Overall observed agreement 73%
Cohen’s Kappa 0.63 (substantial)
Figure 1(abstract S18) Network scheme: two scanner are in an intranet environment with an local disk server, connected to an internet server where
the public products are stored.
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In a cytological environment the bias is to get a perfect focus in all parts
of the slide; the wider area of slide to examine and the higher number of
diagnostic classes may justify a worse agreement of the pathologists and
a poorer performance (lower Cohen’s kappa) than histology.
We have produced an integrated environment that includes many of the
modern aspects of digital pathology that can be shared with the PACS
system in many laboratories of the region, including quality promotion
and control of image interpretation in cytology and histology applied to
cancer screening.
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Background: While the imaging technology for virtual microscopy can
be considered mature, the techniques used for the organization and
presentation of the digital slides are more complex because of the
diversity of user requirements for every project and the technical
challenges regarding the structuring and management of the slides.
Generally, the presentation of virtual microscopy on the intra- and
internet requires the availability of tools that act as a bridge between
the digital slide repository and a content management system (CMS) for
the web presentation. This involves specific programming of the CMS in
order to display the virtual slides in a consistent and specific manner
and provide for easy expandability. This is true for E-Learning systems,
but also for general digital slide repositories on the web. We have
created internet platforms for undergraduate and postgraduate
pathology teaching and reference and will present our approach for an
effective management and presentation of large numbers of digital
slides.
Materials and methods: Educational slides were digitized using an
Aperio CS scanner and stored in the Aperio svs file format, using JPEG
and JPEG2000 compression. The Aperio Spectrum platform was used as
the primary image and metadata repository, but because not used to
publicly display its content because of its technical limitations and
licensing issues. Therefore, all images and metadata information were
exported to specialized E-Learning and pathology reference platforms.
The implementation of digital pathology slides on these platforms
included the following common important aspects:
1. Load balancing: The simultaneous access of up to 70 students in the
classroom to few digital slides at one time, or dozens of users to many
slides on an open internet platform requires effective load balancing for
the image server. This was achieved by setting up a reverse proxy load
balancer on Apache that distributes the load to several image server
processes which are running on subordinated machines.
2. For E-Learning, the Moodle open source E-Learning platform was
chosen, making use of its database module and customized javascripts.
With this approach, a generic format for the presentation of the slides
was created that allows for adding structured metadata, side-by side
display of normal and pathological slides, and multislide images of the
same entity in various special stains. Thumbnail images that are provided
by the image server software are embedded dynamically.
3. For the postgraduate digital slide pathology repository, a general purpose
content management system (CMS) was chosen (Textpattern), that builds
upon the open source LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP) architecture. All
metadata, and including the links to the virtual slides could be seamlessly
transferred from the Spectrum database into Textpattern.
4. The Textpattern CMS was programmed to provide for a hierarchical
structure that reflects the pathological disease taxonomy in a hierarchical
fashion. It uses a tree structure with unlimited depth, and is easily expandable.
Digital slides are assigned to one or more categories in this system.
Results and discussion: The user of a pathology reference site expects a
systematic layout of the internet site, allowing for easy access of its
content based on the medical disease categories, and to be able to
browse related entities more easily than in a medical textbook. Because
of the many synonyms and related terms of medical terminology, it is
not sufficient to rely on a built-in search engine to access the digital
slides in question. For an effective approach, a nosological hierarchy of
the digital slides must be built that is governed by the pathological
diagnosis and organ sites in focus. This requires the building of
hierarchical and associative relationships for the diagnostic terminology
as well as the use of dictionaries and thesauri. In this fashion, the content
management system is able to focus on the pathological slides searched
for, and at the same time provide links to related entities in the database.
An associative and disease-oriented browsing becomes possible.
With undergraduate and postgraduate pathology teaching, the focus is
on the display of cases series that illustrate a pathologic process or the
topic of a seminar or a diagnostic entity. Here, the impact is on the
linking of the pathology slides with metadata and the display of related
slides, such as special stains, differential diagnoses, or normal
counterparts. Therefore, a format must be chosen that allows for the
consistent building and management of cases series with structured
metadata, such as clinical or disease related information, related slides,
and other data, such as PDF files. E-Learning systems such as Moodle
that provide modular plugins for multimedia data can be used for this
purpose. The linking the the digital slides with the content on the E-
Learning system, and the handling of different browser requirements can
be achieved by custom Javascript programming in the E-Learning system.
Both pathology reference sites and E-Learning sites which present digital
slides must have sufficient server capacity to be able to deal with multiple
concurrent users who are accessing the same or different digital slides
simultaneously. A typical example is a class of more than 50 medical
students that use virtual microscopy in the classroom. The user experience
of quickly navigating the digital slides is dependent on an effective load
balancing solution and an image server technology that supports this.
Today’s advanced servers with multiprocessor and multicore architectures
allow for the upscaling of digital pathology proportional to the number of
cores in one machine, and thus limit the need of running multiple servers
in parallel for the handling of the image data.
Conclusion: The building and management of a digital pathology
internet site for the purpose of pathology teaching and reference
requires special attention to the database design, the handling of
metadata, the user interface, and load balancing.
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Background: It is now widely accepted that tumor growth and
metastasis are angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis-dependent providing
novel therapeutic targets in malignant disease [1-3]. A common feature of
the tumor vessels studies is that the investigators focus on microvessel
density overlooking other parameters that might be significant, such as
the size and shape of the microvessels [4]. In many aspects, tumor
vessels are different from normal vessels [5,6]. Studies have revealed the
importance of the size and shape of blood vessels in, for example
laryngeal tumors [7].
Our aim is to develop a morphometric tool able to perform an easy
segmentation of blood and lymphatic vessels to study vascularization
following the hypothesis that tumor prognosis may not only be
influenced by microvascular density but also by the shape and size of the
vessels. To this end a segmentation algorithm based on two
complementary methodologies have been developed to segment close
and open vessels.
Material and methods: A dataset of six core images from the
Department of Pathology, University of Valencia (DP. UV) was used. They
were extracted from TMA scanned slides (Aperio ScanScope XT) at 40x;
five images stained with IHC technique against D2-40 and one image
from a TMA previously stained with anti-CD34 antibody. Histologic
sections comprise two types of vessels: vessels with unquestionable
lumen and vessels without evident lumen. Those with defined vascular
lumen can be closed or opened, depending on the continuity of the
stained endothelial cells in the perimeter.
The images selected to develop the tool contain from low to high number
of vessels of both types (from 2 to 600 vessels/image). In the case of closed
vessels with and without lumen we can readily calculate their morphometric
measurements. The challenge appears when the vascular lumen are not
closed or are vaguely stained. In this case a radial algorithm is required.
The algorithm developed by the authors for the segmentation of the
vessels, called AngioPath, consists of two parts: a) based on colour
segmentation and b) based on the radial distribution of the vessel
contour pixels. This algorithm has been compared with other free
available algorithm call Caiman [8].
The methods applied for the development of AngioPath is described as
follows:
a) Segmentation based on HSV colour model: Closed vessels with
and/or without obvious lumen can be detected through their continuous
brown colour. The algorithm proceeds as follows:
1) Conversion of the RGB TMA image to HSV colour model. This permits
the segmentation of the brown colour enabling the extraction of the
vessel contours.
2) Extraction of the S and H channels from HSV image. S channel contains
most brown shades and ground staining although it is not sufficient. For
this reason H channel is also used.
3) Application of a binary inverted thresholding to S channel image and
of a binary thresholding to H channel image with thresholds of 30 and
20 respectively.
4) Application of a logical OR operator to both images. This operation
segments brown colour and erases the rest of the colours.
5) Application of a logical NOT operator in order to invert the image.
6) Elimination of small artifacts of the input image and joining nearby
structures. Erode and a dilate operations of 2 and 4 iterations respectively
are performed in the image.
7) Application of a contour-finding operator. This is used to detect the
vessel contour pixels that divide each segment of the image, allowing
storage through sequences and individual manipulation. This is applied to
images created by a binary thresholding or a Canny operator.
8) Discard false positives such as macrophages, which could be detected
as small vessels. Only the contours larger than 6 pixels overall size or
with a width and height larger than 20 pixels are selected. These valid
contours are the valid vessels.
9) Extraction of morphometric measurements (table 1).
10) Storage of all data measurements in an Excel format file. The final
image is saved with the vessel contours in a TIFF format file.
b) Radial distribution of the vessel contour pixels: This algorithm
finds the vascular lumen and their brown endothelial surrounding cells.
The unconnected parts are then joined together. Once the open vessels
are closed, morphometric measurements are calculated. The algorithm
proceeds as follows:
1) Extraction of the green channel from the RGB image. It helps to better
distinguish the different vascular lumens. The use of a single channel
reduces the computational time and the RAM memory used to process
images.
2) Application of a binary thresholding to extract vascular lumens from
the image. The threshold value was set to 236.
3) Application of a combination of erode (3 iterations) and dilate (2
iterations) operations to join and remove large and small image
structures from the previous step.
4) Filling of those closed contours having internal holes smaller than a
minimum size (400 pixels).
5) Performing a second erosion of one iteration which increases the space
between the vascular lumens and the vessel membrane.
6) Computing the normal direction of each point of the border of a
potential vascular lumen using that direction to check if there are some
vessel contour pixels near that point. Vessels are considered as valid
depending on the ratio of checked points that are actually membrane
vessel points. The ratio is also adjusted depending on the size of the
vascular lumen contour.
7) Application of a contour-finding operator to find the vessel contours of
the radial algorithm.
8), 9) and 10) As with the other algorithm, removal of small artifacts,
extraction of measurements for each valid vessel and storage of data
measurements as well as the final image with the vessel contours.
The algorithm developed is illustrated in figure 1. The morphometric
measurements calculated for each vessel are indicated in table 1. The
parameter position enables location of each vessel and thus their
elimination in cases of wrong segmentation. These parameters are
calculated for the external and internal contour of the vessels.
Results and discussion: To our knowledge, only two applications
provide vessel closing when the whole perimeter of the vessels is not
completely stained which could be a basic feature in translational
research. Aperio’s application for angiogenesis analysis performs an
adequate segmentation of the previously closed vessels but does not
provide information about shape [9]. The second algorithm, Caiman,
measures shape parameters after closing the vessels but is restricted in
the size of the files analyzed (2MB). It shows 96.3% of the contour pixels
correctly detected [8]. AngioPath closes vessels, measures shape
parameters, supports any image size and shows an average of 95%
sensitivity and 98% specificity (ROC analysis). Among the parameters
measured, the shape factors roundness and aspect are calculated in both
Table 1(abstract S20) Morphometric Measures
Measure Name Meaning Units
Position x-y coordinates pixels
Area vessel contour area physical units (μm)
Size vessel width and height physical units (μm)
Vascular Density
number of vessels
mm2
Aspect
max
min
*
axis
axis
 
Roundness
perimeter
area
2
4S
Perimeter Ratio
convex perimeter
perimeter
(*) Axes correspond to the best fitting ellipsoid of the vessel contour.
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Caiman and AngioPath algorithms but AngioPath includes perimeter-ratio
which indicates the regularity of the contour of the vessels and which we
found to be related to clinical-biological features in, at least, neuroblastic
tumors (data not shown). AngioPath allows correlation of a measurement
with a given vessel and its elimination it if the automatic analysis makes
a wrong measurement, thus solving the problem. Caiman lasts an
average of 230s for 1,5Mb or 1200x960 pixel images and could not
support the image size of our dataset. The average image size of our
dataset is 6300x6300 pixels, that is 120MB. AngioPath, takes between 10
to 180 seconds (s) for images with 2 and 600 vessels respectively.
A limited and preliminary analysis of two images from our database and
one example image from Caiman was carried out to assess the quality of
the segmentation (see figure 2). The study showed a higher fidelity in the
segmentation of the vessels for each tool when using its own images.
Nevertheless, AngioPath segmentation correlates with the real vascular
structures of the Caiman image better than Caiman does with the images
from our database. The differences could probably be related to a
specific and differently designed brown colour spectrum provided by the
stain or the digital image quality.
Conclusions: The developed tool, AngioPath, is based on the essential
property of vessel closing to properly count the number and characterize
the size and the shape of blood and lymphatic vessels. In the same way,
the set of endothelial cells forming a vessel are then considered together
as a single object, making vascular density measurement more accurate.
Although this tool has shown good results in the database tested, it may be
improved applying invariant colour analysis techniques to properly segment
vessels with different stains as well as improve robustness for segmenting poor
quality digital images. This tool it is expected to enable wide studies to be
carried out to test if shape and size measurements are important for prognosis.
List of abbreviations: IHC: Immunohistochemistry; TMA: Tissue microarray
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Figure 2(abstract S20) Comparison of the segmentation quality between the developed tool and CAIMAN application. 1st row) original images: A
and B are images from our database and C is an example image provided by CAIMAN with a less well-lit caption. 2nd row) segmentation performed by
CAIMAN (green line) which does not detect small or very large vessels (D) and sometimes divides large vessels into small ones or considers blue areas as
vessels (E). The image is well segmented (F). 3rdrow) result of the HSV segmentation (black line).In our images the morphometric tool makes a specific
and good detection of the brown staining (G and H). The fine contour lines of the CAIMAN image have not been detected (I). 4throw) a result of the
radial analysis. The opened contour vessels have been properly closed, including the large vessel (J). The tool detected the absence of opened vessels in
the second image (K). Finally, as it does not detect the fine contours in the CAIMAN image, it does not detect the opened vessels (L).
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Background: HER2 is a transmembrane glycoprotein, a member of
epidermal growth factor receptor family. It was documented that the
amplification and the over expression of this gene plays an important role
in the pathogenesis and in the progression of breast cancer [1]. Nowadays
this is one of the most important biomarker and target for breast cancer
therapy. 10-30% of invasive breast carcinomas are HER2 positive, the gene
over expression occurring in invasive ductal adenocarcinomas and in
invasive lobular carcinomas as well. Therefore the assessment of the HER2
receptor status of the formalin-fixed paraffin embedded cancer specimens
has a key importance for specifying the appropriate therapy. For
prognostic and predictive testing the immuncytochemical and FISH stains
are routinely used in the clinical diagnostic. According to the guideline
of the American Society of Clinical Oncology/College of American
Pathologists [2] when the immunoquantification is not clear FISH stain
should be apply to support the diagnosis. By using dual or multicolor
probes, the chromosomal aberration and gene sequence modification can
be detected in parallel.
Several methods are available for the evaluation of gene status in FISH
stained samples, such as the analysis of the image histogram [3]. Netten
et al. [4] used image processing tools to develop their own algorithm,
which automatically detects the region of interest, counts the cell nuclei
and finds the spots in each nucleus. Furthermore, there is an algorithm
which quantifies 2D and 3D FISH images as well [5]. All of these methods
work on images which were recorded by microscope. The conventional
microscopic diagnosis process allows to make quantification on the
recorded sub-regions of the sample. With the expansion of the digital
pathology, we intended to develop a FISH quantification platform, which
combines the innovative fluorescence whole slide scanning technology
with image processing applications.
Material and methods: Samples and scoring: Two TMA samples with
20-19 representative HER2 cases were used in this study. Samples were
selected from the archive of the 1st Department of Pathology and
Experimental Cancer Research of the Semmelweis University, Budapest,
Hungary. The survey was performed with the permission of the Institutional
Review Board and Regional Ethics Committee of the Semmelweis University
(RKEB) (permit no. 7/2006). Sample selection was based on the original IHC
HER2 (c-erbB-2/HER-2/neu Ab-12, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. USA) scoring
in order to use cases that cover all positivity ranges. Thus 24 HER2 positive
and 16 HER2 negative cases were included in the TMAs. The formalin-fixed
paraffin embedded specimens were stained using HER2 FISH pharmDx™
kit (K5331, Dako, Denmark). Scanned was performed using Pannoramic
250 FLASH (3DHISTECH Ltd., Hungary), that utilizes Plan-Apochromat
40x magnification, 0.95 numerical aperture objectives (Zeiss, Germany) and
a PCO.edge 5.5 megapixel, scientific Complementary Metal-Oxide
Semiconductor camera (Kelheim, Germany) for fluorescent image
acquisition. One part of the image optimalization processes was integrated
in the Pannoramic 250 FLASH scanner, which can set up the white
balance and can make a shedding correction and a special fluorescent
compensation as well. By applying the extended focus scanning method,
the different recorded focus lanes (Z=5, step size=0,8 µm) were represented
in one summarized virtual lane, which formed the basis of the image
processing. The three fluorescent channels were recorded separately and
represented the inputs of our FISH detection algorithm.
Integrated development environment: We used Visual C++ for
developing the image analysis software application. The IPP (Intel
Performance Primitives) library was used for image processing.
Test process: After the whole slide scanning, all TMA cores were scored
by an expert pathologist, using Pannoramic Viewer 1.15.2 ver. software
(3DHISTECH Ltd., Hungary). Maximum 40 cell nuclei were quantified, as
detailed in the HER2 FISH pharmDx™ kit scoring guideline.
Comparisons were made between the semi-automated assessments, the
scorings performed using the software platform and the original ICH
scores.
As the data obtained show a non-normal distribution, non-parametric
tests (Cohen’s kappa and Spearman rank-correlation) had to be applied,
using the MedCalc for Windows v. 11.2.1.0 (MedCalc Software, Mariakerke,
Belgium) software application. The strength of agreement was interpreted
as proposed by Landis & Koch [7].
Results and discussion: Image analysis: First we analyzed the blue
(DAPI) channel, which represented all cell nuclei. The intensity dynamics
and the geometrical morphology of the epithelial cell nuclei were
investigated (Figure 1A). After a locally adaptive contrast enhancement the
intensity profile of the nuclei followed smooth shape, where the most
frequent pixel intensities were from the central chromatin of the cellnuclei.
Figure 1(abstract S21) The results of the intensity analysis of the digital slide. The DAPI (A), FITC (B) and the rhodamine (C) channels after intensity
amplifying. Signals are represented with different intensity in the summarized image (D), therefore an optimal threshold had to be defined in each channel.
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A specific slope graph could be defined at the border of the nuclei in the
region of the marginal chromatin and the nuclear membrane. Using these
findings, the intensity and the geometrical features of an ideal cell nucleus
could be described. This “ideal nucleus” was used hereafter as a nuclei
filter in the detection algorithm.
After extended focus recording, all FISH spots were represented in focus
plane. Thus the geometrical and intensity parameters of the signals were
similar in one channel (Figure 1B, 1C, 1D). This allowed us to apply a
general spot detection algorithm for the whole slide. Our algorithm used
a local intensity amplifying mechanism, followed by a threshold process,
the latter dependent on the quality of the digital slide.
The actual spot numbers were identified for each of the detected cell
nucleus and based on this the cell nuclei were classified using the usual
Her2 classification rule. Three groups were defined; normal (red signal
and green signal were represented equally in the cell nucleus),
amplification (the ratio of the red signal and green signal was higher
than one per nucleus) and artifact (others).
Preliminary validation: A Microscopical Image Segmentation Profile (.misp
file) was defined based on the morphological parameters of the nuclei (i.e.
radius, area and circularity), the contrast and the intensity of the slide. This
profile was used to make investigation on 39 TMA spots. The results of the
measurement were saved into an Extensible Markup Language (XML) file
and were compared with the results of the Her2 immunostain.
Results of the TMA cores (Figure 2) could be used in the statistical
analysis, in diverse extents. The number of nuclei identified and scored
using the software platform within each TMA core higly exceeded (mean
279.84 cells, min. 26-max. 939 cells) the number of cells suitable for
enumeration of borderline cases (i.e 40 cells) as defines in the FISH
pharmDx™ kit scoring guideline. Therefore the ratio of normal and
amplified cells has been standardized to 40 cells/TMA core prior to
conducting the statistical analysis.
An almost perfect agreement has been found between the semi-
automated scoring and the results provided by the software platform
(Table 1). Apposite to this result, both the semi-automated investigation
and the automated scoring showed only substantial agreements with the
initial ICH HER2 score.
Conclusions: The basis of our algorithm was the description of the
intensity and morphometric features of an “ideal nucleus”. This was used
to identify cell nuclei with ideal diagnostic potential.
We tested our image analysis application under routine conditions. The
selected TMA samples were produced by the histopathology labor and
scored manually by an expert pathologist based on the IHC stains and
Figure 2(abstract S21) The images results after the cell nuclei quantification. Different outlines show the classified nuclei: red=amplification,
green=normal, white=non classified, artifact. The cell nuclei were filtered based on their shape, thus only the rounded cell nuclei were classified.
Table 1(abstract S21) Agreement between the different scorings
Variables Cohen’s 
(95% CI)
Spearman’s rho
(df, 95% CI, p)
Semi-automated scoring vs Software platform 0.911 (0.750-1.0) 0.992 (25, 0.981-0.996, <0.0001)
Semi-automated scoring vs Initial ICH score 0.606 (0.322-0.890) 0.659 (25, 0.357-0.836, =0.0003)
Software platform vs Initial ICH score 0.703 (0.498-0.909) 0.762 (39, 0.588-0.869, <0.0001)
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the virtual FISH slide. The results were compared to the measurements of
the software. The selection of a high number of cells for FISH scoring did
not alter the final results, as showed by the almost perfect agreement
found beetween the semi-automated scoring and the one provided using
the software application. The use of automated application allow users to
select and investigate any sample to a greater extent and with more
precison as they would do by using the conventional, manual microscopic,
assessment.
The FISH quantification is usually run according to the investigation of
fluorescent samples. The quantification process is visually harmful and
cumbersome because of the dark room and the bright mercury lump
light illumination. The combination of the whole slide digitalization with
image segmentation makes the microscopic investigations more accurate
and reproducible. Moreover this technic make possible to detect and
quantify high numbers of cell nuclei on the whole territory of the
recorded samples and analyze fluorescent signals without bleaching.
List of abbreviations: FISH: Fluorescens In Situ Hybridization; IHC:
Immunohistochemistry; Her2: Human Epidermal growth factor Receptor 2;
TMA: Tissue Micro Array; DAPI: 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, a
fluorescent cell nuclei stain; FITC: Fluorescein isothiocyanate, a fluorescent
stain; XML: Extensible Markup Language
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Background: For information exchange and data mining structured
reports in tumor pathology have to be based on controlled vocabulary as
to get a model of meaning. SNOMED CT, originated from a pathology
terminology in the U.S. and Great Britain will probably become a global
reference health terminology. With SNOMED CT or UMLS very
comprehensive medical terminologies exist, which are reference
terminologies for tumor pathology applications, too.
However, their direct use for structured reporting is limited so far, because
many pathologists are rather bound to data entry systems agreed
regionally or nationally and based on pre-digital recommendations and
templates, published by scientific boards. As to fill the gap between well-
known, often inconsistent and poorly agreed documentation tools and the
comprehensive reference terminologies, interface terminologies are being
developed [1,2].
National and international initiatives are necessary to reach a growing
agreement on particular aspects and needs towards it. Interface
terminologies might be a tool for drawing existing separate terminology
systems to a finally global standard.
Methods: Controlled vocabularies in guidelines of German pathologists
for colorectal, breast and prostate cancer [3], in the basic tumor
documentation of German cancer registries [4], and in the German HL7
Diagnoses Implementation Guide (http://wiki.hl7.de/index.php/IG:
HL7_diagnosis), all standing for German terminologies in the field of
tumors, have been mapped to PathLex, an interface terminology
developed by IHE [5]. For all German terms without successful PathLex
mapping a mapping to LOINC and SNOMED CT was performed. The
mapping was done by comparing the German concepts term by term
with the PathLex terms and the UMLS concepts using the terminology
server http://terminology.vetmed.vt.edu/sct/menu.cfm for SNOMED CT
and the current LOINC database http://search.loinc.org/.
Results and discussion: On average a pathology guideline describes 40
to 50 terms which have to be registered as to fulfill the minimum
documentation requirements. PathLex provides between 30 to 40 terms
per tumor entity, less than 80% of them exactly match the German
guideline vocabulary (Figure 1). Only a few German terms could be split
in components, then matching PathLex terms. The coincidence of
PathLex with HL7 Germany vocabulary or the basic data set of cancer
registries is still lower, because these are rather classifications than
terminologies and are focused on TNM and ICD. Furthermore the German
guideline vocabulary, although organ oriented, does not differentiate
between generic and organ specific information. This leads to imperfect
mapping, too.
The remaining gaps could also not completely be filled with LOINC codes
or SNOMED CT terms. There still exist very special terms used in the
national scope only.
So far there is no standard on structured reporting in tumor pathology in
Germany. The appropriate guidelines having been agreed during the last
five years are based on a mixture of national and international
terminologies and classifications, as those are used in the daily routine of
pathologists, registrars and clinicians. With the upcoming use of HL7 CDA
pathologists, too, are interested to use checklists and templates for
structured reporting.
The mapping of national terminologies (which are interface terminologies,
too) to an internationally agreed interface terminology and to reference
terminologies clearly showed that some essentials of terminology
building have to be given: clearly and uniquely defined medical concepts,
defined terminology structure, relationships and codes. All of them are
more or less lacking in one or the other terminology studied.
Furthermore, terminologies, nomenclatures and classifications should
more clearly divided from each other [6]. Mixing up classifications with
terminology is causing some problems with life cycles of those
terminologies. Life cycle management of interface terminology should be
agreed as soon as possible.
Conclusions: Although based on internationally agreed understanding,
sharing the same concepts of tumor pathology, the terminology
differences among the different sources are quite obvious. Those
differences have to be overcome as to ascertain a reliable information
exchange between different actors in the care of tumor patients.
Increased attention should be paid to the focus of terminology building:
basic observable entities for anatomic pathology reports, such as staining
characteristics (intensity, pattern, structures stained) evaluation of
immunohistochemical reactions, molecular tests, etc. should be included
in the scope of activities.
Terminology mapping is one solution, but not the optimal one. Due to the
ontological properties of reference terminologies an ontological approach
seems to be successful and should therefore be taken into consideration.
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The toolbox for terminology development has to be improved. In all steps
of mapping a link to the concepts underlying the terms studied must be
available. A closer collaboration with international terminology bodies as
well as a sharpened realization of the impact of terminology in home
made guidelines and beginning with ontology construction would
contribute to an advanced progress of structured reporting in routine.
List of abbreviations: SNOMED CT: Systematized Nomenclature of
Medicine Clinical Terms; HL7: Health Level 7; IHE: Integrating the
Healthcare Enterprises; LOINC: Logical Observation Identifiers Names and
Codes; UMLS: Unified Medical Language System
Competing interests: The authors declare that they have no competing
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Background: Since microscopic slides can now be automatically digitized
and integrated in the clinical workflow, quality assessment of these
Whole Slide Images (WSI) has become a crucial issue. At this time, the
quality of a WSI is verified a posteriori by a technician or by a
pathologist. There is however a significant amount of WSI that are too
insufficient in quality (blurred, bad colors, poor contrast.) to be used for
diagnoses. These slides have then to be scanned again with delay thus
slowing down the diagnostic workflow.
To address this problem, we chose to design a method of quality
assessment followed by reacquisition, as opposed to a process of
enhancement or restoration [1,2]. Such process indeed too frequently results
in the degradation of image quality, a key factor in medical diagnosis.
The quality of a flat image can be defined by several quantifiable
parameters such as color, brightness, and contrast. One of the most
Figure 1(abstract S22) Number of terms in German Pathology Guidelines (BV), PathLex and commonly occurring in BV and PathLex for organspecific
structured reports.
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important parameters, yet difficult to assess, is the focus sharpness (i.e.
the level of focus blur) [3]).
Quality assessment of WSI is much more complex than that of flat images
because of their intrinsic structure made of multiple magnification levels
(pyramidal structure) and resolutions above the gigapixel. One study [4]
has shown the possibility of comparing the tiles’ contrast and entropy in
two WSI obtained with two different scanners digitizing the same slide.
Another work [5] assessed the focus sharpness of the tiles of a WSI with
the generation of a focus assessment map of the WSI at a given
magnification level. However, both these methods still require a human
eye to assess if the WSI must be accepted or discarded after the scan.
We describe here a fast method to automatically assess quality and to
accept or discard WSI at the time of acquisition.
Material and methods: Material and software: For the computations
that follow, we used a machine at the University Paris Diderot
Paris 7, with the following configuration: 2 Quad-Core Xeon X5450
3.0GHz/2x6MB, 8GB 667MHz FBD RAM.
The program implementing the new quality assessment method has been
developed in Java Web with the NetBeans 6.1 Integrated Development
Environment, the Tomcat 6 application server and the database server
MySQL 5.
The web survey was developed in PHP5 and MySQL 5.
The tiles of each magnification level of the WSI need to be accessible to
perform the analysis. Many open-source programs [6,7] as well as
proprietary ones [8] can be used to extract WSI files from different
formats (3dHistech, Aperio, Hamamatsu, Olympus) into series of tiles at
different magnification levels.
Methods: Once the tiles are extracted, the saturation of each of them is
computed. In every system, many “blank tiles” are stored because they
contain visual artifacts detected as regions of interest but do not contain
any specimen. As these blank tiles have saturation values close to zero,
our system discards them from the set of images to analyze, saving from
5 to 40 percents of the time required to complete an analysis of a virtual
slide at maximum magnification.
The remaining tiles are then analyzed with different tests such as
blurriness, contrast, brightness and color. More tests can be integrated as
plug-ins in the program. For the blurriness assessment we used a fast
reference-free method designed to compute accurately the amount of
blur in a single tile based on an edge brightness ratio [9]. Other tests
such as contrast, brightness and color assessment are a result of
computations made on the tile’s pixels vales, compared with their
respective thresholds. For instance, one test could be to check if more
than 90% of the pixels color values inside a tile were contained in three
ranges of color.
Each tile receives quantitative and qualitative scores for each of the
analyzed parameters and are compared to their respective thresholds.
Note that the tiles can be virtually split to add granularity and refine the
final assessment. For instance, at a 2x magnification, if more than 90% of
the tiles are considered sharp, the complete 2x layer of the WSI is
considered as sharp. If more than 70% of the 10x magnification is
considered sharp, the 10x layer of the WSI is considered as sharp.
The analysis can be limited to the lower magnification levels of a WSI for
a quicker result or extended to the highest magnification level for a more
comprehensive quality assessment.
Once the tile analysis is done, if the WSI passed the quality assessment
tests at each processed layer of magnification the WSI is suitable for
further use.
In order to test and validate the method, we analyzed a series of 100 WSI
made of a mix of WSI with optimal focus and of WSI with various blurred
areas, some of them being obviously totally blurred. We compared the
computer assessment of these WSI to the human assessment in two settings:
- We first presented the 100 WSI in a random order to two observers
from our research team.
- We then conducted a web survey [10] among 22 trained pathologists,
asking them whether the overall quality of each WSI seemed sufficient
for a clinical use. The human assessment was distributed among three
possible answers: Poor; Fair; Good. The computer assessment represented
the computed highest acceptable magnification for a WSI, higher
magnifications being therefore considered by the computer as of
insufficient quality for diagnosis.
Results and discussion: In the following, we use the blur assessment
method described in the method section as an example to describe any
other quantifiable criterion in an image, to be used a fortiori to assess
the quality of WSI.
The complete quality assessment method is a logical intersection of
independent tests, marking a WSI as of insufficient quality if at least one
of the tests fails.
We applied the quality analysis routine with the blur assessment
parameter on hundreds of WSI. An example of automatic blur assessment
is shown in Figure 1.
On a collection of 100 WSI, two observers could easily assess the overall
level of quality they observed and they visually verified that the
thresholds we set were highly predictive of the global sharpness or
blurriness of the WSI.
For the web survey, the results [10] obtained after the visual analysis on
100 WSI by 22 pathologists are shown in Figure 2. The results found by
our algorithms are fully consistent with the pathologists’ answers to the
survey: the mean computer assessment is 1.25X with a standard
deviation of 2.37X in the “poor” human assessment category, increasing
to 2.90X with a standard deviation of 2.51X in the “fair” category and to
6.35X with a standard deviation of 5.57X in the “good” category.
However, the survey showed that the human assessment do not entirely
correspond to the computer assessment, due to the fact that some
diagnoses do not need high magnification for human eyes to be done.
Indeed, a high computer quality at low magnification was sometimes
enough to give a correct diagnosis (blue disks on the lower right part of
Figure 2), but a high-level computer assessment (computed high quality
at high magnification) always corresponded to a high level human
assessment (blue disks on the upper right part of Figure 2).
As further improvements of our method, we will contextualize the
assessment by refining the thresholds depending on staining and lesion.
In terms of computing speed, Zerbe et al. [5] showed a distributed
computing model to assess the focus sharpness of a WSI, generating a
focus assessment map of the WSI at a given magnification level in around
6 minutes per gigapixel per computer. We analyzed on our machine (see
Material and software sub-section) 8 complete 1.73 gigapixel digital slides
in 400 seconds as eight distinct threads, equivalent to 34 Megapixels per
second or 2 gigapixels per minute, per computer. Already 12 times faster
than the previous method, we are currently optimizing the program into a
multi-thread, multi-node parallel processing system using C++ with
OpenMP and OpenMPI libraries to scale it up to match demanding
industry requirements. A plug-in support and an API are also being
integrated in this optimization to facilitate further integration.
Conclusions: As quality assurance is crucial in a context of daily use in
diagnostic pathology, we have developed a fast and reliable reference-
free tool for quality assessment of WSI.
Our method can be used upstream, as a calibration and quality control
tool for the WSI acquisition systems, or as a tool to reacquire tiles while
the WSI is being scanned. It can also be used downstream to reacquire
the complete slides that are below the quality threshold for surgical
pathology analysis.
We are currently optimizing the program to improve its speed and
refining its threshold, according to the magnification levels, the staining
of the slides, and the type of acquisition devices used.
Such quality assessment scores could be integrated as metadata in WSI
shared in clinical, research or teaching contexts, for a more efficient
medical informatics workflow.
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Figure 1(abstract S23) Automatic quality analysis of a virtual slide (parameter used: blur) A represents the thumbnail of a whole slide image (H&E
staining) whose upper third part is in focus and lower two thirds part is totally out of focus. Each thumbnail B to F shows sharp tiles in green and blurry
tiles going from white (a little blurry) to red (the most blurry). Out of 43 tiles at 1.25x (B), 83% were detected as non-blank, and 36% were detected as
sharp. For C, D, E and F, the respective values were (146 tiles, 2.5x, 86% non-blank, 34% sharp), (493 tiles, 5.0x, 83% non-blank, 33% sharp), (1751 tiles,
10.0x, 77% non-blank, 31% sharp), (6589 tiles, 20.0x, 76% non-blank, 25% sharp). The WSI is thus considered as of insufficient quality in terms of blurriness,
for all its magnification levels being under their respective blur assessment thresholds.
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Background: Despite significant improvements in computer vision and
image processing techniques, there are few software tools that are able
to analyze prostate biopsy images in a fully automated way in order to
find ROIs in those images. In order to develop a useful system, user
interaction should be minimized, and the system should also be capable
of dealing with images acquired at least at 10x magnification, since
images of lower resolution do not provide enough information for cancer
diagnosis.
The segmentation of the ROI mentioned above is a complex task that
includes several challenges. The suppression of user interaction means
that the system should be robust enough to deal with image
irregularities by itself. Such irregularities may include stain intensity
variations, tissue cuts, and even dust over the slide when it is digitized.
The physical size and memory requirements of the images also limit the
processing algorithms that may be used, since we want our system to be
used in personal computers (i.e. not clusters).
In recent years, there have been several studies that focus on Hematoxilin
and Eosin (HE) prostate biopsy image processing and histological image
analysis. Most of them are focused on the segmentation of only one ROI,
usually the nucleus and glands, as well as the extraction of descriptors for
classification purposes. A thorough review of the research related to
classification may be found in Bueno et al. [1]. Statistical information
techniques, region growing algorithms [2], fuzzy c-means [3] active
contour models, including level set methods [4,5], filtering and
morphological analysis [2,5,6] have been also used for ROI detection. The
main problem with these methods is that they are not designed to
process large amounts of data, which is the case when working with
whole digital slides in pathology. Besides, many of these methods yield
limited results because they focus mainly on a single structure or type of
tissue.
None of the previous techniques use complete mosaics or WSI but rather
fragments or magnifications lower than 5x, with the exception of Doyle
et al. [7] and Vidal et al. [5]. Doyle et al. used 40x images ranging
between 1-2 GB and Vidal et al. worked with images acquired at low
magnification (5x, 10x) and up to 1.19 GB in size. One of the problems
with level set methods is that they are not suitable for parallel
processing. Moreover, level set methods have not been used in a general
way, only applied to one type of histological images HE biopsies). In a
recent work by the authors [1], a general solution is described for
parallelizing in an efficient way a set of heterogeneous low and high-level
image processing algorithms to be applied to high resolution
histopathological WSI. The imaging tools implemented in [1] are general
for all types of histological images with different stain, acquired from
different anatomical parts and digitized at different magnifications. These
tools deal with contrast analysis, ROI detection and classification applied
to high resolution images that range from 300 MB to 30 GB.
The aim of this system that will be described herein is the segmentation
of ROIs from these images in a way that mimics the method used by
doctors, that is, identifying at low magnification the regions with high
concentration of cells or where the architectural distribution between
lumen and cells is relevant. In this way this work differs from those
previously mentioned. The method may be applied to different
histological images and are suitable for parallel processing, which differs
also from the method presented by Vidal et al. [5].
Material and methods: A dataset of 200 biopsies stained with HE and
provided by the Department of Pathology, Hospital General Universitario
de Ciudad Real (HGUCR) was used. The images were digitized using an
ALIAS II microscope, from LifeSpan Biosciences Inc. This system acquires
tiles with a size of 2000 x 2000 pixels and 24 bits per pixel (RGB). Each
tile requires 11.4 MB. The ALIAS microscope is equipped with five
Figure 2(abstract S23) Comparison between voted overall quality
and best detected magnification Distribution of the (human
assessment; computer assessment) pairs for 100 WSI with various blurred
levels. Human assessment is distributed in three categories: poor/fair/
good quality for diagnosis. Computer assessment is distributed in five
different magnifications (from 1.25X to 20X): it shows the highest
acceptable magnification for a WSI, i.e. the magnification for which the
WSI computed quality is sufficient, implying that higher magnifications
of this WSI are of insufficient quality. The surface of the disk is
proportional to the number of identical pairs. The horizontal bars
represent the mean of the highest acceptable magnifications of the
computer assessment at each category of human assessment, with
vertical bars as their respective standard deviation.
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different objectives, whose magnifications are 2.5x, 5x, 10x, 20x, and 40x.
We have focused on samples digitized with 10x magnification, although
our work could be easily adapted to be magnification-independent. The
images at 10x magnification have memory requirements ranging from
8.83 MB (1899 x 1626 pixels) to 220 MB (9755 x 7884 pixels).
The pathologists at HGUCR have also specified the most relevant features
that should be considered when analyzing prostate biopsies at these
magnifications. HE stained prostate biopsies have three types of well-
differentiated structures of interest: lumen, cytoplasm, and cells. For
pathological purposes, the most important structures are cells [1]. Their
morphology, distribution between them, and relationship with lumen and
cytoplasm are the most relevant features that pathologists consider to
elaborate a diagnosis. Groups of cells are especially important, and they
are what we consider a true ROI. These groups may appear either
surrounding a lumen area, or packed very closely. Typically, in both cases
some cytoplasm will appear between the cells. Thus, ROI are complex
areas, where the three types of structures of interest appear in an
unpredictable fashion. Although lumen and cell areas can be individually
segmented without much effort, the segmentation of ROIs where the
structures are grouped requires advanced techniques. It is desirable that
all the three types of structures share a common feature (or a
manageable set of them), so they all can be separated from the rest of
the image using that feature.
If an RGB image of a prostate biopsy is converted to the YIQ colour
model, and then the I channel is extracted from the image and
equalized, the result is an image where the regions of interest are clearly
highlighted respect to the rest of the image. It is important to apply the
equalization only to the region where the tissue lies, since its results vary
if it is applied to a region where there is no tissue present.
Once the I channel is properly equalized, regions of interest clearly
appear darker than other regions, so a binarization could be used to
separate ROI from the rest of the tissue. This binarization sets as
foreground all the dark regions in the image (without the non-tissue
region), and sets everything else as background. However, this basic
technique alone does not produce good results on most images. Since
images tend to vary greatly in the edges of the three types of the
structures of interest, especially in the outer border of the cells, entropy
turns out to be a great feature to determine where the ROIs are located.
It has been observed that entropy calculations produce better results
when applied to the green channel of the RGB image, because it is the
one that features higher contrast between the structures of interest.
Given a pixel in an image, Pi = (xi,yi), a circular neighborhood of radius R
around it is composed by all the pixels Pj = (xj,yj) with an Euclidean
distance to Pi is lower than R. For each pixel Pi in the green channel, a
circular neighborhood around it is defined. Then, the histogram of the
neighborhood is calculated as well as its entropy. Suppose that fi is the
relative frequency of pixels with intensity value i, then the entropy at Pi is
calculated as: [ log ( )] 
 
¦ f fi i
j
2
0
255
.
The results of entropy calculation depend on the radius of the
neighborhood considered. Obviously, the computational footprint of
entropy calculation increases with the size of the neighborhood. The
chosen radius for entropy calculation is 27. The result of entropy
calculation is also equalized. It should be remarked that entropy
calculation, as well as equalization, is only applied to the tissue in the
image, and therefore the background does not affect these calculations.
The entropy image may be binarized in order to separate regions of high
entropy from the rest of the image. Since big lumen areas present low
entropy, connected component analysis is performed to fill in the holes
that are smaller than a predetermined size. Then, it is combined with the
binarized I channel using the logic operator AND. Finally, morphologic
operators are used to remove noise and smooth the results. These
morphologic operations involve a first dilation with a circular kernel with
radius 3, followed by an erosion (circular kernel, radius 5) and a final
dilation (circular kernel, radius 2). Figure 1 illustrates the full segmentation
process.
Results and discussion: Some selected fragments that exemplify the
algorithm are shown in Figure 2. Although the images used to test the
algorithm were large, computational times were not deemed excessive.
The algorithm takes from 9 seconds to 5 minutes for 9MB (1899x1626
pixels) and 220MB (9755x7884 pixels) images respectively. The test
machine was equipped with an Intel Pentium 4 640 (3.2 GHz) and 2GB
RAM (DDR2-533MHz).
A quantitative validation based on ROC analysis was carried out with our
set of 100 different tissue samples of WSI. The samples were both benign
and malign samples of prostate biopsy. The results of the algorithm were
compared to the manual selection of ROIs done by pathologists from the
HGUCR. Thus, the rates of true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false
positive (FP), and false negative (FN) detections were calculated. On
average, 15% of detections were FN, 2% were FP, 85% were TP, and 98%
were TN. The type I error, that is, the FP for the 100 images, occurs in
those samples stained with weak HE dye. The final results show an
average sensitivity of 83% with specificity above 99%.
Conclusions: In this paper, an approach to ROI segmentation in whole
slide images of prostate biopsies has been described. The method
proposed is based on texture and colour based analysis.
The novelty of the technique lies in the ability to detect complete ROIs,
where a ROI is composed by the conjunction of three different structures,
that is, lumen, cytoplasm, and cells with a high density of cells and the
architectural distribution between lumen and cells. The method is
capable of dealing with full biopsies digitized at different magnification.
The proposed algorithm is also original because it works on large images
acquired with low magnification, thus being different from other
algorithms that require higher magnification and have been tested only
on small samples. In this way, the method tries to mimic the manual
procedure of expert clinicians. Moreover, the method is suitable for
parallelization and may be applied to different tissue samples.
The proposed system is also useful because it can be used for different
purposes. It could be integrated into a slide visualization environment to
highlight the ROIs for the pathologists, either for slide analysis or even with
teaching purposes. The system could also be used as a previous step in
classification applications, since it could reduce the amount of information
to be processed, and probably speed up the whole classification process.
Segmentation accuracy is high for HE stained samples. Furthermore, the
algorithm is also reasonably fast. We are currently working to improve
the robustness and speed of the algorithm, making it less sensitive to
disturbing factors such as different illumination conditions, tissue
thickness, and stain amount, as well as parallelizing some parts of the
pipeline in order to speed it up. We are also working in developing a set
of features of interest that should be segmented and analyzed in order
to provide further information to the doctors.
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Background: There is an overall increasing tendency at medical
universities around the world to digitize microscope histopathological
slides from teaching collections for web-based studies [1]. For the last
seven academic years (2005 - 2012), we have developed and evaluated a
user-friendly on-line interactive teaching and examination system to
facilitate student access to Pathology of the Oral Cavity course material,
including histological laboratory specimens. It made microscope
laboratory studies in oral cavity pathology more efficient and teaching
resources have become available for interactive use from anywhere at
any time, independent of class schedules. The WebMicroscope allows
students to independently explore entire histological slides. Students
control the content and the rhythm of delivery of the content. Digital
slides produced using whole slide imaging (WSI) can be visualized at any
magnification and moved in the x-y axis, which perfectly imitates using a
traditional microscope and a glass slide [2].
Examination which applies WSI technology on-line requires a
sophisticated test management software. In the past, we used an
examination system that was restricted to using standard static images.
This was technically less challenging and followed a routine which was
similar to that of conventional paper-based examinations [3,4]. WSI is
more demanding as it requires the use of innovative image serving and
viewing software and, because of the enormous size of the images, a
storage facility capable of storing hundreds of gigabytes. However, it
reflects much better the usual laboratory activities [5]. Using WSI allows
asking questions about the overall diagnosis without specifically
highlighting the key diagnostic features as it must be done in the field of
view of a static image. Even if a question refers to a specific field of view,
the student can zoom out and see that field in the overall context of the
slide. This contextual information easily available in virtual microscopy is
essential in teaching students both how to find the key diagnostic fields
within a whole slide and to perceive how a diagnostic field fits into the
surrounding non-diagnostic slide context. Our first seven-year experience
in developing and using an examination system which applies WSI
indicates that configuring an on-line practical exam in Pathology of the
Oral Cavity requires flexibility over the question types that can be asked.
Our practical examination in oral pathology is scheduled at the end of
the 3rd year dental curriculum of students in the Department of Clinical
Pathology at the University of Medical Sciences in Poznan, Poland.
Because the number of new students enrolling every academic year is
Figure 1(abstract S24) Flowchart of the segmentation process.
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high, students work in groups which are supervised by different teaching
assistants with heterogeneous teaching experience. The aim of this study
was identifying if in such a context the teacher has still an impact on the
students’ exam scores.
Material and methods: Each practical exam consisted of 50 multiple-
choice questions per student. Every question was displayed together with
the adequate whole slide image and students had to provide an answer
based on the interpretation of this slide. The scope of whole slide images
were broad, designed to include all slides used during the laboratory
practicals in the Pathology of the Oral Cavity. Questions and whole slide
images were presented in a different order to every student. For the
examination in the academic years 2008 - 2012, we used 50% of
randomly rotated whole slide images to prevent “fossilization” of the
students. Students were shown how to use the software at the beginning
of the practical exam and were given unlimited time to complete the
exam. There was no time limit per slide either. Students could also view
slides or answer questions in any order. All sessions of the practical exam
using WSI took place in a secure location, the computer laboratory at the
Department of Pathology, and were proctored all the time by teaching
assistants. All examinations were graded using the same scale.
Participants were all dental students enrolled to the Pathology of the Oral
Cavity course between 2005 and 2012.Students were also required to
complete a short anonymous survey at the time of the exam.
Server architecture: The WebMicroscope was used in the current
examination system to host, manage, and deliver WSI-based digital slides
to the students during the practical examination. In this context, a
dedicated Web viewer interacts with an image server, which serve out
appropriate regions of the slide image. In this way, students can view
whole slides in real time without the need to download entire images.
For the practical examination in the Pathology of the Oral Cavity, multiple
image servers operated at least in tandem (Poznan, Helsinki) allowing to
process multiple requests for images per second.
Client module software: The client module is responsible for presenting
data to the student. It is the only part of the system visible to the user
and consists mainly of an independent application which communicates
with the other modules of the system through well-defined interfaces.
The messages of the front-end virtual-slide viewer were written based on
a native, downloadable browser plug-in, or java script based dynamic
HTML. In the latter case, it does not require any specific downloads to
the client work station.
Statistical analysis: The results from all students were collected and
analysed automatically by the Examination module and the Statistic
module of the examination system software. Already at the end of the
examination session, the administrator could download results for single
participants, groups of students, or the whole cohort. In parallel the
software automatically compiled the data on chosen answers to multiple-
choice questions and performed statistical analysis on them. Here we
provide descriptive statistics and t-test analysis using the analysis dataset
from Pathology of the Oral Cavity examinations.
Results: Students were surveyed regarding their preferences for the use
of virtual microscopy in the curriculum based on their first exposure to
this technology. The survey results indicate that an overwhelming
majority of students found the WebMicroscope system relatively easy to
use and helpful. Their answers to the question about the usefulness of
the WSI-based examination system (rating from 0 to 10) were constant
throughout the seven years of this study. The lowest mean value (8.4 ±
1.4) was recorded in 2006 and the highest (9.1 ± 1.7) in 2009 and later,
after some improvements.
In the first examination, in 2006, a cohort of 8 students scored with a
98% ± 2.7%. Similar result was obtained one year later with a cohort of
84 students ( 97,2% ± 4.7%). At this time, 50 whole slide images were
used in 2006 and 64 whole slide images in 2007 during laboratory
practices and during the practical examination. With a growing number
of whole slide images used in the subsequent years (81 whole slide
images used in 2008 and 125 in 2011), the rate of correct students’
answers to the exam questions was only a little bit lower - circa 94%
(Table 1). In the last four academic years (2008 – 2012), we used 50% of
randomly rotated whole slide images. The rotation did not influence the
performance of the students.
When analyzing the students’ scores by student groups supervised by
different teaching assistants, we found that the mean exam results were
different between the groups. There were some student groups which
scored high and some groups with lower grades (Table 2). Differences
between these student groups were statistically significant (P-value <
0.050) in all academic years except for 2009-10. Unfortunately, the
rotation of teaching assistants in our Department is high but during the
period of this study we could identify at least three teachers whose
groups have permanently scored high or the highest during the exam.
We have also noted a couple of unsuccessful teaching assistants.
Discussion: Testing large numbers of students in the exam context with
many virtual slides is a challenging operation with many potential bottle
necks. To overcome some of them, whole slide images were stored on an
independent server. Serving these slides as part of the practical
examination is bandwidth and server intense, particularly if the image
latency is to be kept to a minimum with many students accessing the
images simultaneously. A successful examination system requires multiple
image servers which are carefully load balanced which implies that, when
one server gets busy due to user activity, another server takes over and
provides the services that are being requested. For this practical
Figure 2(abstract S24) Examples of segmented region of interests.
Results of the segmentation algorithm applied to prostate biopsy
samples digitalized at 10x.
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examination in the Pathology of the Oral Cavity, multiple image servers
operated at least in tandem (Poznan, Helsinki) allowing processing
multiple requests for images per second. The fine focus feature, the small
overview slide [6] and the possibility to use the WebMicroscope to view
the whole slide images were all perceived favorable, and most students
did not notice any delays during examination. More than 90% of
responders found the WSI-based laboratory practicals and the practical
exam useful and helpful to improve their understanding of Pathology of
the Oral Cavity. At practical examinations, the students gave from 94% to
98% correct answers. So there is clear evidence of learning benefits from
using WSI. Despite widely available self-study possibilities for the
students, we were able to demonstrate differences between student
groups. High and low scoring in student groups was associated with
particular teaching assistants.
Conclusions: Despite all technical problems, the WebMicroscope system is
a promising tool for practical student examination using WSI during
laboratory practicals in the Pathology of the Oral Cavity. With all the
people involved working hard to solve these technical problems and
preparing every year exam, we are confident that testing using WSI is
going to play an essential role in the future of the university education and
examinations. Nevertheless, despite widely available self-study possibilities,
good teachers still create a substantial value. Exam scores are helpful in
identifying such teachers. This study also shows evidence that existing
measures are informative about the teachers’ impact on student scores.
Abbreviations used: WSI: whole slide imaging.
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Table 1(abstract S25) Computer-administered practical exam performance using WSI
Year 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Number of students 8 84 92 96 101 83
Number of questions 50 64 50 50 50 50
Number of whole slide images 50 64 81 82 103 125
Correct students’ answers AVG 98% 97.2% 92.1% 93.8% 93.4% 93.9%
STDEV 2.7% 4.7% 4.4% 5.6% 8% 5.2%
RANGE 88% - 100% 73% - 100% 76% - 100% 78% - 100% 44% - 100% 74% - 100%
Table 2(abstract S25) Students’ scores by students groups
Year Students’ group Number of students Correct students’ answers Number of students with all corrected answers
AVG STDEV MIN MAX
2009 I 15 44.60 4.64 33 49 -
II 16 47.18 1.97 43 50 1
III 16 47.50 2.19 44 50 4
IV 17 48.41 2.12 44 50 6
V 16 46.19 2.53 41 50 2
VI 16 47.31 1.49 45 50 3
2010 I 18 47.44 2.93 39 50 2
II 14 47.67 2.29 42 50 4
III 15 45.27 4.54 37 50 2
IV 17 47.23 3.17 38 50 3
V 20 45.55 6.37 22 50 3
VI 17 46.70 2.52 40 50 1
2011 I 14 45.14 3.57 37 49 -
II 13 48.38 1.26 45 50 2
III 12 47.58 1.44 46 50 2
IV 15 48.20 2.18 42 50 4
V 15 46.13 3.00 38 50 1
VI 14 46.14 2.98 39 50 2
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Background: In the field of digital pathology and biomedical research,
there is a strong need for efficient tools to build pathology atlases and
to foster collaboration between researchers, pathologists (e.g. for inter-
observer concordance studies) and computer scientists (e.g. for
development and extensive validation of novel computer vision
algorithms). Although many efforts have been made in virtual microscopy
and telepathology in the recent years [1-4], many of the resulting
frameworks are not fully web-based therefore limiting collaboration, or
they are vendor-dependant therefore limited in terms of supported
image formats, or they use proprietary modules that prevent cross-
browser compatibility and seamless execution on mobile devices, or they
have restricted functionalities (e.g. images can only be annotated
manually with image-level tags or fixed markers), or their design limits
their application domain (e.g. education only, or disease-specific). In this
paper, we present a general-purpose, rich internet application using
recent web technologies and integrating various open-source tools,
standards and generic algorithms for remote visualization and
collaborative annotation of digital slides.
Material and methods: General architecture design: Our application
follows a representational state transfer (REST) architecture style that
structures database resources and that standardizes communication
interfaces. In such a setting, each resource can be referenced by a
uniform resource locator (URL) and they can be located at different
physical sites and updated/deleted if necessary. By following these
programming guidelines, we defined a RESTful JSON application
programming interface (API) to allow communication between servers
and clients.
On the server-side, our underlying data model allows to create multiple
projects, where each project corresponds to a specific study or
experiment. A project is described by a list of authenticated users with
permission rights, a list of digital slide images, an ontology definition
with domain-specific, user-defined, vocabulary terms, and annotations
(regions of interest) associated to digital slides and drawn by users. All
project data are stored in a spatial, relational database (PostgreSQL with
PostGIS extension). The core of our application uses the Grails framework
based on Spring, with Groovy dynamic programming language for Java,
and Hibernate framework with its spatial extension for object/relational
mapping.
On the client-side (i.e. the Web client), the source code is based on
model-view-controller design patterns and it communicates directly
through the API to visualize and edit resources. Data can also be
retrieved or updated by third-party computer programs through the API.
Visualization tools: In order to visualize whole-slide images at multiple
resolutions in traditional web clients, we implemented the web interface
with fully Javascript interfaces and libraries (including JQuery, Backbone.js
and Twitter Bootstrap components). Visible parts of high-resolution
images are delivered through distributed image tile servers (using
IIPImage system) that supports TIFF and JPEG2000 image formats, and it
was combined with the OpenSlide library to further support various
digital slide image formats (Aperio SVS, Hamamatsu VMS, 3DHistech
Mirax, ...). Additional caching mechanisms are implemented in-between
the image servers and clients (using Varnish library) to speed up the
delivery of the most frequent data.
Annotation and collaboration tools: In addition to remote visualization
capabilities, each user of a given project can create and edit his own
layer of annotation geometries (e.g. polygons, ellipses, rectangles, or
freehand drawings) drawn on top of digital slide images, and visualize
annotations created by others associated to the current project, using the
OpenLayers library, as illustrated by Figure 1. Each region of interest can
be associated to one or multiple term(s) from a structured vocabulary
defined on-line by the users of each project. Within a given project,
relational queries are used to filter annotations based on image names,
user names, and/or ontology terms, so that annotation galleries (with
cropped image regions) and statistics can be easily gathered and
visualized, hence facilitating the shaping of pathology atlases. Furthermore,
to ease collaboration between pathologists, an e-mailing mechanism allows
sharing and discussing annotations, and a communication mechanism
allows one user to follow another user’s observation paths in real-time
through the Internet.
Image processing and retrieval algorithms: We implemented image
processing routines and a recent content-based image retrieval (CBIR)
algorithm to speed up the exploration and annotation of digital slides.
The image processing routines are based on ImageJ/FIJI plugins and
include various image filtering operations (e.g. binarization, splitting color
channels, and color deconvolution) that can be applied on-the-fly on
image tiles to ease image inspection, and adaptive thresholding
operations that can be used to semi-automatically draw annotation
geometries around objects of interest. The CBIR algorithm uses random
subwindow extraction and vectors of random tests on raw pixel values [5].
It is used to search visually similar annotations and automatically suggests
Figure 1(abstract S26) Viewing and annotating whole-slide images Exploration and annotation of whole-slide cytology (left) and histology (right)
images from experimental mice lungs. Colors correspond to different ontology terms associated to annotations.
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ontology terms through an average voting scheme based on computed
image similarities with cropped images of previously indexed annotations.
We implemented the CBIR algorithm using an efficient key-value store
based on hash tables (using Kyoto Cabinet or Redis NoSQL databases).
Results and discussion: Results: Our application runs in any popular
web browsers and on mobile devices without the need for proprietary
browser add-ons. It has been used for one year by our collaborators from
two geographically distant locations through the Internet. About one
thousand whole-slide images of lung cancer studies (corresponding to
roughly 1TBytes of data) acquired by two slide scanners (Olympus VS100
with 20X magnification and Hamamatsu Nanozoomer 2.0 with 40X
magnification) have been uploaded. These include Hematoxylin&Eosin
(H&E) stained histology images of experimental mice, and
bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) cytology images. Three ontologies
describing various tissue types (e.g. bronchus, blood vessel, cartilage,
adenocarcinoma, nodular lymphoid hyperplasia,. ..) and various cell types
(e.g. squamous epithelial cells, macrophages, eosinophils, neutrophils,
mucosecreting cells, ciliated bronchial cells,...) were defined and used by
seven users (pathologists, pneumologists, and technicians) to annotate
more than five thousand regions of interest.
Once a user has drawn an annotation geometry on an image, our CBIR
algorithm automatically suggests ontology terms in roughly 500 ms by
searching visually similar regions of interest in the database of all users’
annotations, as illustrated by Figure 2. Automatic term suggestions match
the ground-truth (manually associated vocabulary terms) in roughly 70%
for lung H&E histology images (n=1509), and 89% for lung BAL cytology
images (n=675), using the same algorithm parameters for both image
types as in [5] (ie. 1000 random subwindows encoded in HSV colorspace,
10 vectors of random tests, and 30 binary tests per vector). Inspection of
confusion matrices reveals that per class recognition rates vary from 0%
(for mucosecreting cells often misclassified as ciliated bronchial cells) to
95% (for macrophages and polynuclear neutrophils) in our cytology
images, and from roughly 40% (for nodular lymphoid hyperplasia often
misclassified as adenocarcinoma, and blood vessels often misclassified as
bronchus) to 95% (for bronchus and red-blood cells) in our histology
images.
Discussion: Although the amount of data our software is already dealing
with is rather large, it is expected that the wider adoption of digital
acquisition equipments will generate much larger datasets. The design of
our software allows its scaling to larger sets of images as most of the
components (e.g. image servers, and image retrieval algorithm) can be
distributed on multiple machines. It is also important to note that the
architecture allows local configurations, ie. images and data have not to
be stored on a central, external, server but they can remain on servers at
local institutions, therefore ensuring confidentiality and local
administration. It is worth noting that although we do not rely on latest
standard definitions in digital pathology ([1]), we plan to extend our
software to support these standards once they will be implemented in
the field. In the future, our architecture will also allow us to add new
image formats without affecting the source code of the core application.
Regarding our preliminary evaluation with the CBIR algorithm, our results
are promising for automatic term suggestion but further validation has to
be conducted. Indeed, recognition rates for less frequent object types are
lower, stressing the need for more manual annotations with respect to
object types (e.g. mucosecreting cells were six times less frequently
annotated than ciliated bronchial cells), and acquisition protocols (such as
color stainings).
Conclusions: The proposed web software is generally applicable and its
methodological choices open the door for large-scale distributed and
collaborative image annotation and exploitation projects. Future work
includes the integration and validation of general-purpose machine
learning techniques to further facilitate annotation and quantification of
specific visual phenotypes and to support their meta-analysis. We also
plan to extend our framework to other types of multidimensional
imaging data related to other diseases or biological processes, and we
also intend to adapt its use for education purposes.
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Background: Pathological diagnosis starts usually from detection of
morphological deviations of tissues and cells in question from their
normal counterparts. Measurement and analysis of how they are deviated
are the processes of actual pathological diagnosis and many of them can
be achieved by computer using certain mathematical models. Computer
assisted pathological diagnosis is now an issue of importance in the
current situations of shortage of diagnostic pathologists in Japan. In the
present study we propose a simple mathematical model to differentiate
tumor tissues from their normal counterparts utilizing changes in the Betti
numbers in tumorigenesis. We tested our method in several normal and
tumor tissue images and preliminary results are reported.
Materials and methods: Mathematical tools: The Betti numbers are the
numbers coined after Enrico Betti, an Italian mathematician of topology. The
Betti numbers are one of the invariants in a homology. The invariant implies
the quantity that is unchangeable by continuous transformation ([1]).
We treat two dimensional pathological images, the Betti numbers are
consisting of two numbers. One is b0 (the 0-dimensional Betti number),
which is the number of such isolated solid component as each cell or cell
nucleus. The other is b1 (the 1-dimensional Betti number), which is the
number of windows in the fenestrated area. That area is created by
incomplete fusion of neighboring isolated solid component. The
schematic illustration is shown in Figure 1.
Morphological changes during the course of tumorigenesis: Normal
cells are usually controlled so as to grow and be reproduced only when a
tissue composed of the cells requires new cells. That is, a new cell is
generated when the old cell dies or is damaged. However, if the
foregoing process of cell growth and cell division becomes out of order,
the cells grow and divide, excessively. The excessive cells then produce a
mass of tissues called “a tumor” or “a neoplasm”. The disordered cell
growth causes a variety of morphological characteristics of tumor tissues.
Mathematical representation of morphological change in
tumorigenesis: Uncontrolled cell growth usually makes cell nuclei
become larger. This causes a change in contact condition between
components in a tissue. This change appears along with neoplastic
changes and tumorigenesis. The following description deals with how to
numerically express the changes.
As shown in Figure 1, when the number of contact points between
individual solid components (cells or cell nuclei) increases, i.e., 7 solid
components (b0) fuse each other through contact, 2 solid components
with fenestration are created. They have 4 windows (b1). Namely, b1
increase and the ratio b1/b0 significantly change.
Numerical procedure of our method: Hematoxylin and eosin stained
mucosal biopsy sections of colonic tumors are used as test samples. First
they are taken as whole slide images and then binarized setting a
threshold value depending on each HE stained condition. We regard the
binarized image as a sum of a simplical complex. By using a free
calculation software (cf. [2]), we can calculate the Betti numbers. We
compare the values, b1 and b1/b0, of colonic tumor tissues with those of
normal tissues.
In Figure 2, we show a digital image of tissue of colon and its binarized
image. In the tumor area, we can see many windows.
Results and discussion: The Betti numbers are obtained per unit
binarized test image areas of normal and tumor tissues of colon. The
values, b1 and b1/b0, of representative each five unit areas of normal and
tumor colonic tissues are listed in Table 1.
In normal tissue, b1 is less than 1400 (565.6 average), b1/b0 is less than
1.4 (0.251 average). If tissue is malignant, b1 is large (3266.4 average), b1/
b0 is increased (3.79 average).
Based on the results obtained above, the indices for a normal tissue and
a tumor tissue can be assumed.
Figure 3 is a result of this method. The image is divided into 7×7 unit
areas and the marks are put on each unit area as Table 2.
Conclusion: The Betti numbers can express the degree of the connection
of the figure. When the number of contact points between individual
components increases, irrespective of their shape, b1 and a ratio b1/b0
significantly change. So we hypothesize that these numbers can be used
as indexes to represent the cellular “accumulation” which is one of the
characteristics of tumor tissue.
Figure 1(abstract S27) The schematic illustration. Left: the number of solid components b0 =7 and the number of windows b1=0, then the ratio b1/
b0=0/7=0, Right: the number of solid components b0=2 and the number of windows b1=4 and the ratio b1/b0=4/2=1.5.
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The numerical results indicate that the difference in our indices can
differentiate tumor tissues from their normal counterparts.
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Background: This study is about the application of telepathology in external
quality assurance (EQA) for cervical and breast cancer screening programmes.
In Veneto Region, Italy, an organized effective mass-screening programme
for cervical and breast cancer has been active since 1998. The previously
experienced EQA with slide set circulation on a voluntary base by part of
the Anatomic Pathology laboratories of this Region had failed because of
several complications: slide’s circulation around more than 20 Anatomic
Pathology services takes a great deal of time; there is a high risk of slide
loss and/or break down during the multiple slides’ deliveries; patients’
privacy and operators’ anonymity can be regrettably compromised.
The EQA has recently become a mandatory requirement for accreditation
of laboratories providing screening services within Veneto.
The whole image acquisition technology of cytological and histological
slides, thank to innovative software, has become available in the last few
years. These applications permit pathologists to storage digital images
and to examine, on digital screen, virtual slides scanned in a far away
Figure 2(abstract S27) A digital image of tissue of colon.
Table 1(abstract S27) b1 and b1/b0 of the normal and
tumor tissue
Normal tissue Tumor tissue
b1 b1/b0 b1 b1/b0
a015 1300 0.496 a012 4045 2.16
a017 233 0.106 a034 3469 2.65
a045 903 0.204 a047 2377 5.23
a049 283 0.204 a067 3044 5.92
a050 109 0.0689 a070 3397 3.02
Ave. 565.6 0.251 Ave. 3266.4 3.79
Figure 3(abstract S27) The binarized image of Figure 2.
Figure 4(abstract S27) The image is divided into 7×7 and impose the
marks as the result.
Table 2(abstract S27) Marks are put on each unit area as
the value of index
b1 None (~ 1400) ▽ (1400 ~ 2000) × (2000 ~ )
b1/b0 None(~ 1.4) △ (1.4 ~ 1.7) ○ (1.7 ~ )
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laboratory, using a viewer downloaded from internet in an easy and, in
most cases, free way.
In 2008 a slide scanner (Aperio ScanScope-XT) was installed at Anatomic
Pathology Laboratory in Rovigo, Italy. This technical tool, with the proper
ICT (Information and Communication Technology) configurations and
architecture, became available to the Anatomic Pathology Units in
Veneto.
Such technology is still in early application stage, so that we evaluate its
potential use in EQA for cervical and breast cancer screening
programmes.
Material and methods: In 2008 a committee (one for cervical and one
for breast cancer screening) has been elected among the pathologists
involved in Veneto mass-screening programme for cervical and breast
cancer to plan the EQA.
From 2009 to 2011 a year topic has been chosen among those hot in the
field of cytopathology and histopathology of cervical and breast cancer
screening.
Every year, in Veneto each laboratory participating in the project selected
from routine files 1 to 3 cervical and breast cytologic and histologic
samples. The selected samples were mailed to Clinical Pathology
Department in Rovigo, where they have been anonymized and digitalized
by using a ScanScope-XT. The images have been stored on a virtual slide
repository available online for a web consultation. The personalized free
access has been made available on website [1]. The experience with
virtual slide technical tools was very different among the participant
pathologists. No training, focused on virtual pathology, was given to the
participant pathologists before the virtual slide-based EQA project started.
Remote ICT support, when requested, was available to each participant.
The project manager of each screening group collected the anonymized
diagnoses. Each committee provided a gold standard diagnosis. The
discordant cases have been proposed for plenary discussion in a year
meeting, in the attempt to reach agreement among the participants.
Results: Twenty-three public laboratories out of twenty-four active in
Veneto joined the project. From 2009 to 2011, virtual slides have been
created from 98 cervical smears and from the 102 corresponding biopsies.
Similarly, virtual slides have been created from 52 breast cancer samples, 48
breast needle core biopsies and 95 breast FNAC. On virtual cervical slides, a
total of 1717 cytological diagnoses and 1719 histopathological diagnoses
have been obtained; on virtual breast slides, a total of 1717 cytological
diagnoses and 1822 histopathological diagnoses have been obtained.
In 2009 only 59% of the participant laboratories for cervical EQA and 80%
for breast EQA could successfully evaluate the virtual slides. Most of the
participants couldn’t download and install the viewer or complained the
low performances during slides’ evaluation.
In 2009 some non-sense incoherent diagnoses have been registered.
In 2011 the virtual slides have been successfully evaluated by all participants.
Discussion: EQA has become an integral part of mass-screening
programme development in Italy. Ideally, the scheme should include slide
set circulation, but several obstacles prevent the adequate diffusion of
such practice. The EQA based on circulating slides is still practiced but in
only a few “niche” applications [2]. For this reason, the use of digital
slides would represent a helpful alternative for the EQA [3,4].
The major issues limiting the use of virtual slide-based EQA in the first
years of our EQA project did not involve image acquisition or quality but
rather the pathologist’s experience with virtual slide technical image
management and several issues such as the pathologist’s interface and
the hospital’s network. The need for standardization of technical elements
of image has already been pointed out [5,6]. Moreover, very recently
these technical standards in the contest of mass-screening programme
have been established by a preeminent European committee [7].
Several challenges can be pointed for the next few years to allow the wide
and easy application of virtual pathology in EQA: on one hand there is the
need to focus on pathologist’s training with virtual slide technical tools; on
the other hand, there is the need to improve the hospital’s network, to
homogenize the security policies, to adequate the technical tools of each
Anatomic Pathology Unit to the recently proposed standard [7].
These results are encouraging to purse this workgroup, able to involve the
participants in screening programmes, with a very good cost/benefit ratio.
List of abbreviations: EQA: external quality assurance; ICT: information
and communication technology.
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Background: The morphology of a breast cancer tumour, as examined
through an optical microscope, is currently assessed visually by the
pathologist in parallel with making the cancer diagnosis. The grade of
differentiation, which describes how closely the morphology of the
tumour resembles the corresponding healthy tissue of an organ, is
undisputedly related to the outcome of breast cancer [1]. However,
tumour grade is largely regarded as an unreliable prognostic factor due
to its poor reproducibility [2]. The visually determined morphology is
afflicted with a poor inter- and intra observer agreement, which prevents
grade from being fully utilized as an important outcome predictor. The
same pathologist may assign different grade to the same tumour when
assessment is repeated, and different pathologists disagree to a
substantial level when assessing the same tumour [3].
Computational diagnostic tools for estimating the morphological
properties of cancer tissue would enable objective and reproducible
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alternative for diagnosis. This could be achieved by fully utilizing the
recent advances in digital microscopy and computer vision [4,5]. Some
attempts have already been made for automated grading of
histopathological breast cancer images, but these studies have covered
only limited amount of data or produce just a partial grading [6,7]. We
propose a texture based algorithm for automated classification of breast
cancer morphology. The method uses the recently introduced LPQ [8] as
well as LBP [9] descriptors and an SVM classifier. The LPQ and LBP
descriptors each form a histogram representing the statistical texture
properties and have been used earlier in many texture analysis
applications which include surface inspection [9], tissue analysis [5], and
face recognition [8], whereas SVM represents the state of the art among
supervised learning based classification algorithms.
Material and methods: The image data set (n=1092) was extracted from
a series of digitized, whole-slide tissue microarray (TMA) samples from a
nationwide cohort of breast cancer patients, FinProg [10]. A single
continuous area that contains only tumor tissue was defined in each
representative tissue spot in the hematoxylin-eosin (HE) stained TMA
samples. The original tissue spots fit into an approximately 1600 x 1600
pixel image while the size of the defined square areas was varying with
dimensions in the range 400–1400 pixels. The images were scored by a
human observer into three classes according to morphology: 1
(morphology resembling normal breast epithelium, extensive tubular
formation, n=182), 2 (intermediate tubular formation, n=494), and 3
(morphology least resembling normal breast epithelium, no tubular
formation; n=416). Examples of the three classes are illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1(abstract S29) Examples of tissue images from three morphological classes Class 1 (top row): morphology resembling normal breast
epithelium, extensive tubular formation, n=182; Class 2 (center row): intermediate tubular formation, n=494; and Class 3 (bottom row): morphology least
resembling normal breast epithelium, no tubular formation, n=416. Images are classified into the three classes by a human observer.
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The images were transformed to gray scale and represented by LBP [7]
and LPQ [8] texture descriptors. The classification of the images into
the three classes was done using three one-versus-rest SVM classifiers
with a radial basis function kernel (RBF) combined with chi-square
distance metric. The final class was chosen by selecting the largest of
the scores produced by the individual SVM classifiers. Given the training
samples and their classes, an SVM classifier learns a model for the data
which aims to separate the classes in space with a margin. In testing
phase, the SVM classifier assigns new data samples into the classes
based on the learned model. In our experiments, the data was split into
two halves for training and testing of the SVM classifiers. We did
additional experiments with only the extreme class 1 and 3 samples. In
this case, we used the same descriptors and a binary SVM classifier with
an RBF kernel.
Results and discussion: The experiments were performed using
different combinations of LBP and LPQ descriptor variants as well as by
various scales of the images. The best classification results were
achieved by combining the basic versions of LPQ and LBP descriptors
with radius r=1 and number of samples p=8 into a 512-dimensional
feature vector and using the original image scale 1:1. The receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves illustrated in Figure 2, show the
ratio of the “true positive” and “false positive” samples in classification
when the threshold for each binary one-vs-rest SVM-classifier score is
changed. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is related to the fidelity
of the classification result. The AUCs for the ROC curves were: class 1
(extensive tubule formation) vs. classes {2, 3}, 0.84; class 2 (moderate
tubule formation) vs. classes {1, 3}, 0.65; and for class 3 (no tubule
formation) vs. classes {1, 2}, 0.83. If each image is classified into the
class with the highest SVM score, the total classification accuracy is
62.0%. The total classification accuracy was improved by 2% by using
the LPQ descriptor in addition to the traditional LBP descriptor. It
seems that the separation of intermediate class 2 from the classes 1
and 3 is the most challenging task. This is understandable since image
content in class 2 samples is a mixture of the two neighbouring classes
1 and 3. If it would be enough to separate only the extreme
morphological classes 1 and 3 neglecting the class 2, a single binary
SVM classifier could be used. For this class 1 vs. class 3 classifier AUC is
0.95 which is remarkably better than the results for the one-vs-rest
classifiers. The accuracy of class 1 vs. class 3 classifier is 90 % (when
threshold=0 for SVM score is used). One option for better separation of
class 2 could be to do the analysis for smaller image areas which would
be classified as class 1 or 3. Then class 2 could be found as an
appropriately selected mixture of these areas.
Conclusions: Histological grade of breast cancer is regarded as an
important prognostic factor, but not included in staging guidelines due to
the subjective nature of the assessment process. In the current study, we
propose a computer vision method based on texture features and a
classifier utilizing supervised machine learning to discriminate between
cancer morphology as determined by a human observer. The results
obtained show that automated grading is feasible and that discrimination
between different levels of tubule formation can be performed with
moderate to high accuracy. By combining LBP and LPQ features it is
possible to improve the discrimination accuracy compared to using only
LBP alone. While the extreme morphological structures according to tubule
formation in the breast cancer tissue are discriminated with high accuracy,
the recognition of the intermediate class should still be improved.
List of abbreviations used: AUC: Area under the ROC curve; HE:
Hematoxylin-eosin; LBP: Local binary pattern; LPQ: Local phase
quantization; RBF: Radial basis function; ROC: Receiver operating
characteristic; SVM: Support vector machine; TMA: Tissue microarray
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Background: Computer aided analysis of virtual slide images has become
an increasingly popular research topic and area of development. Novel
applications are aimed for instance at automation of certain stages in
sample assessment and assay readout (e.g. segmentation, detection, etc.)
[2] or for reproducible measurement of a sample’s visual appearance (e.g.
grading, morphological classes etc.) [3].
Statistical learning methods are one of the key algorithms used in
building these image analysis applications. Especially supervised
algorithms (e.g. support vector machines (SVM), AdaBoost, k nearest
neighbour (kNN), etc.) offer a way to train a classifier that can perform
complex quantification tasks. The process requires annotation of labelled
examples in order to describe the task and learn a model. Recently,
image acquisition techniques for large-scale digitization of tissue samples
have become common and require new methods to perform the
annotation and associated labelling [4].
In this study we present an annotation tool that combines 1) direct
interaction with a remote slide collection (a web based virtual microscopy
application), 2) an interface to annotate points of interest in the virtual
slides and 3) fast transition from annotation to development of image
analysis methods.
Methods: The annotation tool is written in MATLAB (matrix laboratory)
that is a cross-platform numerical computing environment (MathWorks,
Natick, MA). MATLAB is a tool with a wide range of application areas and
adopted by the image analysis community because of its versatile features.
The programming language and its computing environment offers tools
for testing and implementation of methods from a number manipulation
to creating interactive graphical user interface (GUI) applications.
The annotation tool is based on exploiting two important properties of the
current platform: 1) a random code-stream access featured image format
(e.g. ECW or JPEG 2000) and 2) a compression streamlining protocol. The
random code-stream compression makes it possible to extract sub-images
from a large virtual slide file. Thus, the user can download only a field of
interest, instead of loading the whole image file, which might be of
gigapixel size. The other required property, the compression streamlining
protocol, basically implements this sub-image extraction over standard
hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) in an efficient way.
With the advantages of the above-mentioned properties that a slide
collection should have, it is reasonably straightforward to implement a
MATLAB based tool to operate a remote database. The overall structure
of the tool is illustrated in Figure 1. In a first phase the tool reads the
metadata of a virtual slide file and deduces its height and width. Using a
server’s streamlining protocol, uniform resource locators (URL) are defined
to extract the tiles from the pre-calculated coordinates within the virtual
slide. In the annotation phase, the tiles are extracted and downloaded
one at the time from the server and displayed to an annotator and
requested for annotations. The locations and labels of the annotations are
saved locally in MAT files.
Results and discussion: We implemented a MATLAB based annotation
program capable of accessing a remote slide collection. The
implementation is demonstrated within a previously described virtual
microscopy environment [1,5] running image web server software (Erdas
Inc., Atlanta Georgia), but is modifiable to pair with other platforms as
well. The current virtual microscopy platform has proprietary server
software (Image Web Server) that accepts both JPEG 2000 and ECW
compressed files. The slides are made accessible via an ImageX protocol,
which is implemented by the server. Other platforms, which have the
ability to use JPEG 2000 files only, can utilize the JPIP (JPEG 2000
Interactive Protocol) to extract the metadata and tiles from a virtual slide
over HTTP [6]. The code for the proposed tool is freely available [7].
Figure 1(abstract S30) The operational principal of the annotation tool A) A slide collection saved at a remote virtual microscopy server, B) the tool
reads the metadata of the slide and determines the coordinates for the tiles, C) a tile is downloaded and displayed to an annotator and the coordinate-
label pairs are saved to a client computer.
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The annotation tool keeps a record of all markings and enables the slides
to be annotated in parts: it is possible to continue the annotation process
from the beginning of a slide, or alternatively from a tile where the
annotation was previously interrupted. The tool also keeps record of tiles
that are already displayed to an annotator, which allows the areas that
have not been annotated to be excluded from later processing if wanted.
All the data are saved locally on the user’s computer in standard MAT
files.
The tiles are loaded one at the time from the image server and displayed
to the annotator. The annotation window of an annotation process in a
digitized thin blood smear film is illustrated in Figure 2. All the
annotations are visualized with circles, which are coloured according to
their labels. The tool can be set to handle at the most ten different
labels.
The actual annotation process is kept as simple as possible to provide a
fast and easy-to-use interface. The user is able to add and remove an
annotation by simple mouse clicks: the left button for adding a new
annotation and the right button to delete the nearest detected
annotation. The keyboard’s number keys are used to set the active
category label and by keys N (next) and P (previous) the user can move
between the tiles.
The work was motivated by our own need to annotate large virtual slide
collections. In addition to the proposed applications, the tool can be
applied to any kind of analysis of virtual slides. For instance, the tool
offers a way to compare the agreement and accuracy of human
annotators to recognize and locate objects, or it can be used to deliver
one’s annotations to a shared resource.
Conclusions: We have described a simple and effective way to combine
a computational environment with a virtual microscopy environment [1]
to allow fast transition and iteration between method development and
data annotation. The code for the annotation tool is freely available [7]
and can be modified to suit different server settings. The use of the tool
is demonstrated on a virtual microscopy platform by providing example
slides of thin blood films.
Figure 2(abstract S30) The annotation window Marked annotations are visualized with coloured circles to distinguish their labels. User can interact
with the tool by using the mouse and the keyboard. The allowed user commands are displayed above the image.
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Background: The Virtual Slide (VS) is the constructed tool for interaction
with a large amount of visual information, using for doing so devices
designed to display and interact with the VS, i.e., search of Regions of
Interest (RoIs), labeling specific RoIs in the VS, automatic VS or retrieval of
certain RoIs [1]. Two main VS advantages, over a glass slide, are the
information access and the data maintenance. Disadvantages are related
with the computational cost [2]. Overall, slide storing and interaction is
carried out from the same device used for display. Mobile devices are of
course an extreme case of poor resources [3] and therefore clever
navigation strategies are necessary to optimally interact with the VS.
Related to interaction with VS from mobile devices, there are two main
issues to be addressed. The former is related to the storage and access to a
large quantity of data, the latter concerns the reconstruction and display of
the visual information. Several works have used the JPEG2000 compression
standard to address the storage needs [4][5,6]. JPEG2000 is an image
compression standard designed by the Joint Photographic Expert Group,
based on the Discrete Wavelet Transform and the EBCOT encoder [7]. This
standard provides several advantages, among others, compression
efficiency, lossy and lossless compression and multidimensional data access,
i.e., random and multiple resolution data representation and data
organization in several quality layers [8]. Likewise, the granularity provided
by the standard allows the retrieval of individual packets, guaranteeing
transmission of just the number of bytes required to reconstruct particular
regions of an image, instead of the whole slide [9].
As it was mentioned, a reconstruction task can be achieved by taking
advantage of the granularity in the JPEG2000 standard. However, the
data syntax described in the standard rules out the interactive
construction of a valid data stream from arbitrarily ordered packets [10].
Moreover, reconstruction and display of the VS is still an open problem
because of the high consumption of computational resource when
decompressing the bitstream. A well designed architecture must
therefore address the reconstruction task under the perspective of an
optimal adaptation of the process policies to the problem.
Material and methods: Experimental setup: The proposed architecture
was evaluated with a virtual slide of 36000x9200 pixels, each pixel
corresponding to 0.67 µm2. The original Virtual Slide had a size of 995
MB, and after JPEG2000 compression, of 226 MB. To run the storage
layer, a distributed file system was deployed using 5 Linux nodes. The
machines that form the network have limited processing capacity and
low speed hard disks (1 GB of memory, processor of 2.2 GHz and disk of
7200 rpm). To run the data access and the proxy layers, two servers were
selected; each with operating system OpenSUSE 11.4, 2.8 GHz 4-core
processor and 5 GB RAM. Likewise, to run the Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1
client, under an operating Android system 3.2, it was selected a device
with a 1280×800 display size, 1 GB RAM memory and 1 GHz dual-core
Nvidia Tegra 2 processor.
Architecture overview: The proposed architecture exploits the JPEG2000
granularity by dividing the main tasks of the data processing into four
layers. The architecture and their main components are shown in Figure 1.
The data storage layer is charged of managing the compressed images. A
JPEG2000 compressed image typically contains numerous embedded
subsets, each standing for any of a large number of different spatial
resolutions, image quality layers and spatial regions. This multidimensional
access to data is defined in the JPEG2000 standard as spatially adjacent
code-blocks, known as precincts. Each precinct is represented as a
collection of packets, with one packet per quality layer, resolution level and
component [10]. The logical structure of this compressed file is stored in
an index file, along with the compressed image, and is herein used to
navigate through the compressed file. The second, the data access layer,
provides the required services to interact with the information stored in
the previous layer. A loosely coupled architecture is maintained by
providing the required services to interact with the minimal unit of
information, i.e. services to retrieve specific image packets and services to
retrieve the compressed image header. The services provided by this layer
handle each request independently, thereby guaranteeing a simultaneous
information access.
The proxy layer is the backbone of the interaction with the data stored in
the first layer. This layer is responsible for two important tasks. The first
task is to facilitate interaction with data retrieved by the data access
layer, and the second one consists in providing efficient access to the
previously requested packets. Provided that the present architecture is
service oriented, this third layer receives and sends messages, from which
the raw data must be extracted. For doing so, this layer has a
decompression module, containing the functions to manage and to map
the incoming messages from the data access layer. In addition, this layer
implements a simple cache module, charged of checking and/or
requesting the required packets to fulfill a requested region. Also, a
communication API was designed for mobile devices because of the
communication problems presented when using conventional web
services since they are difficult to process in such limited devices.
Finally, the client layer is a standalone prototype, whose main function is
to map the requested regions to list of packets, and reconstruct Virtual
Slides, using information provided by the previous layers. The client uses
the communication API and retrieves the required information for
reconstruction. The client layer uses also a transformation module that
allows the final display of inverse transformed wavelet coefficients.
Results and discussion: The proposed architecture was twice tested.
Firstly, it was requested a variable region size, with constant resolution
and quality values. Secondly, the requested regions were refined by
requesting higher quality layers. Results show the advantage of retrieving
and decompressing (decoding) a particular image region instead of the
whole slide. In the first test, the time for resolving a requested region is
proportional to the number of required packets to reconstruct it. These
results are presented in the Table 1.
In the second test, the time between the requested layers is relatively
small, probably because most of the relevant information is mainly
compressed in the first layers, leaving small refinement details for the last
ones. These results are presented in the Table 2.
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Conclusions: In this article, it was presented a distributed multi-layer
architecture that supports interaction between its layers through a
service-oriented scheme. It was shown that retrieval and reconstruction
times are relatively slow using a refinement process by quality layers.
List of abbreviations: API: Application Programming Interface; ROI:
Region of Interest; VM: Virtual Microscope; VS: Virtual Slide
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Table 2(abstract S31) Requests with refinement process
Quality layer Transmission time (ms) Reconstruction time (ms)
1 83.1±25.39 245.9±5.49
2 94.4±25.55 249.7±1.16
3 97.3±25.66 250.3±1.57
4 99.5±24.13 250.5±0.53
5 103.4±25.07 254.9±6.66
6 99.8±7.22 258.2±8.57
7 108.9±24.85 268.9±27.09
8 124.5±51.03 265.5±28.48
The table shows the evolution of the transmission and reconstruction times
while the client requests different layers for the same region of a virtual slide.
Table 1(abstract S31) Requests with different region size
Window size Transmission time (ms) Reconstruction time (ms)
1024x1024 34.9±5.65 162.6±4.7
2048x2048 79.6±6.64 244.1±1.1
4096x4096 471±68.16 613.7±36.79
8192x8192 1421±180.38 1881.8±46.83
The table shows the evolution of the transmission and reconstruction times
while the client requests different region sizes of a virtual slide.
Figure 1(abstract S31) Multilayer architecture distribution The figure shows the distribution of the main components within different layers in the
proposed architecture.
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Background: Current diagnostic and prognostic approaches in oncology
use morphological and molecular techniques which lead to patient
personalized therapies. However, they are still complex and hard to
standardize. This is also true for Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL) that
has been chosen for the IHMO project [1,2]. Simplifying diagnostic
processes and making easier the standardization would be highly
suitable. In order to develop such a simpler automated method, the
IHMO project, funded by the French National Research Agency, proposed
to develop a multimodal microscopy scanning platform that includes in a
single machine a Raman micro-spectrometer (RMS) combined with a
multispectral imager (MSI) [3,4].
RMS is a quick non-invasive and non-destructive technique for tissues and
cells analysis [5]. It is very sensible to molecular changes and it could be
used as a powerful diagnostic and prognostic tool when used in
association with multivariate statistical methods. It is particularly useful
for characterizing pathological tumors especially at the cellular level [6,7].
Multispectral imaging in the visible spectrum could confirm RMS
classifications and provide new morphometric findings [8].
CLL disease is characterized by the proliferation of lymphocytes
(lymphocytosis). It is the most common leukemia, preferentially affecting
people aged over 50 years old. It is incurable and in most cases shows
no clinical signs. Thus, it is often discovered by chance during a blood
test. If necessary, morphological and immunological studies are led by
analyzing blood smears colored with May-Grünwald Giemsa, by making a
complete blood count and by computing a Matutes score. Such studies
are necessary because it is impossible to distinguish a healthy cell from a
cancerous one only using a conventional microscope.
Material and methods: Blood smears were prepared on classical glass
slides commonly used in laboratories for microscopy; cells were localized
by optical microscopy. A new multimodal machine which has been
developed combining i) a 10 bands multi-spectral imager using the full
spectrum of transmitted visible light ii) a Raman micro-spectrometer,
equipped with a 532nm diode laser excitation source delivering 13.5mW
of power on the sample; iii) a microscope stand with 40x and 150x lenses
suited with an xyz motorized stage for scanning the blood smear, and
localizing x-y coordinates of a representative series (~100 for each
patient) of lymphocyte cells before registering Raman spectra on their
nuclei and their individual multi-spectral images. An additional piezo
actuator allowed for precise z stack recording. Figure 1 shows each step
from the screening of the smears to the final results.
Raman micro-spectroscopy: More precisely, 997 polymorphonuclears, 95
monocytes and 1127 lymphocytes from 12 different blood samples have
been considered in the first part of this study, and a Raman spectrum has
been acquired on each of them. In the second part, 4257 spectra have
been registered on lymphocytes of 49 leukemic patients suffering from
hyper leukocytosis Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia, and 2596 spectra have
been recorded on lymphocytes of 27 healthy individuals. These spectra
have been then studied, using around 90 cells per blood sample.
Raman data were first pretreated to erase contaminant information into
the spectra and then were analyzed using a multivariate statistical
method which put forward the relevant information needed to
distinguish in a first time lymphocytes from polymorphonuclears.
The spectra are then reduced to their relevant information and classified
using a Support Vector Machine algorithm [9]. Then this algorithm was
used to develop a classification model splitting leukemic and healthy
lymphocytes; 3 sets of data were created, the first one, the training set,
composed of the spectra from 6 leukemic patients (513 spectra) and 4
healthy individuals (315 spectra) which was used to create different
prediction models, the second set, the validation set, composed of
spectra from 33 leukemic patients (2820 spectra) and 13 healthy
individuals (1106 spectra) was used to select the best model among all
previously computed. Finally, the third set, the test set, composed of
spectra from 20 different blood samples (2099 spectra) was used to
validate the selected classification model in a blind way.
Multi-spectral imaging: After acquisition of Raman spectra, the slides
are stained using a RAL_DIAGNOSTICS™ standardized staining protocol.
Then, for each target cell, a multi-z/multi-spectral image is acquired: a z-
stack of 100 nm spaced of 24 monochrome images for each of the ten
wavelength bands. An algorithm combining mathematical morphology
techniques and sparse regression was developed to produce a color RGB
image with an extended-depth-of-focus from the multi-z/multispectral
image. This color image is used to visually confirm the classification of
cells characterized by RMS. The set of scalar images multi-Z/multi-spectral
of each cell is also processed by mathematical morphology techniques to
produce morpho-spectral texture descriptors reducing the 240 images
from each color band to a set of 4 representative images. Such data
reduction process allowed representing each cell by a 40x40 square
symmetrical correlation matrix. Then, using tools from information
geometry and multivariate statistics, cells are embedded into a
dimensionality reduced space used to produce an unsupervised
classification into two classes: leukemia patients vs. healthy individuals.
Results and discussion: First stage molecular classification with Raman
spectrometry aimed at identifying the nucleated components from a
blood smear, mainly polymorphonuclears and lymphocytes. Indeed such
differentiation is straightforward with morphological methods like MSI
even on unstained samples. Molecular classification gave a sensitivity of
99.3% and a specificity of 99.6%.
The second stage aimed at classifying spectra from leukemic and healthy
lymphocytes and provided a sensitivity of 80% and a specificity of 100%
on an extended set of blind samples.
It has to be mentioned that in a first step of this work, we tried to match
the classification results to the percentages obtained with flow cytometry
in term of T, B and NK lymphocytes of a blood sample. However, these
results could not be compared with each other since in this study the
information which is taken into account is obtained from the nucleus of
each white blood cell. As a result, this is a molecular and nuclear
information while, in classical cytology, this is the membrane of the cells
which is considered.
Morpho-spectral texture classification from multispectral imaging in the
visible is used to complement and consolidate the RMS data
classifications and in on-going work will be used to identify specific
morpho-spectral characteristics associated to leukemic cells (see figure 2).
Conclusion: IHMO project has demonstrated the power of Raman micro-
spectroscopy coupled with supervised classification algorithm such as
Support Vector Machines for cell classification and more precisely for the
diagnosis of CLL. Morphological descriptors obtained from multi-Z and
multispectral images provide another independent classification that still
needs to be assessed.
The multimodal microscopy platform can be used more generally in the
field of cytohematology, however application to cytological and
histological pathology would need further developments and could take
profit from new methods in data classification.
List of abbreviations: RMS: Raman Micro-Spectroscopy; MSI: Multi-
Spectral Imaging; CLL: Chronic Lymphoid Leukemia; SVM: Support Vector
Machines
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Background: Fourier transform mid-infrared (FT–IR) microspectroscopy is
a label-free optical method based on the interaction between an incident
light beam and matter. This vibrational spectroscopy permits to probe
the biochemical composition of the analyzed sample and thus gives
information about the structure of this sample. Associated with an
Figure 2(abstract S32) multi-spectral imaging feature extraction and classification method.
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imaging system, FT–IR microspectroscopy of human tissues can be used
as a very sensitive, non-destructive and non-subjective tool for the
detection and localization of tumoral areas independently of visual
morphology. Thus, FT–IR microimaging has demonstrated potential to
provide clinically relevant diagnostic information in oncology [1-3].
The biochemical changes related to carcinogenesis between cancerous
and surrounding tissue areas are subtle. As a consequence, IR
hyperspectral images need to be processed by powerful digital signal
processing and pattern recognition methods in order to highlight these
changes [4,5]. To this end, an innovative fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering-
based algorithm was proposed in [6]. The real advantage of FCM is that it
introduces the notion of nuance into the clustering of IR image pixels.
Consequently, FCM allows considering the progressive transition between
non-cancerous tissues and cancer lesions and reveals every nuance of
intratumoral heterogeneity [6]. Moreover, the FCM-based algorithm
proposed in [6] is fully automatic, i.e. the optimal clustering parameters
such as the number of clusters are automatically determined. The main
drawbacks with this algorithm are that it is very time consuming and that
the transition areas can be difficultly seen. In this work, we thus propose
solutions to these problems.
Material and methods: IR spectral images were acquired on 8 biopsies
of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded human skin carcinomas, squamous
cell carcinomas (SCC, n=3) and basal cell carcinomas (BCC, n=5). The
samples were selected by the pathologists from the tumor bank of the
Pathology Department of the University Hospital of Reims (France).
From samples, 10-micron thick slices were cut and mounted on a calcium
fluoride (CaF2) (Crystran, Dorset, UK) window for FT–IR imaging without
any particular preparation, especially no chemical dewaxing. First
adjacent slices (5-µm thick) to those used for FT–IR analysis were stained
with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for conventional histology. From these
slices, the cancer outlines defined by the pathologists were drawn on the
photomicrographs.
FT–IR hyperspectral images were recorded with a Spectrum Spotlight 300
FT–IR imaging system coupled to a Spectrum one FT–IR spectrometer
(Perkin Elmer Life Sciences, France), with a spatial resolution of 6.25 µm
and a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1. Each spectral image, covering a
substantial part of the biopsy, consisted of about 30 000 spectra.
The samples being analyzed without previous chemical dewaxing, the
recorded FT–IR hyperspectral image were digitally corrected from paraffin
spectral contribution thanks to an automated pre-processing method
based on extended multiplicative signal correction (EMSC) [7]. Only the
spectral variability of the molecular composition of the tissue is thus
retained in the data sets.
In order to highlight the different biological structures of the samples
from the weak inter-spectra differences, the EMSC-based pre-processed IR
spectra were analysed by an upgraded version of the FCM clustering-
based algorithm proposed in [6]. The innovations mainly consist in the
breaking of the FCM algorithm as soon as the estimated clusters present
some uninteresting characteristics and in the limitation of the number of
computed FCM. These computational aspects will be described later in
details in another article. Furthermore, in order to highlight the transition
areas between different tissue structures, an entropy based
interconnectivity measure between clusters has been defined and applied
on the FCM results. For cluster assignment, each color-coded map was
then provided to the pathologists for a comparison with the corresponding
H&E-stained sections.
Results and discussion: After the application of the upgraded version of
the FCM-based algorithm, the reconstructed color-coded clustering
images allow recovering different histological structures automatically,
particularly to precisely localize tumoral areas and their normal
counterparts. Due to the limited length of the article, here we present
only one representative case of SCC.
The images generated by the FCM-based algorithm are shown in Figure 1.
After comparison with the histological image, each generated cluster can
be assigned to a precise tissue structure: tumoral area (cluster 1), invasive
front (cluster 2), dermis (clusters 3, 4 and 5) and epidermis (cluster 6).
These results are identical to those presented in [6], except that the
computational time is divided by 8 thanks to the innovations included into
the original algorithm.
More than reproducing classical histology, our algorithm can give access
to additional information about the assignment of the IR image pixels to
the tissular structures. For each pixel, fuzzy clustering provides
membership values, permitting to nuance their assignment. Such data are
very valuable for the pixels located at the interface between tumoral
tissue and its microenvironment. However, to ease the interpretation of
transitional areas between tumor and marginal normal tissue, we
developed an entropy based interconnectivity measure which is maximal
when a pixel equally belongs to two clusters. Applied on the SCC IR
image as shown on Figure 2, this interconnectivity measure shows that
the invasive front (cluster 2) is tightly connected to the tumoral area
(cluster 1) and that a surprising clear-cut difference between the invasive
front (cluster 2) and the surrounding dermis (clusters 3, 4 and 5) exists.
These areas cannot be identified on hematoxylin-eosin staining or by
conventional clustering of IR data.
Conclusions: IR spectral microimaging associated with clustering
techniques shows a great potential for the direct analysis of paraffin-
embedded tissue sections of human skin cancers. These preliminary results
show significant potential for probing tumor progression and for early
determination of tumor aggressiveness in cutaneous cancers. Experiments
are underway to define the molecular assignments of the spectral
variations observed in these peritumoral areas. Furthermore, this approach
could be applied to other human skin cancers such as melanoma.
List of abbreviations: FT–IR: Fourier transform mid-infrared; FCM: fuzzy
C-means; SCC: squamous cell carcinoma; BCC: basal cell carcinoma; H&E:
hematoxylin and eosin; EMSC: extended multiplicative signal correction
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Introduction: Colorectal cancers are the third most common type of
cancers globally, affecting both sexes [1]. As of now, histopathology is the
gold standard method for colon cancer diagnosis. Newer technologies are
the important need of the hour to complement the existing approaches,
for better understanding the onset and progression of the disease.
Infrared (IR) imaging could be a potential candidate method because of
its capability to probe non-destructively and in a label-free manner the
intrinsic chemical bonds present in the tissue, thus giving a “spectral
fingerprint” of its composition and structures. To this end, we have
developed IR spectral histopathology with the aims to: (a) examine, the
molecular changes between normal and tumoral colon tissues, (b) exploit
its potentials to identify new diagnostic markers to complement
conventional histopathology, and (c) develop an algorithm as an
automatic diagnostic tool for tumor prediction, directly on paraffinized
samples, without chemical de-waxing, staining or any further preparation.
Methods: Nine normal and 25 tumoral colon tissue sections (3mm
diameter x 10 µm thick) embedded in the form of paraffinized tissue
microarray, stabilized in an agarose matrix were analyzed directly by IR
imaging. To avoid chemical deparaffinization, a modified Extended
Multiplicative Signal Correction (EMSC) method [2] was used to digitally
neutralize the spectral interferences of paraffin and agarose, and to
preserve only the biological information from the tissue. Corrected
spectra were classified using k-means to construct color-coded images
using the HPS stained sections as reference. Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA) was then used to construct a prediction model for identification of
blind samples.
Results: EMSC permitted mathematical correction of the spectral
interferences originating from paraffin and agarose. K-means classification
allowed to identify and to distinguish important histological features of the
colonic tissues such as crypts, lamina propria, tumor, etc. When compared to
HPS stained images, after whole slide image analyzed with crop and score
Calopix module from TRIBVN or through pathologist control, color-coded
spectral images not only reveal features representative of the biochemical
make up of the tissues, but also highlight additional features like intra-
tumoral heterogeneity and tumor-associated stroma, which are difficult to
discern by conventional histopathology. The LDA prediction model was
promising since an average sensitivity of 91% was achieved in the
identification and prediction of tumoral tissues.
Discussion: IR imaging allowed differentiating and detecting normal and
tumoral colon tissue features based on their intrinsic biochemical
information. This chemical-free approach on paraffinized tissue biopsies
combined with multivariate statistical image analysis opens a new avenue
Figure 1(abstract S33) Upgraded Fuzzy C-means (FCM) images on the Fourier transform mid-infrared (FT–IR) data set of the human skin
squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) sample and the corresponding hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained section. Assignment of the clusters: 1
(tumor); 2 (invasive front); 3, 4 and 5 (dermis); 6 (epidermis). The color bar represents the membership value for each pixel. In the corresponding H&E-
stained section, SCC is outlined.
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for numerical spectral histopathology and appears as a promising tool for
colon cancer diagnosis. Further work to improve the model and to
predict tumors in blind samples is ongoing.
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Introduction: In the pathology field, digital slide conferencing capabilities
are obviously a highly necessary functionality when multiple participants
need to simultaneously view the same digital slide from multiple, remote
locations e.g. for frozen section teleconsultation, second opinion on
complex cases or e-learning. In this presentation we present an expertise
approach that uses teleconsultation to transfer the knowledge from the
expert to requesters. In that context, we will also analyze advantages and
perspectives in integrating a general purpose solution to a business
specialty (pathology) workflow.
Methods: The idea from the department of Pathology in La Pitié
University Hospital center is to take advantage from whole slide image
(WSI) teleconsultation to provide an on-going teaching service that will
enhance the interpretation level of unspecialized pathologists. Slides are
sent to La Pitié for expertise; they are immediately scanned and sent
back the same day to the emitter service for storage.
For such application the Orange Multimedia Conference module which is
a general purpose piece of software has been integrated to the TRIBVN
Calopix™ platform. Calopix™ platform is a dedicated pathology platform
which is integrated in the hospital workflow between LIS (Laboratory
Information System) and PACS. Multimedia Conference is a web
conference service widely used and many thousands conferences are
opened daily. To meet the healthcare needs the video module has been
enhanced for high image quality, large screen compatibility and
exchanges traceability. Such collaboration brings secure data transmission
and image compression knowhow to pathology business.
Results: The resulting CaseConferencing module allows recently scanned
WSI, i.e. for frozen sections, to be shared instantly without any previous
server upload between the conference organizer (expert) and up to 25
participants (case emitters and other interested pathologists). The
organizer uses the pathology image workstation that allows classical pan
and zoom functions as well as annotation or image analysis tools. Invited
participants are informed by email and may participate through the use
any web browser on PC or Mac. Among main functionalities, session
leadership can be transferred to any participant and real time
annotations are automatically stored on the organizer PC.
CaseConferencing guarantees higher quality images transmission and
speed for a known transmission channel in addition to ensure security and
annotation traceability. Such high quality transmitted image allows clear
visualization of very thin features like one pixel thick overlays showing
image analysis results. Visualization latency is highly dependent on
communication network configuration. It has been generally considered as
good enough for WSI sharing and in most cases latency was clearly
beyond one second. Such service can be efficiently used as a complement
of cooperative asynchronous applications commonly used in the field of
telepathology when WSI can be shared through a remote server.
The service is currently used since 2011 by the pathology lab in La Pitié
University Hospital in Paris to deliver an expertise service toward private
and general hospitals. The purpose is to define guideline describing such
expertise services so that it could be extended to other university
hospitals.
Figure 2(abstract S33) Images representing the entropy based interconnectivity measure computed on the upgraded Fuzzy C-means (FCM) images
estimated on the SCC sample from Figure 1.
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Discussion: Visualisation and diagnostic clearly allows on screen
diagnostic follow up. However higher “fluidity” of pan and scan would be
required to achieve the same feeling as when viewing a slide through a
microscope. Another demand that will be answered is the publishing of
the session report which has been stored on the organizer PC.
The main purpose of this communication was to evaluate how a platform
dedicated to pathology could take profit from existing multipurpose
information and telecom tools. Such integration proved to be good
enough for case conferencing application. The next step would be to
apply such concepts to meet another telepathology issue which needs to
share expert knowledge. More specifically, in the Cloud Computing
context, the idea would be to use the PaaS (Platform as a service) layer
to take profit from the stored patient data information in conjunction
with consolidated formalized specialist knowledge to drive WSI
exploration and to produce automated pre-annotation that will make
easier and quicker their on-line consultation.
Competing interests: The authors declare that they have no competing
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Background: The virtual microscopy is a discipline that emulates the
interaction between an expert with a microscopical sample upon a high
resolution digital slide [1]. This type of technology is used for medical
training and medical education, but so far it has been exclusively used in
research environments because of the large computational requirements [2].
For instance, after digitizing 1cm2 of a physical slide at a level of ×20
magnification, the resulting virtual slide amounts to a 4GB [3], that must be
processed, transmitted, explored and analyzed in real time. This picture can
be even worsen since a typical laboratory takes hundreds of slides each
week [4].
Overall, a typical pathologist does not explore the entire slide, but instead
she/he focus her/his analysis on a few number of visual fields or regions
of interest (RoI). In consequence, recognition of RoI in microscopical
images may be a potential source of knowledge in many diagnostic
tasks. Such RoIs would introduce new learning paradigms that would be
used in medical education, medical training and diagnosis assistance. In
addition, a precise determination of such regions can highly reduce the
computational and transmission charge of informative regions from a
sample. However, automatic recognition of such regions is really a
challenging task because of the inherent randomness of tissue’s cutting,
color tissue properties and tissue orientation.
In spite of these difficulties, the pathologist efficiently recognizes regions
of interest in several domains by fusing image and task dependent
information into a unique framework. This paper proposes a novel
automatic approach to recognize RoIs by emulating the processing of the
human visual system (HVS), not only modeling the preattentional process
but also integrating it with high level processes. Hence, this paper extends
our previous work [5] by including structural information about the
relationships between several objects and texture recognition as higher
cortex functions. These processes are necessary to minimally perceive the
core of a scene, just as it is carried out within the pathologist memory [6],
and therefore, to identify relevant regions for diagnosis.
Material and methods: Experimental setup: The model was tested
with a total of 115 histological microscopical fields of view of different
types of basal cell carcinoma, sampled from 25 randomly chosen patients.
Each biopsy was formalin-fixed and stained with Hematoxylin-Eosin dyes.
Microscopical fields were digitized with a Nikon eclipse E600 system,
through a coupled Nikon DXM1200 camera, and stored in JPEG format at
a 1280 × 1024 resolution using microscope magnifications of ×4, ×10,
×20 and ×40. An expert pathologist, with at least five years of experience,
selected the digitized fields of view and manually segmented relevant
regions. We use 20 images to extract textons of size 32 × 32 pixels from
RoIs and background for the object recognition task, and 95 images to
test the entire algorithm.
Method overview: During a standard exploration of a histopathological
sample, the pathologist integrates two types of information sources,
namely, 1) the visual field content itself (“bottom-up” source), and 2) the
knowledge involved in the specific task of diagnosis (“top-down” source).
The HV S fuses together these sources using at least four different brain
areas, namely, 1) the V1 cortex which assigns a local relevance to the
visual input, 2) the V2 cortex which is responsible of gathering together
these relevancies as simple shapes, 3) the V4 cortex which actively
regulates the V2 excitation, and finally, 4) the inferotemporal gyrus which
integrates the function of the previous areas by recognizing complex
shapes and their purposes in the scene and probably by retrieving a
slight image representation composed of a few objects actually
recognized, the relations between them and the background, and basic
information about the background texture [6]. The approach proposed
herein models the function of the HV S in four steps, as shown in Figure 1.
Firstly, it assigns a local relevance by integrating information from basic
features as orientation, color and intensity at multiple scales, as previously
described by Itti et al. [7] (V1 cortex function). Secondly, the model
segments the image by taking into account the proximity and similarity
between pixels and mixing up the conspicuity maps into the resulting
regions (V2 cortex function), but also adding a map of the intrinsic
structural disorder which models the specific task knowledge that
regulates the attention over each structure (V4 cortex function) [5]. Thirdly,
this intermediate map is used to feed a module that efficiently looks for
basal cell carcinoma by comparing the pattern composition with a data
base of carcinoma regions, starting with the highest attentional regions
(inferotemporal gyrus function). Once the algorithm sets up the first
carcinoma region within the image, the other carcninoma regions are
defined as the most similar regions using an Euclidean metrics of the
different basic features: color, entropy and image intensity.
Then, this intermediate map is used to feed a module that efficiently
looks for basal cell carcinoma by comparing the pattern composition with
a data base of carcinoma regions, starting with the highest attentional
region (inferotemporal gyrus function). Once the algorithm sets up the
first carcinoma region within the image, the other carcninoma regions are
defined as the most similar regions using an Euclidean metrics of the
different basic features: color, entropy and image intensity.
Structure search and recognition: During a searching task of an
undetermined number of targets, the pathologist determine whether she/
he is familiar with the scene, using simple features as color and texture
information, possibly recognizing some relevant objects and their
relations [6,8]. If this is the case, she/he efficiently looks for the targets,
following the saliency of the scene and then using the target contextual
relationships [8,9]. Likewise, our proposal follows the most saliency levels
of the map obtained in the local recognition step [5], that is say the third
stage, when the system has determined a target. We extract then some
textons from RoIs previously marked (object recognition) and some from
the background (basic background features extraction) to discard
irrelevant structures. A classical kNN algorithm was used, using the low
level features captured before as input [10]. In case of finding a target, its
relations with the other structures in the image are determined,
comparing how different its internal features are. Formally, the distance
between features (df) within the target structure (st) and the i-structure
(si) is defined as the Euclidean mean distance of the intensity features (I),
orientation (O), color (C) and entropy(H) inside each structure, formally,
0 identifying similar structures as part of the searched targets using a
simple threshold. Note that this algorithm addresses the intensive
computations to a few structures, until it reaches the first target.
Results and discussion: The method herein presented was compared
with a previous one [5] that outperformed the state of the art. The model
proposed uses as model a generic “top-down” information source [6],
taking advantage of its relation with the context. The inferotemporal
gyrus function improves the RoI selection, as illustrated in Figure 2. Note
that the model proposed is more selective to the basal cell carcinoma
structures since it is able to carefully identifies specific low level mixtures
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present in the first target reached and choose a clever similarity rule to
define the discriminative threshold.
Also, the proposed model is more robust to distractors at several scales of
magnification of the virtual slide. Our actual approach was tested with
images at different scales of magnification, without any restriction at the
training stage. The current method improves the results in specificity and
reduces the variability of the results. These results are presented in the
Table 1.
Conclusions: This paper presented a novel methodology to find RoI
based on the human visual system. This differs from our previous
approach by the inclusion of a stage of region recognition and evaluation
of inter-region similarity. These characteristics let us improve the RoI
extraction since the selection criteria are modified by a knowledge
database.
List of abbreviations: HVS: Human Visual System; kNN: k-Nearest
Neighbour; RoI: Region of Interest
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Background: Assessment of erythrocytes and leucocytes in thin blood
films can be used as an inexpensive diagnostic aid in a series of disease
states, e.g. infections, anemia and hematological malignancies. Manual
counting of cells is still considered the gold standard for example to
establish the level of parasitemia in malaria. However, manual cell
counting is time consuming and subject to variability [1]. We here
propose an image analysis method that is a combination of adaptive
histogram thresholds and morphologic characteristics for the
segmentation of red blood cells (RBCs) and white blood cells (WBCs) in
digitized thin blood films. The method is implemented on a virtual
microscopy platform, the Webmicroscope [2].
Methods: Ten Giemsa stained thin blood films were digitized with a
microscopy slide scanner (Axio Imager Z2, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging,
Jena controlled by Metafer software, MetaSystems, Altlussheim) using a
63x objective with a numerical aperture (NA) of 1.4 (Plan-Apochmat,
Carl Zeiss, Jena) and oil immersion. Image acquisition was performed
with a monochrome CCD camera with a 1360x1024 pixel sensor and a
pixel size of 6.45 µm (CoolCube 1, MetaSystems, Altlussheim), a 1.0
camera adapter and illumination with an RGB illuminator (MetaLED Z,
red 619 nanometer, green 515 nanometer, blue 465 nanometer,
MetaSystems, Altlussheim). The pixel size in the digital images was
approximately 0.10µm and the original TIFF images were converted
into a wavelet format (Enhanced Compression Wavelet, ERDAS/
Intergraph, Norcross, GA) and transferred to a virtual microscopy image
server (http://fimm.webmicroscope.net/Research/Momic/tp2012) [3].
Approximately five-hundred (473 – 505) fields of view from each blood
film sample were captured and stored in the database. Five of the
samples were infected with Plasmodium falciparum and five were non-
infected control samples.
The described method (Fig. 1) involves 1) separation of background and
foreground, 2) recognition of objects that compose the foreground and
3) cell counting (i.e. RBCs and WBCs).
Figure 2(abstract S36) Comparison between the previous work and the current one From left to right, first column present the original images, the
second one the ground truth marked by the pathologist, the third column presents the results obtained with Gutiérrez et al. (2011) strategy, and finally,
the fourth column shows the results obtained with our method.
Table 1(abstract S36) Statistical results
Mean (variance) [%]
Gutiérrez et al. (2011) Ours
Sensitivity 86.6 (27.5) 80.8 (17.8)
Specificity 37.6 (23.7) 63.6 (19.0)
Sensitivity and Specificity results computed over several magnifications.
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Image preprocessing: As a preprocessing step for each thin blood film
sample, the green channel was selected from the original RGB image [4]
and smoothed by applying a median filter 3X3 to reduce the’ salt and
pepper’ noise [5]. The green channel is extracted using a color
deconvolution between the original image and a vector [0,1,0].
Adaptive histogram thresholds: Let each pixel of the preprocessed
image have intensity levels in [0, 1, 2, …, L-1] with L= 256. The number of
pixels with intensity level i is denoted by ni, ∀ i=0, 1, 2,…, L-1, where
N ni
i
L  
¦ 01 is the total amount of pixels. We defined the
histogram distribution as p(i) = ni/N, p(i) ≥0, where p i
i
L
( )   
¦ 101 .
For any monolayer stained blood film, the histogram is bimodal. A typical
histogram shape for a monolayer thin blood film is shown in Fig. 2.
There are two local maxima located at m1 and m2, where m2 <m1 and P =
p(m2) <p(m1) = Q.
A threshold to differentiate the background from the foreground B, is
defined by finding the maximum distance between the histogram and
the line l1 described between (m1, P) and (m2, Q) as shown in Fig. 2.
d p B l d p x l x m m( ( ), ) max{ ( ( ), ) | [ , , ] }1 1 2 1  }
with
l x y y ax b x m m a
P Q
m m
b Q m1 2 1
1 2
, | , , , , ,       }> @     2 1 2


­®°°¯
½¾°¿°
P Q
m m
In a similar manner, a threshold to find heavily stained objects H, was
defined by finding the maximum distance between the histogram
distribution and the line l2 described between (0, R) and (m1, P), with R= p(0);
d p H l d p x l x m( ( ), ) max{ ( ( ), ) | [ , , ] }2 2 20  }
and
l x y y ax b x m a
Q
m
b2 2
2
0 0, | , , , , ,       }> @   ­®°°¯
½¾°¿°
The image background is given by Eq. (1), while the heavily stained
objects are described by Eq. (2).
Background f x y B f x y D{ ( , ) | ( , ) }, !  (1)
Heavily Stained Objects f x y H f x y D{ ( , ) | ( , ) },   (2)
where = gray level Image.
Figure 1(abstract S37) Flowchart showing the cell segmentation
process Overview of the cell segmentation and counting process for red
and white blood cells. From the original image the green channel is selected
and smoothed. Dynamic thresholding allows the separation of the image in
foreground and background. The foreground is split in to RoundCells, WBC
Candidates, FoundCells and the remaining part being deformed red blood
cells and clumps of red blood cells. These subimages are used to count the
objects of interest i.e. red blood cells and white blood cells.
Figure 2(abstract S37) Bimodal histogram depicting adaptive
thresholds location, background intensity range and heavily stained
objects range A gray level histogram that corresponds to the green
channel of a typical field of view after applying a median filter (3X3). The
mode of the histogram are located at m1 and m2. B and H are the adaptive
thresholds. l1 is a line defined between the modes of the histogram and l2
is a line defined between the origin of the histogram and the mode at m1.
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RoundCells separation: Using the image histogram and based on its
bimodal shape, two important thresholds were extracted (Fig. 2). The
first threshold (B) defines a binary separation between the image
background and foreground. From the image foreground, all objects
with roundness bigger than 0.6 were selected and the area of each of
the objects was measured. The mean diameter to be 7.52µm and
standard deviation of 0.06µm for the whole set of objects was
calculated. Finally, only the subset of objects with an area equal to m
+/-s (3848+/-688 pixels) was chosen and defined as RoundCells. From
this set of round objects of similar size, the average diameter was
calculated and used to define a representative red blood cell,
designated as AvgRBC (diameter ~7µm) and to establish limit diameters
for WBCs (~7-21 µm) and platelets (~2-3µm).
The second threshold (H), defines the heavily stained objects in the
foreground (i.e. WBC, platelets, artifacts and debris). The heavily stained
objects larger than AvgRBC are the FoundWBCs.
Detection of circular shapes by Hough transform: Hough transform
is calculated on gray level images that contain only the regions of
interest while the remaining is set to zero. The region of interest is
composed by foreground without RoundCells, FoundWBCs and debris.
The maximization of Hough transform for a radius interval
r r
2
3
4
,
ª
¬«
º
¼»
is
performed, where r = radius (AvgRBC). The result is a set of
accumulations of hits (votes). The accumulations are concentrated
around the centers of the circular shapes. Hough transform detected
cells are filtered by selecting the pixel with the maximum vote and
deleting all the pixels with less than 20% of the votes. Thus the
selection of nearly circular shapes is ensured. Finally, a morphological
opening is performed to discard accumulations with less than 50 pixels.
The remaining objects are centers of FoundCells.
FoundCells detection: After subtracting the RoundCells and the heavily
stained objects from the original image, to compensate for the holes left
from the subtraction of the platelets, debris and parasites, a morphologic
filling was performed. By using Hough transform, circular shapes were
detected in the grayscale image and designated as FoundCells, resolving
the center positions of the nearly circular objects. A second
representative red blood cell AvgRBC2 was defined from the area of
FoundCells.
ApproxCells detection: After subtracting the RoundCells, the
FoundWBCs and the FoundCells, the remaining image contains fragments
of RBCs and deformed RBCs which Hough transform was not able to
define as circular shapes. The total area covered by these objects,
named ApproxCells was divided by the area of AvgRBC2 which is
estimation for the number of cells that still remain without being
counted #ApproxCells.
Finally, the total number of RBCs in the image is calculated by summing
up the partial results;
# # # #TotalRBC RoundCells FoundCells ApproxCells         (3)
Results and discussion
RBCs were manually annotated in 30 fields of views per thin blood film
and WBCs were annotated in the entire data set (Table 1). The results
from the manual counting and automated counting are shown (Table 1.)
Using the annotated fields of view, automated quantification of RBCs and
WBCs was compared against the manual annotations and RBCs showed
an overall error rate of 0.06%, WBCs counting showed an overall error
rate of 0.21%. A test for the automated counting of RBCs and WBCs was
performed on whole slides of thin blood films and approximately half a
million red blood cells and 477 white blood cells were counted (Table 2.).
Previously published studies have addressed the separation and counting
blood cells, but fixed thresholds for colors, sizes and intensity values
restrict the use to particular data sets [6-10]. Here, we make use of
adaptive thresholds for size and intensity values, which converges to a
solution.
Conclusions: The segmentation of RBCs and WBCs is an easy task for a
human observer. Humans have the ability of distinguishing large number
of colors, shades and hues, also estimating shapes and size similarities
while referring to prior knowledge, making global and local comparisons
simultaneously. However, performing large scale quantification is a time
consuming and tedious task.
We present an unsupervised tool for separating the foreground from the
background in Giemsa stained thin blood films and an automated cell
counter for RBCs and WBCs. The segmentation of blood cells in thin
blood films can be used as a pre-processing step to specify the regions
of interest for a secondary algorithm, e.g. the detection of malaria
parasites in RBCs, morphological analysis of RBCs and WBCs and follow-
up during treatment of hematological malignancies or measurement of
response to chemotherapy.
List of abbreviations: RBC: Red blood cell; WBC: White blood cell; #:
Number of cells in
Competing interests: The authors declare that they have no competing
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Table 1(abstract S37) Results comparing manual and automated cell counting
Red Blood Cells White Blood Cells
Sample Annotated Automated Error % Annotated Automated Error %
I1 3145 3160 0.476948 20 20 0
I2 4048 4058 0.247036 34 34 0
I3 2796 2782 0.500715 22 22 0
I4 2972 2958 0.471063 30 32 6.66
I5 3047 3042 0.164096 77 75 2.59
C1 3396 3389 0.206125 75 75 0
C2 3491 3482 0.257806 55 56 1.81
C3 3093 3087 0.193986 42 42 0
C4 3197 3206 0.281514 49 50 2.04
C5 3513 3514 0.028466 71 72 1.38
TOTAL 32698 32678 0.061166 476 477 0.21
% 100 99.9388 100 99.79
Results comparing manual and automated counting for red blood cells and white blood cells (WBCs). Red blood cells were annotated in a region equivalent to
30 fields of view per film, while the annotations for WBCs were performed on 500 fields of view per film. The samples I1-I5 are Plasmodium falciparum infected
cases, C1-C5 are non-infected controls.
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Background: Several strategies have been previously applied for
classifying cervical cytology cells, all pursuing a nucleus segmentation.
Sanchez sets regions [1] using a simple threshold [2], a procedure broadly
adapted to different techniques: a local adaptive segmentation nuclei
procedure [3], seed growing [4], mathematical morphology [5], a Hough
transform [6], and active contours [7]. Jantzen and Dounias propose
several cell features as morphometric descriptors, including the nucleus
and cytoplasm areas, nucleus/cytoplasm proportion, nucleus and
cytoplasm brightnesses, smaller and larger nucleus/cytoplasm diameters,
nucleus and cytoplasm roundness, nucleus and cytoplasm perimeters,
nucleus position, nucleus/cytoplasm maxima and minima. Nevertheless,
these morphometric characteristics require a previous accurate
segmentation, hardly achieved by human intervention using commercial
software such as CHAMP (Cytology and Histology Modular Analysis
Package, Aarhus, Denmark) or DIMAC (Digital Image Company) [8,9].
Methods: Rather than attempting to detect some of the previously
reported morphometric features, the present investigation used two
global MPEG-7 color descriptors, Color Layout and Scalable Color, and one
texture descriptor, the Edge Histogram descriptor, as the representation
space and two supervised classification algorithms (SVM and KNN) that
divide the different classes.
Classification based on global MPEG-7 descriptors: The cell
classification approach is carried out using color and texture MPEG-7
descriptors, thereby attempting to capture information related with the
particular color spatial location and global color distribution of both the
nucleus and cytoplasm. The texture descriptor stands for the particular
borders of both nucleus and cytoplasm and their intrinsic relationships.
These global characteristics are not evaluating the classical morphometric
features, but they are using nucleus and cytoplasm visual primitives as
discriminant factors.
Color layout: This descriptor, typically used in the YCrCb color space,
captures the spatial color distribution in an image or an arbitrary region.
Basically, the color layout descriptor uses representative colors on an grid,
followed by a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and an encoding of the
resulting coefficients. The feature extraction process consists of two parts;
grid based representative color selection and DCT transform with
quantization. Specifically, an input image is divided into 64 blocks, their
average colors are derived and transformed into a series of coefficients
by performing a conventional DCT. A few low-frequency coefficients are
selected using zigzag scanning and quantized to form a Color Layout
Descriptor [10].
Scalable color: This descriptor is extracted from a color image histogram
in the hue-saturation-value (HSV) color space. This histogram, constructed
with fixed color space quantization, is projected into a set of Haar bases
so that the obtained coefficients constitute a scalable color
representation. The histogram values must be normalized and non
linearly mapped into a 4-bit integer representation, giving higher weight
to small values. The Haar transform is applied then to this histogram
version with two basic operators: sum and difference bin neighbor,
decomposing the histogram into low and high frequency subbands [10].
Table 2(abstract S37) Results of automated red blood cell counting on whole slides of thin blood film
Cell counting
sample #TotalRBC #RoundCells #FoundCells #ApproxCells AvgRBC diameter μm
I1 59333 17935 40512 886 7.6804
I2 70236 16458 52600 1178 7.5457
I3 43973 23068 20475 430 7.7613
I4 46980 14237 32438 305 7.8404
I5 46090 13670 31918 502 7.5258
C1 57760 18379 38993 388 7.3918
C2 53645 23704 29669 272 6.987
C3 45462 22290 22669 503 7.5385
C4 51605 18108 32674 823 7.2068
C5 58029 16656 41098 275 7.7327
TOTALS 533113 184505 343046 5562
Partial and total amount of red blood cells, automatic counting on 500 fields of view per sample. The first five samples are Plasmodium falciparum infected cases
I1-I5, samples C1-C5 are non-infected controls.
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Edge histogram: This descriptor captures the spatial edge distribution, a
very useful feature for image matching, even though the underlying
texture may not be homogeneous. A given image is first sub-divided into
sub-images and local edge histograms, for each of these sub-images, are
computed. Edges are then coarsely grouped into five categories: vertical,
horizontal, 45 diagonal, 135 diagonal, and isotropic (nonorientation
specific). Thus, each local histogram has five bins corresponding to the
above five categories. The image partitioned into 16 sub-images results in
80 bins. These bins are nonuniformly quantized using 3 bits/bin, resulting
in a descriptor with size of 240 bits [10].
Classification models: The classification method used a classical K-
Nearest Neighbor algorithm and a Support Vector Machine. The proposed
approach was evaluated under a 10-fold experimental setup.
The k-NN decision rule: The k-nearest neighbor method is an intuitive
method that classifies unlabeled samples based on their similarity with
samples in the training set. Given the knowledge of N prototype features
(vectors of dimension ∑) and their correct classification into M classes, the
k-NN rule assigns an unclassified pattern to the class that is most heavily
represented among its k neighbors in the pattern space, under some
appropriate metric. In this work euclidean distance was used.
The SVM algorithm: A support vector machine (SVM) is a classification
model that finds an optimal separating hyperplane that discriminates two
classes. A SVM is a linear discriminator, however it can perform non-linear
discriminations thanks to the fact that this is a kernel method. In this work, it
is used a SVM version that uses sequential minimal optimization algorithm.
The multi-class classification problem is solved using a one vs. all strategy: a
binary classifier for each class by labeling the class samples as positive
examples and other class samples as negative ones. The final decision is set
to the class having the largest decision function among all classes.
Results and discussion: Database: Two databases composed of images
with single cells, from the Herlev University Hospital, Denmark, were used
(http://labs.fme.aegean.gr/decision/downloads). Skilled cyto-technicians
and doctors manually classified each cell in 2 classes: abnormal and
normal and then subclassified into seven classes. Each cell was examined
by two cyto-technicians, and difficult samples also by a doctor. In case of
disagreement, the sample was simply discarded (Byriel, Martin, Norup,
Jantzen). Finally there are two database:
B_1 data contains 500 cells with the following distribution:
1. Normal: columnar epithelial, parabasal squamous epithelial, intermediate
squamous epithelial, superficial squamous epithelial.
2. Abnormal: mild squamous non-keratinizing dysplasia, moderate squamous
non-keratinizing dysplasia, severe squamous non-keratinizing dysplasia.
The B_2 data contains 917 cells with the following distribution:
1. Normal: superficial squamous epithelial, intermediate squamous
epithelial, columnar epithelial.
2. Abnormal: mild squamous non-keratinizing dysplasia, moderate
squamous non-keratinizing dysplasia, severe squamous non-keratinizing
dysplasia, squamous cell carcinoma in situ intermediate.
Experimental Setup: Two classification algorithms were assessed (KNN
and SVM). Each classification model was tuned independently for its own
particular set of parameters as follows: k-NN was assessed by varying the
k nearest neighbors between 1 and 15 with increment steps of two. SVM
used two kernel types were evaluated; radial basis function (RBF) and
polynomial functions. For the RBF kernel, the g parameter was varied
from 0.00 to 0.90 with increment steps of 0.10, while the polynomial
kernel degree was set at 1, 2 and 3. The regularization parameter
Complexity 1.0. Evaluation was carried out with both 2-class (normal and
anormal) problems. A conventional 10-fold cross validation was
performed for every parameter combination.
Results: The effects of different levels of complexity were evaluated, but
do not show important variations. Figure 1 shows the percentage error
for the method proposed in the 2-class problem for B_1 datasets. Better
performance was achieved by the KNN classifier with k 15. The B_2
database shows the performance of SVM with radial base kernel, for
values of 0.01 (Figure 2). In both database these results were obtained
with the edge histogram descriptor.
Figure 1(abstract S38) Error for different methods in B_1.
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Discussion: A new strategy for assisting the diagnosis of pap smears
which requires no segmentation was proposed, implemented and
evaluated. Instead of attempting to segment cells and its structural
components, we propose to characterize the internal cell structure using
well known MPEG-7 global descriptors. Results are very promising,
however evaluation of other specific features and classification algorithms
can improve the classification performance.
Conclusions: This work presented an original method for discrimination
of each class: normal and abnormal. Future work is to evaluate the
classification of the seven classes.
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Introduction: Classic practical Teaching of pathology for both under &
post graduates requires microscopes and glass slides. Medical schools in
developing countries are confronted with many challenges, among them,
the large number of the students especially if this is compared with the
limited resources of the medical schools. Furthermore, the high cost of
acquisition and maintenance of microscopes. As a consequence, more
than one student may have to share a microscope in the teaching
laboratory (Figure 1).
Furthermore, glass slide specimens may also be shared among students
since preparation of new specimens and replacement of broken slides are
often expensive as well. Moreover, the time for laboratory hours is
limited, and micro-scopes are often locked up and unavailable for use
after class hours.
Although the medical schools in developed countries do not suffer a
lot from the same problems but the reported trial for applying digital
pathology techniques has shown to provide advantages of this digital
technique over the usual method of teaching histology and pathology
[1,2]. Few developing countries applied the digital pathology in the
form of telepathology in clinical practice [3,4]. The use of digital
pathology telepathology in education [5], second-opinion consultations
[6] and primary diagnosis [7] has been reported in several journals. The
early trials for applying digital pathology in medical education using
the older techniques like the static & dynamic forms were not greatly
satisfactory for the teachers or the students. Using the WSI technology
changed the teaching circumstances completely. The entire
microscopic glass slides were scanned and changed to digital files
available on the Web server that can be viewed on a computer
monitor with a Web browser. The dynamic and interactive mode of
viewing images (horizontal and vertical movement of images, and
zooming in and out) simulates viewing a glass slide under the
microscope (virtual microscope). Its interactive features and facility to
view the image on a large monitor promotes group interaction and
discussion. Images can be viewed anytime with an Internet or Intranet
connected desktop computer, portable or tablet computer, or even
through smartphones anywhere. Its main challenge may be the
requirement for high bandwidth. Implementing digital pathology in
low-resource areas remains a challenge even today. Access to the
Internet on academic networks is often slow and expensive. Other
barriers include: the high cost of equipment for digitizing glass slides
and limited student access to computer workstations especially after
class hours. Very few trials tried to explore the student perspective of
digital pathology especially in developing countries [8]. In this paper,
we attempt to determine the student’s attitudes in one medical school
towards digital pathology.
Methods: Teaching glass slides were provided by the Department of
Pathology, Cairo University. The whole set of slides were scanned using
Bioimagene iScan 2, then the JP2 files gained were uploaded on the
computer network in the pathology department computer lab and
the Grand Student Library in the Faculty of Medicine, Cairo University.
Figure 2(abstract S38) Error for different methods in B_2.
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The images were configured for display on Apple devices (iPhone, iPod
and iPad) using a secure PIN given for the students included in this pilot
trial.
Thirty five medical students (male = 29, female = 6; age range, 20–22 years,
mode = 21 years) were selected as one group of practical lessons. After
verbal consent was obtained, they were instructed to view both classic
practical pathology teaching course using the glass slides and another digital
teaching using the virtual slides available in the Pathology department
computer network and that uploaded on the Faculty severer. Figure (2).
The participants used a first generation iPad (Apple) tablet computer and
get connected to the medical school’s shared wireless network with
average tested speeds of 120 Kilobits/sec download and 41 Kilobits/sec
upload. The Website was configured for devices that did not require
Adobe Flash player; furthermore the image browsing program was also
uploaded so there was no need to download any additional programs to
see the images. By the end of the digital pathology teaching course, the
students were asked to complete a paper-based evaluation. They
reported their acceptance of the trial and rated their experience based
on their perception of ease of navigation, access speed, and preferences
comparing the digitized images seen in the department computer
network and that seen from Web server through the wireless access in
the faculty library or at home using the internet accessibility in a scale (1-
Strongly Disagree, 2-Disagree, 3-Somewhat agree, 4-agree, 5-Strongly
Agree). Comments were encouraged but not required. No personally
identifiable information was collected. The students finally passed two
practical exams; a routine exam using the microscope glass slides &
another digital exam using the computer lab in the department uploaded
with the virtual slides Figure [3].
The grades of both exams were collected and statistically analyzed &
compared. Furthermore, we compared both grades [classic & digital] of
this pilot group with the results of the rest of the student who received
only classic glass-slides practical teaching.
Results: More than 90% of the participating medical students rated the
local computer network as significantly faster and responsive to their
school needs. The participants also evidently preferred using the wireless
connection in the library rather than reaching the website at home using
the internet. Although not required, all of the students provided written
comments to almost all of the questions posed. Their observations
generally revealed that the images from the local server loaded faster
and of the almost seamless quality in viewing the slides displayed. They
also validated that virtual slides simulate the experience of examining
glass slides under an optical microscope. Some general comments
common to both servers were: “dealing with the pictures on the
computer screen was much easier than the glass slides and the
microscope”, “interactive”, “pathology studies became much easier &
interesting”, “wonderful quality pictures”. The slides were labeled with the
diagnosis and the description of the main diagnostic features but all
these data could be seen when needed. Concerning the specific
comments on the servers partially reflect the bandwidth deficiency that
slowed the display of digital images from the server. They found the local
server to be “fast loading & zooming in local server”.
These results reflected that the understanding of the practical pathology
material learned [by microscopes & classic glass slides] was evidently
better & easier for student received digital teaching also as the students
reported in their comments about the clarity of the images and how was
it easy to navigate through the virtual slides.
Discussion: Although Internet users in Egypt are more than 35% of the
population, the bandwidth in most places is still less than 2 Mb/s. In our
study, the network in the medical school, which is situated at the
computer network in the pathology department or the Grand Student
Library in the Faculty of Medicine, Cairo University is rated at 8 Mb/s.
Although the medical students found their experience to be generally
satisfactory in this study, digital pathology implementation in developing
countries may still be limited by slow connections to the Internet [8].
However, we believe that the slow connectivity or unavailability of
Internet access will improve soon in most of the developing courtiers so
it need not hamper the use of digital pathology in these countries. The
increasing capacity and lowering costs of these portable storage devices
Figure 1(abstract S39) showed more than one student may have to share a microscope in the classic teaching laboratory.
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make them suitable alternatives to accessing virtual slides through the
Internet. The use of digital slides in medical education makes the study
of pathology a meaningful yet interesting endeavor for students [10]. In
this study, we received positive comments that showed how students
perceived the use of digital pathology in medical school. The students
also suggested that the option to switch between labeled and unlabeled
versions was useful and easier to navigate and reaching the diagnosis.
This is a feature that has been suggested in the past through a previous
trial [8]. In developed countries, local area networks are often assumed to
be robust and adequately managed. However, it does not usually prevail
in low-to-medium income countries where reliability is a continuing
challenge. On top of the expense of network hardware, there is also the
cost of hiring and retaining competent technical personnel to install,
configure, and keep the local network running at optimal levels.
Although local access to the digital slides received better reviews from
the students in this study, the hidden cost of keeping a reliable network
should be considered when planning the appropriate placement of
servers and wireless networks. Since the study was done in a single
medical school in Egypt, we hope that it can be universally applicable.
However, since many of the conditions mentioned earlier prevail in
developing countries, our study highly encourage the suggestions on the
implementation of digital pathology in low-resource areas. Estimation of
the minimum acceptable bandwidth for viewing virtual slides needs
further studies. The cost of scanning slides is still prohibitive in most
developing countries. Collaboration between academic centers in
developed countries with digital scanning equipment and universities in
developing countries with teaching slides that may be rare and unusual
in developed countries, could enhance medical education for all [8].
Ultimately, it may be cost-effective for a university to send their teaching
slides to partner institutions by mail or courier who can digitize them for
sharing across participating schools.
Conclusion: Our results show that access to the server either through the
wireless connection in the computer network in the pathology
department or the Grand Student Library in the Faculty of Medicine,
Cairo University or through the internet at home was satisfactory but the
local server was deemed faster and preferred by a majority of
participants in this study. Virtual slides, accessible through a local server
or portable drive may be a solution to the high bandwidth requirement
of digital pathology or in places where the Internet in unavailable.
Collaborations with universities in developed countries would enhance
Figure 2(abstract S39) showed the Faculty severer website.
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image collections for teaching for institutions and these can be shared
with others.
Competing interests: The author declares that they have no competing
interests.
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Background: The today’s technologies allow an easy way to share
information relevant to image by means of different tools. Many solutions
are today available that allow to the cytologist to exchange digitalized
information about glasses. It is thus arising the need of objective
methodologies, such as the ones based on HTA that we have proposed
in a previous study focused in tele-pathology [1], to investigate the
potentialities of the new technologies in D-CYT. It should be also
considered that the D-CYT will have a great impact in the work
organization as the interaction with the glasses is radically changing [2]
giving also new chances to e-learning [3-5].
In a typical today’s architecture there is
a) an on-site-server with the scanner or alternatively a tele-pathology third-
party-server (in site or in remote as a Web service such as the Leeds’
centre [6] at http://www.virtualpathology.leeds.ac.uk/index.php), for the
creation of the virtual glasses named Digital Slides (DS)s,
and
b) low cost (or free) Light-client applications proprietary software tools (PC-
client application not asking enough hard disk space, not consuming
dynamically PC resources, such as RAM, SWAP ecc., simple and user-
friendly) for the navigation on the DS which can be installed in remote
clients.
This new methodology is rapidly largely spreading and it is becoming the
core aspect of the formation for future qualified personnel and is more
and more asking for user-friendly and effective ICT solutions.
The Tablet-technology-ICT-solution is recently widely increased as a user-
friendly and effective tool to remotely share image information. Thanks to
this technology it is possible to navigate into an image (pan, zoom-in,
zoom-out) using only the hand-fingers without typing the keyboard or
the software interfaces’ keys. This way of image navigation is going to
further improve the application of Telemedicine to DP and in particular in
D-CYT with particular reference to the remote and/or cooperative
decision and diagnosis in cytology.
Material and methods: The methodological flow clearly arises by
inviting the reader to navigate in the Public WEB of the University of
Leeds named “Virtual Pathology at the University of Leeds” where several
digital-slides are available for public use at the URL: http://www.
virtualpathology.leeds.ac.uk/public/common_slides.php
The reader can try to navigate the DS by means of a PC using the
interface of Spectrum Web Viewer (by Aperio) or by means of a Tablet
system using the fingers and subjectively consider thus the differences. It
is thus clear that there is thus strongly the need of considering both the
state of art of the Tablet technologies and the design of an objective
methodology to assess the technology. The methodological flow faced
thus the two basic issues:
• Analysis of the state of art of the tablet technologies.
• Investigation of HTA solutions [1] to assess the technology (Tablet and
applications of D-CYT) both in terms of performances and acceptance for
the relevant introduction in Telemedicine [6-8], [9,10].
Results and discussion: Analysis of the state of art of the tablet
technologies: The analysis with the focus to D-CYT returned that the
tablet technologies could be grouped into: wearable tablets, portable
tablets and not-portable tablets.
- The wearable tablets comprehend the Smart-phones i.e the devices that
can be embedded in a pocket (Figure 1 ).
- The portable tablets comprehend the A4 A4/2 tablets such as the Apple
Ipad i.e the devices that can be embedded in a 24-hours-suitcase (Figure 2).
- The not-portable tablets comprehend the very large touch tablets such
as the XDesk or Microsoft Surfaces, i.e the devices that cannot be self
carried.
The first two systems, that are widely used for many different purposes
allow to reach everyone in the world, therefore represent a chance for
the remote consulting in D-CYT (Figure 1,2).
The last systems, focusing for example on the Epson XDesk, represent a
powerful ICT solution for cooperative analysis and discussion of cases of
virtual cytology.
In details, the Epson XDesk is an interactive table; some call it a coffee
table because you can put anything on the surface of the table, it works
by projections, with the very latest technologies on that. This desk is also
compatible with Bluetooth communication protocol and as soon as you
put your phone or camera on the surface of the table, the XDesk will be
able to see all your files and pictures on the desk. By natural interface
pictures on the table can be managed freely and resized, zoomed in and
out by finger movements as the iPod touch does, only on a fair larger
scale. The Epson XDesk has a 52-inch screen and a 1024x768 touch
screen display. It represents the appropriate high technology solution for
cooperative discussions (Figure 3,4,5), clinical audit and ultimately the
future direction of cooperative virtual microscopy environment.
Furthermore it could represent a tool suitable to recover the inheritance
of some ICT solutions (such as Pap-Net) for large screening in cytology
Figure 1(abstract S40) Navigation using the WEB-Scope by Aperio
using a wearable tablet.
Figure 2(abstract S40) Navigation using the WEB-Scope by Aperio
using a portable tablet.
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abandoned because in the first applications the technology was not
ready, for computer assisted cervical/vaginal cytology diagnosis [7].
Investigation of HTA tools to assess the technology: As a core aspect
is the introduction of the new technologies for the D-CYT in the Hospital,
specific studies of Health technology assessment should be performed
focused in the new technologies for the digital-cytology. This is a basic
aspect for the Health Care Systems.
As a HTA tool we recovered the interactive word based tool we have
proposed in [1] for applications in tele-pathology. This tool had been
proposed before the diffusion of the tablet technologies and was thus
conceived for the assessment of PC-based-technologies for D-CYT. However
the tool is portable, as it is, on tablet based technologies. Figure 6
elucidates the contents of the HTA tool, each element contains a number
of questions with a scoring based on 4 levels. Starting from this tool the
investigation will be widened considering also:
1. Further issues relevant to studies of HTA, as from specific experience of
mondial networks of HTA such as the EUNETHTA (http://www.eunethta.net/).
2. Integration of specific studies on HTA over the NET, as the focus is the
D-CYT is the communication over the WAN/LAN.
Conclusions: Tablet technologies have been reviewed with the focus to
the perspectives of the D-CYT. A HTA specific tool has been proposed to
assess the performances and acceptance of the applications in D-CYT
based on tablet technologies. Possibilities and limitations of the three
different tablet technologies will be deeply investigated by means of the
proposed HTA methodology on experts and students approaching the
new scenario of digital-cytology.
List of abbreviations used: HTA: Health Technology Assessment; DP:
Digital Pathology; D-CYT: Digital Cytology; DS: Digital Slide
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Introduction: In Pathology, the development of slide scanners offers the
possibility to acquire whole slide images (WSI) from specimen stored on
glass slides and this is the beginning of a new paradigm in this medical
domain. Two DICOM supplements were defined by the DICOM WG26 in
order to store and display such big amount of data. These WSI images
are mainly used for teaching, for research and for collaborative and
cooperative applications. However, automated integration in the hospital
healthcare enterprise (IHE) needs much more detailed information for
i) integrating the digitalization process into the general diagnostic
process in a Pathology Department, in other words, to define the WSI
“acquisition modality work list”, and ii) integrating efficiently image
analysis into the diagnostic process, e.g. to create “evidences” from a WSI.
Methods: A pathologist who reads a slide uses an iterative process which
includes exploration and analysis phases, each at varied magnification. In
comparison, a slide scanner acquires the whole slide or a pre-defined
region of interest. In practice, we know that medical questioning may
require more sophisticated possibilities like combining low RGB resolution
scan (e.g. 5x to 20x) with higher resolutions and multi-z imaging in some
specific region which could be addressed by some slide scanners
provided one can build the corresponding modality (ies) work list. The
same issues happen for “evidence creation” through an image analysis
workflow. Workflow can become even more complex when using a
multimodal scanner which adds to the current modalities (RGB bright
field and fluorescence) complementary ones like quantitative phase
imaging for label free unstained samples and Raman micro-spectroscopy
for molecular signature acquisition.
We have 2 choices for solving such issues: either the process is
embedded in the scanner software inside a proprietary solution, or the
process can be driven by a scenario following the medical needs and
assigns to each modality unitary task to be executed.
Results: Let us try to scenarize the fairly simple use case of “Malaria”.
Following the current guidelines, diagnostics and personalized care aims
at parasitemia counting and species identification on red blood cells
(RBC): step 1 of the workflow asks for the acquisition of 200 fields at 100x
and step 2 asks for individual classification of the retrieved infected RB
cells. Such description is medically oriented and needs to be traduced in
unitary technical tasks. Clearly, there is a need for some additional
knowledge that explains how to select the fields to acquire, how to
identify infected RBC and what information should be acquired on each
RBC: color, MS images with or without z stack.
Discussion: We are in favor of implementing in the workflow the second
solution that avoids proprietary solutions and which could be achieved
by adding to the IHE workflow a knowledge actor (KA) that will produce
and orchestrate the scenario. KA would ask to the order filler patient and
case information’s in addition to the diagnostic questions. Based on the
corresponding guidelines, the KA could then orchestrate a sequence of
unitary work lists which can be executed by the microscopy scanner in
conjunction with the evidence creator actor. Such solution would clearly
separate medical guidelines from modality embedded software making
the workflow more scalable.
Trying to benefit from previous IHE integration, we would suggest
implementing such an actor in a way similar to the Treatment
Management System (TMS), an information system that manages oncology
information and is responsible for the scheduling of radiotherapy
activities.
Competing interests: The authors declare that they have no competing
interests
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Background: Malaria is due to parasitism of red blood cells (RBC) by
protozoan parasites of the genus Plasmodium. Three main parameters
have to be determined for patient treatment: parasite species, the
rate of infected blood cells (parasitemia), and development stage.
Even if a series of laboratory techniques are available, a suited
treatment needs microscopy skills [1]. Microscopic observation needs
a specialist and is time consuming (e.g. observation of hundreds
fields of view at 100x immersion objective) and automating 100x slide
scanning of white light imaging of thin film stained blood smears is
not straightforward.
Seeking for an easy to automatize alternative, we thought that combining
two microscopy techniques: quantitative phase imaging for quick
detection and Raman micro-spectroscopy for molecular characterization
could appear to be an efficient multipurpose solution.
Raman micro-spectroscopy is a good candidate to identify molecular
species in microscopic. Laser light is focused in a tiny volume. Due to
molecular vibrations, part of the light is non-linearly scattered to longer
(Stokes) or shorter (Anti-Stokes) wavelength. The wavelength shift is
directly linked to the vibration energy. The scattered light spectrum
contains lines typical of the molecular binding in the focused volume.
However imaging is very time consuming as each pixel needs to be
acquired individually (between 1 and 10s per pixel).
Quantitative phase imaging is an imaging technique that measures the
optical path difference of light travelling through different part of a semi-
transparent medium. If a biological tissue has local different index of
refraction, we obtain an image that reflects these index changes. This
kind of maps usually has a contrast more than two orders of magnitude
higher than bright field microscopic images. In addition, they give
information about the relative index change in the tissue.
Combining a morphological technique suited for rare events detection
with a molecular technique suited for local molecular signature
acquisition could provide an easy way to address automation of parasite
parameters acquisition.
In the following sections, we present our first level attempt for proof of
concept.
Material and methods: Sample preparation and hardware: We used
for our experiments the solution developed during the IHMO program
(see “Label free technologies: Raman micro-spectroscopy and multi-
spectral imaging for Lymphocyte classification” in the current
publication). It uses the Calopix TRIBVNTM software platform integrated to
the hospital workflow and off the shelves components NIKON FN1TM
microscope fitted with a Raman micro-spectroscopy (RMS) HORIBA
module whose excitation source is a 532nm diode laser. In addition a
commercial quadriwave lateral shearing interferometer (QWLSI Phasics
SID4BioTM) is plugged on one of the microscope exit port; it measures
the quantitative phase shift in the visible spectral band. This is an easy-
to-integrate and compact solution (dimension of a simple camera) and
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gives a 300x400px2 (px=pixel) phase and intensity image with a lateral
pitch of p=29.6 µm in the image plane, which corresponds to 0.74µm/px
for 40x magnification and 0.197µm/px for 150x magnification.
Blood smears are prepared on a standard glass slide with no slide cover
and without any previous staining to avoid contamination of the
recorded Raman spectra with fluorescence contribution. Spectra are
acquired on infected RBC and finally, slides are stained with May-
Grünwald Giemsa for morphological validation.
Quantitative phase imaging: The presence of the parasite inside the
RBC implies a synthesis of hemozoin (complex molecular structure)
from hemoglobin. These two molecules present a different refractive
index; therefore the parasite should appear with a different quantitative
phase inside the RBC. We have checked this assumption at high
magnification (150x) and we found out that the parasite induces lower
phase values (figure 1). Afterward, we studied large fields of view at
lower magnification: 40x proved to be efficient: see a typical field of view
figure 2. In order to automatically detect the infected cells, we first applied a
high pass filter. This removes the slowly varying cell shape while keeping
the plasmodium image. Then low phase values due to the plasmodium
were detected by three-level segmentation. One level corresponds to the
extracellular medium; the second level corresponds to the RBC cytoplasm
containing hemoglobin and the third one to the hemozoin. The second
level segmentation leads to the number of the RBC contained in the field.
The third level segmentation gives the number of plasmodia and thus of
infested RBCs. The ratio between these two numbers is the parasitemia. We
have studied 10 fields of a single blood smear containing falciparum
parasites.
Raman micro-spectroscopy: Raman spectra are recorded on parasite
from infected RBC localized thank to QPI at 40x. Raw spectra need first a
pre-treatment phase to make them eligible in the classification process.
Indeed, the presence of hemoglobin into the cells, and more precisely
the fact that hemoglobin contains cyclic structures, implies distortions of
the baseline of each spectrum. This distortion effect is called a
fluorescence background. To correct the spectra, a function based on a
polynomial estimation and correction of the baseline is used for each
spectrum independently of each other. Then, the normalization function,
standard normal variate, is used on each spectrum. This function
eliminates the variation of the absolute values into the spectra, and
makes them comparable avoiding scale differences. Then, a first
classification could be realized. For such purpose, we used the classical
Hierarchical Clustering Analysis (HCA). HCA is based on the Euclidean
distance between each observation (each spectrum) and from these
distances a hierarchical binary tree is created, putting forward the
different groups of spectra. Representative peaks of the hemozoin
biocrystal, previously identified in literature, are taken into account to
classify the spectra, by reducing them to the corresponding region of
interest. In a second classification, and to improve the first results, a
representative spectrum of pure hemoglobin, which has been obtained
by averaging RBC spectra from other samples, has then been estimated
and subtracted from each recorded spectrum, thanks to a mean squared
based function.
Results and discussion: Quantitative phase imaging results: QPI
analytical process detected an average of 640 blood cells per field at 40x
(standard deviation of 23) and an average of 4.1% of infected cells
(standard deviation is 1.1%) for sample labeled as a 3.5% parasitemia.
Raman micro-spectroscopy results: The first classification realized
considered the pre-treated spectra reduced to the representative peaks
of the hemozoin biocrystal (i.e. 1380-1385, 1594-1597 and 1644-
1646 cm-1). After a HCA classification the full 35 spectra obtained from
sane red blood cells were classified in the first cluster of the HCA
dendrogram, but only 20 spectra on the 34 registered on parasites were
present in the second cluster, which gave a sensitivity of 100% and a
specificity of 58.8%.
To improve these first results, a second classification was realized,
considering every spectrum without the contribution of the hemoglobin
signal as mentioned previously. Then, the full 35 spectra from the
parasites where present in the first class of the dendrogram and the full
34 spectra from sane red blood cells were classified into the second
cluster, giving a sensitivity and a specificity of 100%.
Discussion: This study proved the ability of QPI to detect RBC and
infected RBC at low magnification without any previous staining. Each
detected infected RBC can then be easily confirmed with RMS spectra
acquisition. Making such global process easy to standardize and easy to
automate.
The proposed concept is very efficient on this practical use case thanks to
QPI efficiency that allows quick retrieving of a representative cell
population without any previous staining. However during further studies,
detection potential of poorly differentiated parasite should be compared
to 100x classical immersion microscopy on stained sample.
RMS highlights thin molecular information and has been 100% sensible
and specific in the current study. However, the presence of hemozoin
into the parasite could be variable in quantity or even nonexistent
which in further studies could lead to spectra misclassifications. Finally,
it will also be necessary to differentiate species: this should
be assessed on following studies while using different high resolution
(150x) techniques on infected cells: i) RMS spectra, ii) optical
Figure 1(abstract S42) parasite characterization: a) microscope image, b)quantitative phase image, c) RMS spectra comparison between infected RBC and
healthy RBC after hemoglobin mean spectrum subtraction.
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volume measure with QPI and iii) multi-spectral classification (see IHMO
project).
Following further investigations, combination of quick detection with
Quantitative Phase Imaging and selective molecular imaging with Raman
Micro-Spectroscopy has a good potential to automate parasite detection
and counting. Such toolkit could be applied to any kind of parasite,
bacteria or bacteria inside vesicles and it also could be extended to other
cytology use cases and likely to the field of histopathology.
List of abbreviations: HCA: ; QPI: Quantitative phase imaging; Px: pixel;
QPI: Quantitative phase imaging; QWLSI: ; RBC: Red blood cell; RMS:
Raman micro-spectroscopy
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Introduction: Tumor heterogeneity [1-4] is an old concept but its impact
on the cancerogenesis process is poorly understood. Breast cancer is a
noteworthy model for its frequency, and for the diversity of its
phenotypes and of its evolution. This study examines the influence of the
heterogeneity of tumor proliferation on disease-free survival of patients
with a breast carcinoma.
Material and methods: Histological slides: The study involved a series
of 368 patients from the François Baclesse Cancer Centre (Caen) treated
for a breast carcinoma between 1991 and 1995, whitout neoadjuvant
therapy and with a follow-up of more than 15 years. The table 1 contains
the description of the series.
Histological sections, representative of each tumor, have been stained
with the anti-phosphohistone-H3 antibody (PHH3: Ser10, MILLIPORE®,
Figure 2(abstract S42) blood smear exploration and parasite detection with quantitative phase imaging.
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dilution 1/600) [5,6]. With this specific immuno-stain, cells presenting
mitosis figures are more easily identifiable (Figure 1).
Acquisition: Histological slides have been scanned with a high resolution
slide scanner to obtain virtual slides with a final resolution of 0.5 µm
(ScanScope® CS from Aperio Technologies (20x NA 0.7 objective). The
true color images obtained (color RGB 24 bits) have been saved in the
tiled pyramidal TIFF file format.
Region of interest (ROI): Before the automatic image analysis, the user
can discard “normal” tissue surrounding the tumor by drawing a region
of interest on the high resolution virtual slide with the Aperio
ImageScope® software.
Image processing: The image processing was performed in two steps on
a personal computer with a 1.6 GHz Pentium IV processor and a 1 GB of
random access memory (RAM). The first step being a sub-sampling of
virtual slide done with a specific algorithm ‘Daubechies’ second moment
orthogonal wavelet decimation developed in C++ language which creates
a low resolution image of the virtual slide (divided by 8: from 0.5µm to
4µm/pixels). In a second step, the low resolution image is automatically
processed thanks to chaining operators of image analysis toolbox
software (Aphelion, ADCIS).
In addition to estimating the frequency of mitotic figures, the program
detects “hot spots” and measures 9 features representing the tumor
heterogeneity, including the Haralick texture features and Fisher’s index.
The zones of influence of each stained nuclei have been determined
using Voronoï’s pavement principle. When nuclei are close, the size of
pavements is small, highlighting the “hot spots”.
Feature selection: A principal component analysis has been done in
order to select the most relevant features.
Statistic analysis: These features have been statistically analyzed,
combined with classic clinic-pathological prognostic factors (age, tumor
size, grading, mitotic index, vascular emboli and metastatic lymph nodes).
Results: Principal component analysis: Thanks to the principal
component analysis (PCA) 4 features representing tumor heterogeneity
have been chosen then combined into three new features: CP1, CP2 and
CP3, corresponding to the three principal directions of the PCA.
The four selected features are:
- 2 Haralick’s texture indexes (correlation and energy);
- Fisher’s index;
- variance of the size of Voronoï pavements.
The variance of the size of Voronoï pavement (named Voronoï) and the
Fisher’s index are regional features whereas the Haralick’s texture indexes
are local features. Indeed, Voronoï and Fisher features are “cutting” the
tissue into pieces and analyzing each of them compared to the others,
whereas Haralick is dealing with relations between neighbor pixels, each
pixel representing a cell at this resolution.
Prognostic study: In the analysis of prognostic factors, disease free
survival was used as the end point.
Univariate statistical analysis (DFS): Univariate analysis of disease free
survival was performed with the features of age, tumor location, initial
tumor size, pathologic lymph node status (N), histological type, SBR
grade, mitotic index, vascular emboli, metastatic lymph nodes and
hormone receptor status. The results are shown in Table 1 for usual
features, in Table 2 for heterogeneity features.
The CP2 feature correlated highly with disease free survival, whereas the
variance of the Voronoï pavements was borderline significant.
Multivariate statistical analysis (Cox): The above features that
correlated with disease free survival in univariate analysis were combined
with clinic-pathologic factors and included in the multivariate analysis.
Cox’s regression analysis highlighted 3 independent prognostic factors:
tumor heterogeneity feature CP2 (RR = 1.46; p = 0.03), mitotic index (RR
= 1.71; p = 0.004) and lymph node metastasis (RR = 2.20, p < 0.0001)
correlated highly with disease free survival.
The construction of this model has individualized 3 groups of patients: 0
factor, 1 or 2 factors and 3 poor prognostic factors (mitotic index > 10, lymph
node metastasis in the axillary dissection, upper tercile of CP2; p < 0.0001).
Disease free survival according to this model is shown in Figure 2.
Discussion and conclusion: To characterize tumor heterogeneity in the
presented series of breast cancer, 9 features were computed. 4
nonredundant of them have been selected by principal component
analysis (PCA).
Table 1(abstract S43) Univariate Analysis of Disease Free
Survival – 368 Eligible Patients. In grey: Follow up (2011)
Variable No. of patients P value
Age
Mean = 58.7 yr 0.400
Menopauses
Yes 237 (65%)
No 124 (34%)
Localization
Right breast 176 (47.8%)
Left breast 187 (50.8%)
Synchronous bilateral 5 (01.4%)
Tumor size
Mean = 25 mm 0.010
Surgery
Tumorectomy 212 (57.6%)
Mastectomy 141 (38.3%)
Biopsy 15 (04.1%)
Excision quality
Satisfying 202 (57.2%)
Unsatisfying 47 (13.3%)
Unspecified 104 (29.5%)
Histological type
ICC 297 (80.71%)
ILC 37 (10.05%)
SBR grade
Grade 1 50 (14%)
Grade 2 180 (49%) 0.002
Grade 3 137 (37%)
Mitotic index (/1.7mm²)
Mean = 10 mitosis <0.0001
Tumor vascular emboli
Yes 293 (79.6%)
No 75 (20.4%)
Lymph node metastasis
Yes 153 (44%) <0.0001
No 195 (56%)
Hormone receptor status (at least 1)
Yes 265 (73%) 0.030
No 98 (27%)
Visceral or lymph node (other than axillary) metastasis
Yes 136 (37%)
No 232 (63%)
Local recurrence
Yes 66 (18%)
No 302 (82%)
Oncological event (Metastasis and/or local recurrence)
Yes 157 (42.5%)
No 211 (57.5%)
Death
Yes 90 (24.46%)
No 278 (75.54%)
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PCA was also used to create 3 new composite features: CP1, CP2 and
CP3, corresponding to the 3 principal directions of the PCA.
The univariate analysis made for each feature from image analysis has
first highlighted that only the combination CP2 and Voronoï’s feature had
a prognostic value. It has to be noted that a high value of heterogeneity
index is associated with a poor prognosis.
In multivariate analysis, CP2 was found to be an independent prognostic
feature just like the mitotic index and the lymph node status. The lymph
node status is a well-known clinical factor; the two other features are
intrinsic factors of tumor growth, at cellular level for mitotic index and at
the tissue level for heterogeneity.
Surprisingly, age, tumor size, Scarff and Bloom Grade and hormone
receptor status are of secondary importance compared to these 3 features.
This result encourages to confront the heterogeneity feature CP2 to clinic
information, such as recent or late oncologic event or the nature
locoregional or distant visceral of the recurrence, and to the absence of
lymph node metastasis.
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Background: The pathology is a discipline located between basic science
and clinical practice. Tissue and/or cellular injury could be seen as a
triptych with in upstream pathophysiological mechanism and in
downstream the resulting symptoms.
In recent years, pathology, an essential step of clinical diagnosis, is being
more complex integrating complementary technics (e.g. molecular
biology), creating new classifications or new recommendations. So
pathologists’specialization in one field is becoming a necessity.
Unfortunately, since 1999, the French pathologists growth rate is negative
and demographic previsions estimates that in 2050 pathologists’
population should decrease by 50%. This crisis in vocations obliged
pathologists to provide continuing education to their peers, share
experiences but also to reform the teaching of the discipline during
medical studies to make it more accessible and attractive. The
development of digital imaging in this both areas has been a greatly
helpful.
In France, a group of pathologists established in 1977 under the name
ADICAP (“association for the development of informatics in pathology”)
helped the creation of adequate informatics tools [1]. Worldwide, the
pathologists were among the first to use tools of telemedicine, especially
in countries with difficult geographical conditions such as Norway or
Canada. However, for 25 years, the difficulties of digital transmission and
the static and selective state (selection bias in the sent fields) of numeric
photography had left this technology underutilized [2]. In the 2000s,
development of the virtual slides technology (virtual slides scanner) and
of telepathology, allowed diversification and wider use of digital imaging
in pathology. It had been now widely used in Canada to exchange views
particularly in cases of diagnostic emergency as extemporaneous
examinations [1]. In 2010, physicians in three Northern Ontario
Figure 2(abstract S43) Model build using the results of the multivariate analysis. Multivariate analysis highlighted 3 independent prognostic factors:
tumor heterogeneity (CP2), mitotic index, lymph node metastasis. The construction of this model has individualized 3 groups of patients: 0 factor, 1 or 2
factors and 3 poor prognostic factors (mitotic index > 10, lymph node metastasis in the axillary dissection, upper tercile of CP2; p < 0.0001).
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communities had been virtually linked at all times to pathology specialists
allowing frozen section examination on line [3]. It had been also used for
teaching and universities, particularly in the U.S. and Switzerland, where
virtual imaging have replaced conventional microscope. In France these
technologies are progressively taking place both in the field of education
and in the exchange of expertise. In Toulouse-Rangueil hospital, the
pathology department has chosen to focus on education as the training
provided to senior pathologists and to medical students.
Methods: Slides were scanned on « NDP Nanozoomer » Hamamatsu, in
Rangueil University Hospital, in Toulouse. The virtual slides were loaded
in to a computer server, in Toulouse-Paul Sabatier University. Hamamatsu
provided the program patch with the NDP viewer, as a pilot program.
For continuing education: The Paul Sabatier University (TICE
department, Direction of Technology and Information Systems) provided
to the university community a web conferencing platform Adobe
Connect Pro. This platform, web-based, used Flash technology present on
98% of computers. It offered not only a videoconferencing service but
also a collaborative workspace (document sharing, screen or application
sharing, instant messaging, whiteboard...) organized in modules. This type
of system offered flexibility and brought a wealth of services in a
nomadic environment. All medical data are anonymous.
Virtual meetings between pathologists: To access the platform, only an
internet-connected computer, a webcam and a microphone was needed
(Figure 1). The access was secured by a code.
For theoretical teaching: We integrated the virtual slide in presencial
sessions in small numbers (30 students per group, promoting divided
into 5 groups, 10 sessions). Each student had a microscope and glass
slides with a representative lesion. Each slide was previously scanned. The
virtual slide was projected and commented on by a teacher. The student
had to the area of interest selected by the teacher at low magnification
and then at higher magnification leading to the diagnosis. Questionnaire
of satisfaction was distributed to students and teachers at the end of the
first teaching session and at the end of the sessions cycle (10th session).
To enable students to visualize the virtual slide out of teaching session, a
web-site is in process. It would allow the student to access to digital
slides but also to recapitulative picture, with a brief explanation and a
summary of what to remember. Normal tissue slides would also be
available. Student would access the site through a custom code. It is not
yet planned to grant access beyond the teaching year or to allow
students external of our University to access the site. Thinking is still in
progress on these points.
Results of questionnaire of satisfaction: For continuing education:
This virtual organization had been ready for three months. To date, three
meetings were organized. Members are satisfied with the ease of use and
the gain of time. Some technical details are set up according to the
settings of the individual participants, such as setting the webcam. Some
participants, less in touch with computers, were a bit stressed and
technical assistance was required.
For theoretical teaching: No technical problem occurred during
teaching session. All students answered to the satisfaction query.
Students, at the end of the first session, found that visualization (ability in
detecting and observing the interest area) and understanding was better
(Figure 2a). At the end of 10 sessions, opinion upon the visualization of
lesions had improved since 23% of students have found it excellent and
73% better. Understanding remained unchanged.
Teachers had same opinion (visualization enhanced 78% or excellent 22%
and understanding better 78% or excellent 12%). The two less
experienced teachers felt stressed by changing their teaching habits. It
was interesting to note that students had not noticed this stress (95% of
students found them perfectly relaxed).
At the end of the first session the majority of students (53%) would not
give up the microscope. Nevertheless at the end of 10th session, they
were only 25% (52% favorable to give up the microscope and 23%
without opinion). All teachers though that virtual slides would be more
beneficial than microscope. At the end of 10th over, 77% of students
recommended to go on teaching with virtual slides however, 7%
thought that it should be better to give up and 15% had no opinion
(Figure 2b).
Discussion: Virtual microscopy is undeniable progress that has many
applications in education.
Figure 1(abstract S44) Virtual class visible by the senior pathologist in training.
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This technology allowed organization of virtual group learning events for
continuing education sound and images were travelling by web [4]. The
virtual slides could be observed by everybody, to the extent that it was
authorized, with the possibility for every one to speak, to remote on the
virtual slide to show a particular area. A moderator gave the right to
speak or to move on the slide. Everyone could see the same area of the
slide at the same time. It was possible to take memos concomitantly in a
specific area and to save them on the computer or send them by mail.
Participants can view the slides prior to the meeting, provided they are
received in sufficient time to allow the digitization and online procedure.
In this context of penury of pathologists but also in an economic
standpoint, this virtual meeting, provides continuing education for
seniors, lifting the geographical barrier, thus saving travel time. It
improves practices. It allowed too the construction of a virtual slide box,
ensuring deepening and maintenance of the latest knowledge. So, it
allows the participation of people discouraged by the duration of
transport. In our department, requests for such meeting are increasing.
In theorical education, as in our data, virtual slides have been regarded
favorably by students improving visualization and understanding [5-7]. It
eliminates the three most frequent complaints: the focus, the binocular
vision difficulty and the identification of the area of interest (virtual slides
can be annotated). In universities which have introduced this technique
for many years, particularly in the U.S., teachers objectified better success
in practical exams [8]. Most studies have observed that students preferred
the virtual slides to the microscope [5-7]. The computer is perfectly
mastered by the young generations, integrated into their world and do
not necessitate special competence. In our study, teachers believed that
the technique would be acclaimed, students needed to be convinced.
They think that knowing how to use a microscope belongs to their
formation. This skepticism was found in other studies in the literature,
where it could take 2-3 years before a massive acceptance (95%), even if
the technic was gradually introduced [8-10]. Digital slides require no
particular training for teachers. In our study, teachers were experienced
and inexperienced, someone had limited computer competency. No
technical problem occurred. It is interesting to note that most
experienced teachers were also more motivated and more enthusiastic.
Young teachers have considered, at the first session, the virtual slide as
additional stress before they feel it as comfortable. Our learning website
is still under development and no evaluation is yet available.
Conclusion: Virtual slides in pathology teaching were particularly
welcomed by students as by teachers. Highly praised, the virtual slide, or
virtual microscope, improves understanding and visualization and has
educational application. It is powerful for senior pathologist continuing
education e-learning in association with webconference. The virtual slides
can be viewed on any computer, via a website, provide support for an
examination or creation of a database of images ...
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Background: Whole Slide Imaging (WSI), called also Digital Microscopy, is
the most current approach to digitization of histological information [1,2].
It allows for transferring a whole histological slide into digital form, thus
enabling any kind of digital treatment from storage and transmission, to
telediagnosis, to automatic image analysis. WSI technologies developed
only recently, and thus most uses described in literature are coming from
research and teaching applications [3]. However, one acknowledged
Figure 2(abstract S44) a) Students opinion on virtual slides for
visualization and understanding at the first and last session. b) students
opinion replacement of the microscope by the virtual slide at the first
and last session.
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potential use of this technology is also aimed at dematerializing slide
archives, by bringing them in digital form inside a so-called PACS (Picture
Archiving and Communication System) [4]. This application would provide
a major boost in the adoption of WSI in the routine work of a clinical
pathology laboratory.
Two main differences can be recognised between academic applications
like research and teaching, and routine application in the pathology
laboratory: slide volume, and diagnostic reliability.
The former difference is related to the number of involved glass slides
and the time span on which scanning occurs. Teaching in particular, but
also research applications, foresee the acquisition of a limited number of
slides, in terms of either total number or scanning needs per time unit. In
fact, teaching with digital slides usually involves slides accumulating into
a teaching archive that may slowly grow, in years and years, but with no
massive amounts of slides involved. Research trials instead might involve
the scanning of a large number of slides but in a limited time frame,
related to the life span of the research project, and that can be archived
offline at the end of the project.
Both cases differ from the routine acquisition in a clinical pathology
laboratory, where there is the need for a sustained acquisition of a
fraction (or all) the glass slides daily produced by the laboratory, to be
made available to pathologists when needed. This means that the
scanning procedure should be as efficient as possible, and in particular
able to perform a sustained scanning as quick as glass slide production is
in the specific laboratory. This means also that there is need for
personnel (e.g., laboratory technicians) that feed the scanner with glass
slides, start the scanning procedure, check associated patient data, verify
results, unload slides, etc. Any technical hitch occuring in those phases
(e.g., software bugs, slide loading difficulties, etc) is likely to decrease the
overall thoughput of the scanner.
The latter difference is related to how digital slides are used. Scanning is
not a process without errors: loss of information is always present, and
derives in part from the process itself, in part from specific features and
pitfalls of the scanning device, in part from the preparation technical
quality of the source glass slide. In teaching applications, slides are
selected for their educational meaning, so there is a selection of the
acquired material, that allows for recognising scanning errors or simply
missing information. Such selection is also made possible by the low
number of slides acquired at each scanning session. The same can be
considered true for any research usage, since it is done as part of the
research project. On the other side, routine scanning is aimed at providing
slides for the diagnostic work of the pathologist, either for primary
diagnosis or for giving access to previous slides of the same patient when
diagnosing a new histologic exam. Thus, diagnostic reliability of the digital
slide should be guaranteed, and this means that acquired slides should be
as good as possible as they come out from the scanner. Since every device
may fail in acquisition of some slide, the least they fail, the better is.
The present paper aims at evaluating the first of the two issues, namely
throughput, by means of a trial carried out by submitting to three
different slide scanners a large number of glass slides coming from six
different Pathology laboratories, to obtain a continuous one-month
scanning session. A preliminary evaluation of the second issue, namely
diagnostic reliability, has been carried out on a subset of the slides. The
experimentation has been carried out to provide a technical basis for the
selection of a number of scanners to be applied in a newcoming
company that provides outsourced scanning and storage services.
Research questions include:
- Do scanners support continous acquisitions on 24/7, in terms of
software and hardware behaviour?
- Are manual operations related to scanners repeatable and hassle-free?
- How many slides per day can be truly acquired, taking into account all
the operations needed?
- How many slides need to be acquired again due to quality issues?
- Is there any connection between clinical pathology laboratories
procedures and glass quality, that influence acquisition quality or speed?
- Is digital diagnosis equivalent to microscope-based diagnosis?
Material and methods: Slide scanners: Three scanners (A, B, C) have
been provided by three manufacturers by means of their national
distributors, which also provided training and technical support during the
experimentation. Among the different models in the companies listings,
the scanners were chosen among those aimed at high throughput, i.e.,
with slide loaders ablle to host hundreds of slides.
Cases and slides: Glass slides have been provided by six Pathology
laboratories from Italian hospitals. Glass slides were aimed at representing
the average production of those labs, so they have been chosen
consecutively from lab archives among biopsies and surgical samples.
1200 slides per lab have been requested.
Data analysis: The following variables have been recorded for each
acquisition:
○ acquisition speed
○ acquisition success
○ barcode acquisition success
○ digital slide size
○ diagnosis
Some more information has been collected regarding the scanning
sessions:
○ scanner downtime during experimentation
○ accidental events (slide jams, etc)
For these variables, average, minimum, maximum, totals have been
calculated depending on the variable, with data aggregated by scanner,
by hospital and by both.
For a first preliminary evaluation of diagnostic performance, about 10% of
cases will be randomnly extracted from the whole set and examined by 3
pathologist for each case and for each scanner. This way, every case will
receive a total of 9 diagnoses to be compared with the gold standard
microscope diagnosis. For comparison, a senior pathologist (FC) will
examine all diagnoses and categorize differences on a 0-3 scale
(diagnosis not possible; wrong diagnosis; incomplete or inaccurate
diagnosis; correct diagnosis).
Results and discussion: Glass slides: Each hospital provided at least
1200 glass slides as requested. However, the first scanned batch resulted
to have 1244 slides, which have been scanned without a preliminary
counting, done thereafter for the other hospitals. Thus, the total amount
of scanned slides is 7244.
Cases were representative of the lab production. The case set was
composed by an average on 75% biopsies (range: 61%-88%) versus
surgical samples; each case included an average of 3.65 slides (range:2.67-
5.04), for an average total of 354 cases per lab (range: 238-449). Table 1
shows details.
Scanner throughput: Table 2 shows details on scanner throughput.
Scanning succeeded on slightly less than 98% of acquisitions (range:
95.65%-99.19%), with an average time of 4’28” per slide (range: 3’46”-
5’14”), higher than values declared by manufacturers. Barcode acquisition
failed on a very low number of slides (1%), with most errors in the very
initial phases of the experimentation, due to software problems quickly
solved by manufacturers programmers. This might reveal that barcode
acquisition until now has not been as usual as supposed to be.
All scanners experienced some downtime, averaging at about one hour
and half on the whole experimentation, one month long.
When aggregated by laboratory, the same data show a partially
unexpected variability, as shown in table 3.
In particular, acquisition time per slide, averaged on the three scanners,
ranges from 3’27” to 5’23” – a higher variability than the one we
obtained by aggregating per scanner. While a reason could be a different
percentage of biopsies versus surgical samples, at first glance this does
not seem to explain all the difference, and thus needs further
investigation. A candidate reason seems to be the quality of histological
preparation, which might not be influencing human vision, but indeed
might influence automatic scanning.
Table 1(abstract S45) Case set features
Lab slides cases %biopsies slides/case
1 1200 449 77.95% 2,67
2 1200 238 78,57% 5.04
3 1200 250 60,79% 4.80
4 1200 n.a. n.a. n.a.
5 1200 433 88.22% 2.77
6 1244 402 69.15% 2.99
7244 354 74.94% 3.65
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Slide size: A total of about 10 Terabytes have been acquired during the
experimentation, which, due to the total number of slides, corresponds
roughly to the output of an Italian surgical pathology laboratory (histology
only). The experimentation took about 1600 hours of scanning in one month.
Table 4 shows a summary of slide sizes by scanner and by laboratory.
Even here a partially unexpected variability is apparent.
Diagnostic performance: The preliminary diagnostic performance
evaluation has been carried out on 116 cases, equivalent to 8.89% of the
total number of cases. Each case has been acquired with 3 scanners, so
the total number of digital cases has been 348. Cases were attributed at
random to pathologists, chosen in order to have each case reviewed by
one pathologist from the originating hospital and two pathologists from
other hospitals.
Digital diagnosis has been categorized as follows: (0) diagnosis not
possible; (1) wrong diagnosis; (2) incomplete or inaccurate diagnosis; (3)
correct diagnosis. Table 5 shows details.
Results, though preliminary and in need of further investigation, seems
substantially in line with other similar experimentations [5,6].
Conclusions: The present study provides novel insights on current slide
scanners from the point of view of their massive application in a slide
scanning service. As far as we know, no other study attempted yet
the same kind of intensive evaluation, though relevant evaluations have
been done in the European Scanner Contest series [7]. The present paper
illustrates some preliminary findings on scanner throughput and reliability.
Real world scanning time seems higher than declared by manufacturers.
However, it seems also dependent on slide preparation quality, thus
suggesting that preparing for scanning is more crucial than preparing for
microscope and human eye. From this point of view, when in need of
routine, massive digital slide scanning, preparation guidelines or
standards should be provided for a better and quicker overall operation.
Scanner reliability has been proven to be high and scanning success too,
but both are not 100%, so, even if scanning is automatic, it is not
possible to do it in a non supervisioned way. This means that personnel
should take care of all the steps: loading, scanning, trouble management,
informatics and networks issues, etc. From this experience, we can tell
that expertise needed is both in laboratory techniques and Information
technology. Figures with both expertises are rare, in particular in Italian
surgical pathology laboratories.
A peculiar issue is the slide trays role: the least trays are manipulated, the
least errors, glass breakings, misidentifications, and time lost. This means
that in an ideal situation, they could be used not only to load the
scanner , but also as a transport medium and/or as a definitive glass slide
storage medium too. Furthermore, their mechanics should be reliable in
intensive scanning setups, and misplacement free. The trays of the
examined scanners were not equal from this point of view, and
suggested that maybe they should be reengineered from the point of
view of the user, in this case an outsourced service provider willing to
scan hundreds of thousands slides per year.
Acquisition time and slide size varied not only per scanner but also per
laboratory: further investigation is needed to obtain better knowledge on
this phenomenon, though it seems related to histological preparation
quality. From this point of view, guidelines should be provided for a
preparation more adequate for scanning.
As a final remark, the infrastructure needed for Digital Pathology is not
just a scanner on a spare table in corner of the lab, like most often until
now. This approach aimed at the enthusiast pathologist – that scans a
limited number of slides, not in a hurry - seems to have guided some
design choice by scanner manufacturers, including trays design and
partially incomplete barcode scanning software. Routine massive
scanning of slides needs solid infrastructure and personnel able to deal
with a number of interdisciplinary issues like:
○ backup, power supply, network sizing and management,
○ memory sizing, resizing, and management,
○ software management and upgrade;
○ slide loading, verification, unloading, archival.
At present, it is not clear who may take care of all of this in the current
surgical pathology laboratory.
The step beyond is to redesign some features having in mind industrial
usage of scanners, in a regular workflow, with standards-based processes,
including imaging standards [8-10].
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Table 2(abstract S45) Scanner throughput details
Scanner slides % success total time time/slide barcode failure % downtime (h)
A 7332 99,19% 72:47 3:46 1,86% 1,54
B 7200 95,65% 100:38 5:14 1,19% 2,04
C 7210 98,31% 92:43 4:25 0,00% 1,00
21742 97,72% 89:27 4:28 1,02% 1,53
Table 3(abstract S45) Acquisition success
Lab total slides % success time/slide barcode
failure %
% biopsies
1 3600 97,86% 5:23 0,55% 77.95%
2 3600 98,25% 4:52 1,06% 78,57%
3 3610 97,34% 3:27 0,69% 60,79%
4 3600 98,44% 3:37 0,85% n.a.
5 3600 97,03% 4:52 3,47% 88.22%
6 3732 97,39% 4:37 7,14% 69.15%
21742 97,72% 4:28 1,02% 74.94%
Table 4(abstract S45) slide sizes
Avg. Slide Size (GB)
A B C avg % biopsies
1 0,56 0,52 0,70 0,59 77,95%
2 0,50 0,53 0,89 0,64 78,57%
3 0,33 0,30 0,52 0,38 60,79%
4 0,32 0,30 0,48 0,36
5 0,36 0,29 0,43 0,36 88,22%
6 0,41 0,35 0,53 0,43 69,15%
avg 0,41 0,38 0,59 0,46
Table 5(abstract S45) diagnostic agreement
Scanner A Scanner B Scanner C TOTAL
No. of cases 116 116 116 348
Avg. Agreement level 2.655 2.681 2.310 2.548
Level 3 81% 83% 65% 76%
Level 2 9% 8% 14% 10%
Level 1 5% 4% 9% 6%
Level 0 5% 5% 12% 7%
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